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AUGUST 3, 1976 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ALFRED B. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
Alfred B. Weigelt was, in 1973-1974, President 
and General Manager of Globe Leasing, a corporation in-
corporated in the State of Utah. Other officers at the 
time of incorporation were Stephen Crowley and Mr. Dee, 
m attorney. The original incorporators got out approxi-
mately two months after incorporation. Globe Leasing 
officially began business in late July of 1973. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 2) 
From 1955 to 1960, Mr. Weigelt was a fleet ad-
ministrator for Gulf Oil Corporation. From 1960 to 1963 
he was a national marketing manager for an international-
New York based plan. For the next three years, he worked 
with Chrysler Leasing Corporation as a national sales ad-
mnistrator, and also as a regional manager for all car 
leasing in Salt Lake City. He then formed Globe. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 3) 
Mr. Weigelt attended two years of college with 
some additional coursework thereafter. He is currently 
45 years old. (Tr Vol. 1 at 3) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that just prior to July of 
1973, he made contact with the Bank of Salt Lake, his ini-
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tial contact being with Mr. Perry. Mr. Weigelt was 
interested in the Bank of Salt Lake as a source of fi-
nancing for Globe. Mr. Weigelt presented to Mr. Perry 
a book which he had developed. It contained various 
publications dealing with leasing such as leasing manuals 
for leasing companies. (Tr Vol. 1 at 3-4) 
Mr. Weigelt also testified that he had some 
contact with Mr. Kelson, Mr. Mendenhall, Mr. Chaney and 
one other individual at the Bank of Salt Lake between 
the time he first contacted Mr. Perry and July 15, 1973. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 4-5) 
Mr. Weigelt testified to a familiarity with the 
standards and trade practices of the automobile leasing 
business and that but for the fact that equipment leases 
are longer than automobile leases and the financing is 
a little different, they are basically the same. He 
further testified that in the formulation of lease prices, 
automobile leasing businesses consider acquisition of 
equipment involved and the credibility of the potential 
lessee. According to Mr. Weigelt, automobile leases aver-
age between 24 and 36 months and a "lease factor," some-
times called a "multiplier," is a set figure which is mul-
tiplied out with the capitalized cost of a vehicle to come 
up with a reasonable amount that should be considered 
total rent. He testified that interest rates bear upon 
the amount of rent; that Globe recovers their interest rate 
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by means of the lease payment that is being made to the 
company; and that repossession is a consideration. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 5-6) 
Mr. Weigelt's testimony concerning the procedural 
aspects of the relationship between Globe and the Bank of 
Salt Lake was that the credit of Globe's customers was first 
approved by Globe pursuant to a written credit application 
obtained from the customer. Globe would look at the assets, 
current obligations, and credit references of their poten-
tial customers. If Globe approved the customer's credit 
application, it would relay the credit information received 
from the customer to the Bank of Salt Lake along with their 
credit-check sources. The Bank would then advise Globe 
as to whether or not they approved the transaction. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 6-8) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that his meeting with Mr. 
Kelson and Mr. Mendenhall a few days after his initial 
contact with Mr. Perry took place in Mr. Perry's absence. 
Mr. Perry was on vacation at the time. The meeting was 
held in the Bank's board room. Mr. Weigelt' s book was 
discussed and he was asked questions about his theory of 
the leasing business including methods on approaches 
for capitalizing cars and equipment. With respect to 
financing the leases, an arrangement was discussed wherein 
Globe would be advanced an amount equal to the capitalized 
-3-
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cost of the vehicle. That amount would be credited to 
Globe either by separate check or by credit to a checking 
account. Further discussion was to the effect that when 
the transaction was approved, Globe would then purchase 
the vehicle from the dealer in question, secure the lease 
documents from the lessee, collect the money due under 
the terms of the lease, and deliver the vehicle. Hr. 
Weigelt stated that on the title, Globe Leasing was to be 
indicated as the owner of the vehicle and the Bank of Salt 
Lake as lienholder. (Tr Vol. 1 at 8-11) 
Mr. Weigelt stated that after this meeting, he 
had daily contact with the bank officers until he was ad-
vised that the transaction was approved on or about July 
15, 1973. Subsequent to that, Mr. Weigelt received Exhibit 
8-P from Mr. Perry. (Tr Vol. 1 at 11) 
Exhibit 17-P contains 64 individual vehicle lease 
files plus all of the paperwork pertaining to each lease. 
The purchase price of the vehicle was exactly the amount 
obtained from the Bank on the first six leases. This pro-
cedure was changed when Globe found out that they could 
not sustain themselves as a company with the insufficient 
moneys coming in from the leases. According to Mr. Weigelt, 
in the new formula for borrowing against a lease, the ac-
quisition cost of the vehicle was utilized plus a markup 
which was a determined amount based on a certain percent, 
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7-10 percent over cost. That markup amount was retained 
by Globe. (Tr Vol. 1 at 12-13) 
Mr. Weigelt· also testified that Globe, as a leas-
ing company was able to purchase vehicles at $75-200 over 
factory invoice. (Tr Vol. 1 at 13) 
Mr. Weigelt's further testimony was that after 
the credibility of the lease customer was ascertained, 
Globe would determine the residual value of the vehicle 
being leased with the use of all of the current guides in 
the autornoti ve trade. A new $5, 000 car he said, would de-
preciate by 50 percent in two years leaving a residual 
value of $2,500. In conducting this analysis, reference 
to the Black Book, NADA, Kelly Blue Book, Automotive News, 
and others were made. Globe would then subtract the pro-
jected residual value from the capitalized cost of the 
vehicle and that would be deemed the depreciation. That 
figure would then be divided by 24 for a 24 month lease. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 13-15) 
According to Mr. Weigelt, the second portion of 
the lease payment would consist of the interest on the 
lease. In the leasing business he testified, a straight 
add-on factor is utilized in consummating a lease. The 
add-on factor is determined based on the interest the 
leasing company is required to pay. The add-on factor is 
part of the profit of the leasing company. (Tr Vol. 1 
-5-
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at 15) 
The next factor would be to add on the appli-
cable state use tax. That percentage of the monthly 
rent would be added on to the lease to come up with the 
total monthly rent that the lessee was obligated to pay 
Globe. The appropriate Annual Percentage Rate was then 
applied to the balloon payment. (Tr Vol. 1 at 15-16) 
Globe would borrow the capitalized cost of the 
vehicle plus ten (10) percent from the Bank. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 16) 
Going through file Number 26 for illustrative 
purposes, Mr. Weigelt pointed out that on the front of 
the file he would note the lease.number, date of purchase, 
make, model, serial number, license plate number and the 
name of the dealer for whom the account was made. He would 
also note the date he mailed the payment book and "thank 
you" card to the customer. Mr. Weigelt indicated which doc-
uments are contained in each jacket as follows: 
"Well, there's a copy of the 
lease agreement, Pages 1 and 2 of the 
lease computation work sheets, another 
photocopy of the original lease, in-
ternal calculations sheet by Globe 
Leasing, a copy of the vehicle purchase 
order from Globe Leasing to the dealer, 
a copy of the invoice from the dealer to 
Globe Leasing, another copy of the fac-
tory invoice from the dealer to Globe, 
the lessee's first check to Globe Leasing, 
the insurance certificate, and a copy 
of the check rendering payment to the 
dealer." 
-6-
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with respect to the insurance certificate, Mr. Weigelt 
stated that he had to secure the actual insurance policy 
from the lessee's carrier. Sometimes it would take two 
to three months to receive the actual policy. Globe 
Leasing would be named as the additional insured with 
the Bank also named as a loss payee. According to Mr. 
Weigelt, within the automobile leasing industry, the 
leasing company maintains the policy of insurance and 
provides copies of insurance policies to the lending in-
stitution. It was Globe Leasing's function to make 
sure that there was casualty and collision coverage. 
The Bank, did in fact, request Globe for copies of in-
surance policies. Globe also got certificates of insur-
ance from the companies they leased to. (Tr Vol. 1 at 
17-19) 
In formulating the lease program, Globe cal-
culated the residual for purposes of profit by using the 
NADA or some other reputable guidebook. Globe would then 
consider other factors such as excess mileage and excess 
wear and tear, subtract that from the net residual, to 
arrive at a "net net" residual. (Tr Vol. 1 at 19-20) 
Globe, according to Mr. Weigelt, agreed to 
give the Bank all sums collected from the lessees. He 
testified that this sacrifice of cash flow was to enhance 
Globe's position at the termination of each lease. He 
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didn't know the cost spread between Globe's costs and 
the amount charged to lessees although he testified that 
the spread varied. As an example, he testified that such 
variation might be attributable to a prohibitive acqui-
sition cost on a vehicle. Specifically, from 1973 to 
1974, small cars were in demand and dealers were charging 
premium prices on small cars. (Tr Vol. l at 20-22) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that Globe started out 
paying the Bank a set rate which was .65 add-on, and the 
appropriate APR on the balloon. Four or five months later, 
Mr. Perry advised Mr. Weigelt that he had to have a higher 
factor because the month situation was tightening up. 
The factor was raised about a half a point from .65 to 
.7. (Tr Vol. 1 22-23) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he deposited the 
monthly payments from the lessee into a checking account. 
Globe had two accounts; one at Bank of Salt Lake and 
one at Valley Bank & Trust. There was also a second ac-
count at the Bank of Salt Lake, a reserve account. Mr. 
Weigelt testified that he and Mr. Perry agreed that three 
and a half percent of the total monthly rents that Globe 
collected within a given month would be automatically de-
posited into the reserve account. No checkbook was issued 
for that account and no interest was paid on the account. 
In July of 1974, there was about $600 in that account. 
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According to Mr. Weigelt, the reserve fund was to be util-
ized by Globe and the Bank jointly in case of a defeciency 
on any particular lease. {Tr Vol. 1 23-24) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that the Bank •;shot for 
the tenth of every month a as a date for debiting the Globe 
account for the payments due to the Bank. {Tr Vol. 1 at 24) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that on a hypothetical lease 
with a car with a purchase price of $5,000, Globe would 
capitalize the car at $5,500, obtain that amount from the 
Bank and use the extra for operating expenses. {The 
Bank's remittance to Globe would not be for the entire 
$5,500 but would be less by the amount of the first month's 
rental payment.) {Tr Vol. 1 at 24-25) 
In the leasing business according to Mr. 
Weigelt, monthly rentals are due at the first of the 
month in advance for that month. {Tr Vol. 1 at 25) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that Exhibit 7-P shows 
the net proceeds on each lease that the Bank advanced 
to Globe. Each credit advice is identified by name for 
each and every transaction. They are numbered 1-64 in the 
same sequence as the names listed on Exhibit 18. (Tr 
Vol. 1 25-26) 
Mr. Weigelt's further testimony was that Globe 
Leasing lasted for one year. He stated that Exhibit P-6 
is an assignment of lease, which form was prepared by him. 
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Mr. Weigelt said that he discussed the purpose of the 
assignment with Mr. Perry at the time he "consummated" 
a letter confirming the agreement between Globe and the 
Bank. No one else was present during that discussion. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 26-27) 
The documents Mr. Weigelt prepared and delivered 
to the Bank of Salt Lake in the form of a package inclu-
ded a copy of the original lease agreement, Pages 1 and 2 
of the lessor and lessee work sheets, insurance certificate, 
copy of the Globe Leasing purchase order acquiring the ve-
hicle from the dealer, copy of the factory invoice from 
the dealer, copy of the actual invoice from the dealer to 
Globe, and a copy of Globe's internal work sheet as it 
pertained to the interest calculations. Mr. Weigelt iden-
tified Page l of Exhibit 12-P as an internal worksheet 
containing a copy of a "note" covering the vehicle and the 
assignment of lease. He testified that he was referring 
to a promissory note in another exhibit and that the payee 
on such notes was Bank of Salt Lake. Mr: Weigelt then 
testified that the front page of Exhibit 12-P is the in-
terest calculation work sheet and the back page is a 
schematic on when "the vehicle would go into effect" and 
when the lease would actually terminate. Exhibit 12-P 
was received into evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 27-29) 
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Mr. Weigelt identified Exhibit 13-P as comprised 
of copies of the original leases. Copies of these leases 
are contained in each packet in Exhibit 17-P. Exhibit 3-P 
is a financial statement of Alfred B. Heigelt. Mr. Weigelt 
testified that he didn't recall the circumstances of the 
preparation of that statement. Exhibit 4-P, an unaudited 
financial statement, dated October 31, 1973, was prepared 
at the request of Mr. Weigelt by Randall J. Peterson, a 
C.P.A., for Globe Leasing. Mr. Weigelt testified that he 
provided the information for the preparation of the finan-
cial statement. Exhibit 5-P is another financial statement 
prepared by Randall J. Peterson with information supplied 
by Mr. Weigelt. (Tr Vol. 1 at 29-31) 
VOIR DIRE OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt answered that he didn't think the Bank 
ever saw Exhibit 4-P, the unaudited financial statement pre-
pared by Randall Peterson for Globe at Mr. Weigelt's request 
for the two months ending 1973. The statement was prepared 
from company records. According to Mr. Weigelt, Exhibit 
5-P "has the same background" a:s Exhibit 4-P. The report 
was unaudited. The Bank saw Exhibit 5-P on or about the 
17th of April, 1974, after all of the problems in this matter 
began to develop. (Tr Vol. 1 at 31-33) 
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CONTINUATION OF EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McCRAE: 
Exhibit 2-P contains comupter printouts which 
report on the status of Globe's accounts with the Bank. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that Exhibit 2-P shows all payments 
credited properly and on time. Globe received the print-
outs on the 18th or 20th of each month when the leases 
were submitted to the Bank. (Tr Vol. l at 33-34) 
Exhibit 11-P is part of the insurance statement, 
a copy of which was delivered to the Bank. Exhibit 11-P 
was received into evidence. (Tr Vol. l at 34) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he prepared the sum-
mary contained on the front of Exhibit 6-P. That summary 
is a recap of bank balances at the Bank of Salt Lake and 
at Valley Bank and Trust. The columnar figures represent 
the balances at month's end at each of the two banks for 
the period August 1973 to July 31, 1974. Monthly bank 
statements are attached. (Tr Vol. 1 at 34) 
VOIR DIRE OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt testified that if he had written a 
check to someone and that check had not yet cleared his 
bank, that check would be out against the balance on Ex-
hibit 6-P and it would show up in the following month. 
The calculations in Exhibit 6-P consider all sums depos-
ited in that month. (Tr Vol. 1 at 34-36) 
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CWTINUATION OF EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
Exhibit 6-P was received into evidence. (Tr 
vol. 1 at 36) 
Mr. McRae offered Exhibit 1-P as being similar 
in form to the book left at the Bank, minus the i terns 
iliat have separately been pulled out and id~ntified. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 36-37) 
VOIR DIRE OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he didn't know if the 
information in Exhibit 1-P was also given to the Bank and 
Mr. McRae withdrew Exhibit 1. (Tr Vol. 1 at 37-38) 
Mr. Neigelt said that Globe Leasing operated 
for about one year. He further testified that he first 
became aware of a problem with the Bank when he received 
carbon copies of communications that had been sent out 
to Globe's lessees. Exhibit 19-P contains a group of 
motor vehicle security agreements covering the 64 packets. 
contained in Exhibit 17-P. Exhibit 20-P is the completed 
assignments of the lease. That is similar to Exhibit 14-P 
and covers the same 64 packets as Exhibit 17-P. (Tr Vol. 
lat 38-39) 
Exhibits 3, 4, 5, 19 and 20 were admitted into 
evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 39) 
Exhibits 9 and 10-P were received into evidence. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 39-41) 
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END OF EXAMINATION BY MR. WEIGELT. 
Exhibit 21-D contains the Bank's file on the lease 
transactions in question. If the appropriate bank officers 
were called, they would testify that Exhibit 21-D is the 
Bank's file involving Donald L. Hildreth. Exhibit 21-D 
was received into evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 41) 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ROBERT F. GRUBE BY MR. EYRE: 
Mr. McRae stipulated that Mr. Grube is retired 
from the Secret Service and is a qualified handwriting 
expert. Since his retirement from the Secret Service, Mr. 
Grube has been self-employed as a document analyst. Mr. 
Grube outlined his experience as a document analyst. (Tr 
Vol. 1 at 42-43) 
Mr. Grube outlined the procedure for determining 
the authenticity of handwriting. (Tr Vol. 1 at 43) 
Mr. Grube was shown a notarized document con-
tained in Exhibit 21-D entitled "Affidavit of Forgery, 
State of California, County of Los Angeles," bearing the 
purported signature of Donald L. Hildreth. Mr. Grube 
examined that document between July 19 and July 27 of 
1977. Mr. Grube was shown another document contained in 
Exhibit 21-D entitled, "Motor Vehicle Lease No. 0802-01-
01" dated October 2, 1973, which also purported to bear 
the signature of Donald L. Hildreth under the caption of 
--14-
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"Lessee". Mr. Grube examined this document at the same 
time that he examined the affidavit of forgery. Mr. Grube 
compared the signature of Donald L. Hildreth as shown on 
the affidavit of forgery with that on the motor vehicle 
lease. Mr. Grube concluded that the author of the signa-
ture Donald L. Hildreth on the affidavit of forgery is not 
the author of the signature on the motor vehicle lease num-
ber 0802-01-01. He testified in support of that conclusion 
that the signature on the motor vehicle lease was a "drawn" 
signature and was not written in a free-flowing hand. The 
rhythm and horizontal and vertical proportions differed 
from the standard specimen on the affidavit forgery. There 
were carbon deposits from either carbon paper or pencil 
in the signature on the disputed document. 
at 43-47) 
CROSS EXAMINATION OF MR. GRUBE BY MR. McRAE: 
(Tr Vol. 1 
Mr. Grube testified that he is not purporting 
to say who did sign the motor vehicle lease. 
at 47) 
END OF EXAMINATION OF MR. GRUBE 
(Tr Vol. 1 
CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he received the docu-
ments contained in Exhibit 9 on July 16 or 17. The docu-
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ments were carbon copies and the number of copies was 
equal to the number of lessees Globe had at the time. 
At the time Mr. Weigelt received Exhibit 9-P, there 
were three of Globe's leases pending at the Bank. Af-
ter his receipt of Exhibit 9-P, Mr. Weigelt contacted Mr. 
Parker at the Bank. A meeting was scheduled during their 
conversation and was subsequently held at the Bank of Salt 
Lake. Mr. Peterson, Globe's CPA, Mr. Segal, an attorney, 
Mr. Chaney, Miss Gloria Morrison, Mr. Parker and Mr. Weigelt 
attended. The conversation centered upon the letters 
that had been sent. Mr. Weigelt testified that he was in-
formed that Globe was being terminated and that the Bank 
would no longer finance the operation .. Mr. Weigelt ex-
plained that Mr. Parker was unaware of the letter from Mr. 
Weigelt to James Perry contained in Exhibit 8-P. Mr. 
Weigelt further testified that he was accused of "paying 
someone off" at the Bank to process Globe's leases and 
that the bank would not process any more. Mr. Weigelt 
claimed at that time that he didn't pay anybody anything. 
Globe presented their financial statement to the Bank 
at that time. During the discussion there was some con-
versation about the loan limit having been exceeded. 
Some conversation about the amount of the lease payments 
set out in Exhibit 9-P was held and Mr. Weigelt remembered 
having advised Mr. Parker that the amounts were incorrect 
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because the total lease payments indicated in the letters 
did not include the tax that Globe was collecting. Mr. 
Weigelt indicated that Globe collected the use or sales tax 
on all leases and remitted that to the appropriate tax 
authority. Mr. Parker's response was to say that he would 
simply send out another letter in correction of the first 
letter. Mr. Weigelt recalled that discussion was had about 
the last three leases submitted to the Bank. At the time, 
those leases had been approved by the Bank of Salt Lake but 
Globe's account had not been credited for the proceeds. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he was informed by Mr. Parker 
that those three leases would not be processed. He re-
calls that they were, however, subsequently processed. 
Prior to the time they were processed, he further recalled 
the receipt by mail of credit advices from the Bank and 
drew checks against those advices. He testified that the 
checks bounced because the money had not been credited 
~Globe's account. The leases in question are in the 
name of Lowell Summerhays, Lamar Rosquist, and Holiday 
Inn. Mr. Weigelt testified that his practice on receipt 
of credit advices was to initiate checks to the dealer 
from whom he was purchasing the vehicle. The amount of 
the check so drawn would be the amount of the purchase 
order. Mr. Weigelt testified that he first became aware 
that Mr. Parker had withdrawn the credit advices when one 
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or two of the dealers went to cash the checks f rorn Globe 
and were refused by the Bank. Mr. Weigelt contacted Mr. 
Parker, and Mr. Parker finally credited Globe's account 
for these three leases and Mr. Weigelt issued new checks. 
This took about a week. (Tr Vol. 1 at 47-55) 
Mr. Weigelt recalled indicating to Mr. Parker, 
during their meeting, that he was completely bewildered 
at why Globe was being terminated. He considered his 
account a good and well-paying account. There had been 
no delinquent payments to that point and had not had a 
car turned back by anyone. He testified that in the leas-
ing business, the lessee is called if he is delinquent 
with his payment. (Tr Vol. 1 at 55-56) 
Mr. Weigelt indicated that after his conversation 
with Mr. Parker, he received a xerox copy of a number of 
letters approximately equal to the number of customers Globe 
had. Mr. Weigelt said that he was advised by Mr. Parker 
that there would be no future activity on these lease files. 
He also testified that Mr. Parker "intimated" that he had 
purchased the leases instead of financing them and had a 
perfect right to do what he did. Mr. Weigelt indicated 
that he told Mr. Parker that this was strictly a financial 
arrangement whereby the Bank was providing Globe with 
funds with which to conduct their business. He also 
testified that he told Mr. Parker that he had protected 
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the Bank by various instruments both from a monetary stand-
point and an equipment collateral standpoint. According 
to Mr. Weigelt, Mr. Parker agreed. (Tr Vol. 1 at 55-57) 
Mr. Weigelt's further testimony was that Mr. 
Parker did not, at that time, question the status of any 
accounts. Mr. Parker mentioned, however, that there were 
too many vehicles to one entity, Leisureamerica, and that 
its credit was not in conformity with the Bank's criteria. 
In response to that, Mr. Weigelt told Mr. Parker that the 
Bank had approved each and every single transaction that 
was remitted to the Bank including Leisureamerica. Mr. 
Weigelt testified that Leisureamerica's payments to Globe 
and Globe's payments to the Bank were current on July 17, 
1974. (Tr Vol. 1 at 57) 
It was the testimony of Mr. Weigelt that Mr. 
Parker made no indication to him that there was any de-
fault of any form or any violation of any of the agree-
ments on Globe's part except that Mr. Parker mentioned that 
some insurance policies were missing from the files. Mr. 
Weigelt further testified that Mr. Parker didn't have any 
acquaintanceship with the auto leasing business. (Tr Vol. 
1 at 57-58) 
At the above-referenced meeting, Mr. Peterson 
brought up the point that there was no promissory note 
and Globe Leasing was not really liable to the Bank of 
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Salt Lake. Mr. Weigelt stated that Mr. Parker did not 
respond to this. (Tr Vol. 1 at 58-60) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he never discussed 
the lack of transfer of title with Mr. Parker and, fur-
ther, that the Bank of Salt Lake held the title certificates 
on all of these vehicles. Mr. Weigelt stated that at any 
time, Globe Leasing had not been removed as owner from 
any of the title certificates. (Tr Vol. 1 at 60-61) 
Exhibit 22-P is a file folder captioned "Complai~ 
Letters," containing various communications from lessees 
to Mr. Weigelt and/or Globe Leasing. Mr. Weigelt stated 
that he began receiving these letters as early as July 19, 
1974 and continued receiving them through August 6, 1974. 
These letters made reference to Exhibits 9 and 10. Exhibit 
22-P was received into evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 61) 
Mr. Weigelt's testimony at this juncture was that 
he did not endeavor to find financing after the Bank of Salt 
Lake had effectively taken possession of his leases because 
Globe had "nothing left." He testified that by virtue of 
the letters contained in Exhibits 9 and 10, all lease pay-
ments went to the Bank and Globe's cash flow was, therefore 
destroyed. He testified further that Globe had an excellent 
credit rating but that within a month, their credit rating 
was bad. With no cash flow or leases, Globe's assets con-
sisted of office furniture and that the effective net result 
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of the Bank's acts was to totally and completely put Globe 
out of business. After this, Globe received one more print-
out from the Bank contained in Exhibit 2P dated August 20, 
1974. (TR 62-63) 
At the time Mr. Parker sent the letters and 
terminated financing for Globe, Globe had $2,900 in one 
account at Bank of Salt Lake and $690 in another account 
at that bank. With respect to these funds, Mr. Weigelt 
testified to having issued a check for the amount of the 
funds and taking it to the Bank to withdraw his funds. The 
check he said, was not honored. Mr. Weigelt discussed this 
with Mr. Parker in the presence of Mr. Peterson. Mr. 
Weigelt testified that this confrontation took place around 
the first of September. Mr. Parker refused to turn over the 
funds and told him they were being offset but could not tell 
Mr. Weigelt the basis of the offset. (TR 63-64) 
Mr. Weigelt testified to having no other source of 
income during this period of time. He eventually gained steady 
employment in July of 1975. His wife gained employment in 
August or September of 1974 making $125 to $150 per week. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that despite his familiarity with the 
automotive and leasing businesses, he is currently employed 
by Eimco Mining Machinery as a purchasing agent. (TR 64-65) 
Mr. Weigelt also testified that "to his knowledge," 
no checks ever bounced on Globe Leasing's account prior to 
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July 15, 1975 [sic]. Mr. Weigelt said that he has never 
received any notice of overdraft or returned check. 
(TR 65-66) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he did not sign the 
name of Donald Hildreth to a motor vehicle lease dated October 
25, 1973, nor did he ever ask anyone to sign that name. He 
further testified that at the time the lease was entered 
into, Donald Hildreth was residing in California and the 
lease was hand carried from Salt Lake to L.A. (TR 66) 
Mr. McRae then asked Mr. Weigelt to give the 
history of his financial situation since July 15, 1974. Mr. 
Kipp objected as not being material because not related to 
damages. Mr. Kipp further pointed out that Globe Leasing 
made a claim that their rights were somehow abridged by the 
actions of the Bank and bad things happened to the company, 
and they therefore are entitled to be compensated for 
damages. Mr. Kipp explained this further by saying: 
That's before your Honor; that's the 
company's claim. They're the only people with 
relationship with the bank. Now Mr. Weigelt, 
and now Mrs. Weigelt have--! think both; at 
least he--had separate claims sounding in 
slander. In connection with his--I fought it up 
until today--claims made by Mr. Parker that were 
derogatory, they have no claim except claims 
individually for some wrongful act by the bank 
on Globe, a corporation, and assert another 
claim for the same loss that the corporation 
has because they're shareholders. The corpora-
had made that claim and they will benefit as 
shareholders if the corporation benefits. The 
only claim to be made on the contractual rela-
tionship with the bank and the financing and 
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running of the lease business is a corporate 
claim. 
The court and Mr. McRae agreed with Mr. Kipp and Mr. McRae 
stated that he did not intend to offer any evidence on the 
last cause of action. (TR 66-69) 
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AUGUST 4, 1976 
The Court dismissed the claim against Mr. Parker 
as it relates to the count alleging slander; the sixth 
cause of action. (Tr Vol. 1 at 69-70) 
CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Weigelt again testified that the amount of 
monthly payments made to the Bank on each lease was equal 
to the amount that Globe collected from the lease. Mr. 
Weigelt was asked, in capitalizing out the cost of the car 
plus a markup that he charged to the customer on the pur-
chase of the car, and in paying the amount of the monthly 
lease as calculated by the interest he charged the customer, 
what the net result was in applying those payments towards 
the lease period insofar as it bears on the residual due 
at the end of the lease. Mr. Weigelt explained that he 
had the residual on Page 1, which is applicable to the 
lease agreement between the lessee and Globe. He also re-
peated that with regard to the calculations made with Globe 
and the Bank, that by rendering a complete payment to the 
Bank, Globe's position was enhanced at the customer's 
lease end so that Globe would credit more each month to-
ward that residual. (Tr Vol. 1 at 70-71) 
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lli. Weigelt's next testimony was that after the Bank ter-
minated Globe's financing and took over the leases, Hr. 
Weigelt visited with Mr. Varos at Walker Bank and Mr. 
Bettinger at Corrunercial Security Bank. Mr. Chaney knew 
both of these individuals at Continental Bank and Trust 
and First Security and discussed a program with a man at 
Zion's. He testified further to having covered Tracy 
Collins and "thinking" that he had met with Larry Benson 
at Valley Bank. Mr. Weigelt testified that he presented 
these respective bank officers with what he considered to 
be Globe's Bible on the format as well as presenting com-
puter runs and financial statements from Globe's operations. 
He testified that at the time, Globe had no cash flow at 
all and that he told this to the bank officers. Mr. 
Weigelt stated that he had familiarized himself with bank-
ing circles of the corrununity in the months of July and 
August, 1974. He said that the "situation" with the Bank 
of Salt Lake was a matter of common knowledge. However, 
he also testified that he encountered this "common know-
ledge situation" at only two banks and that he had to ex-
plain the impounding of Globe's accounts. Mr. Weigelt 
said that Globe was never able to obtain any other source 
of financing after the actions of the Bank on July 15, 1974. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 71-73) 
Exhibit 24-P was received into evidence. The 
exhibit is a copy of a credit advice covering a wire trans-
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fer for $3,500 to Globe Leasing from the Bank of Salt Lake. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that this applied to a prospective 
lessee by the name of Donald L. Hildreth. He said that Bank 
of Salt Lake had advanced $8,000 to Globe on a Hildreth 
lease of a 1973 Continental Mark IV. He recalled that in 
the fall of 1973, Mark IV's were selling poorly and that 
Globe was the owner of the car which was being used at the 
time as a company car. He testified that Globe Leasing 
entered into a "lease arrangement" with Mr. Hildreth which 
was "not necessarily good" and was entered into by Globe 
because of the type of vehicle, the market conditions and 
the gas crunch. He testified that "originally" the Hildreth 
lease was drafted and computed for 24 months at about $250 
a month plus tax and that he had someone in the building 
named Glenn, hand carry the lease and drive the vehicle to 
California. He stated that Globe was supposed to receive 
a security deposit and other funds pursuant to that partic-
ular agreement. Mr. Weigelt testified that he received 
another call from Mr. Hildreth and that subsequently another 
lease was prepared. · That lease he said, was to be a pre-
paid lease at a fixed amount covering the 24 months. He 
testified that there was "some consideration for a Cadillac 
automobile" with respect to this lease. Globe eventually 
got the Cadillac and, testified Mr. Weigelt, was unable to 
sell it because it was a big car and that small cars were 
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then in demand. He testified that if Globe had continued 
in business, they would have made the balance of payments 
on the Hildreth lease. He further testified that the 
Cadillac was repossed by the Bank of Salt Lake from his 
~me as one of the items for which they held title. (Tr 
vol. 1 at 73-75) 
Mr. Weigelt testified again that he has been 
involved in the rental of cars for over 15 years and that 
he considers himself knowledgeable in that business. Mr. 
Weigelt testified also that he believes that he ran Globe 
Leasing in a good businesslike fashion for that type of 
business. (Tr Vol. 1 at 75-76) 
At the end of 1973, Globe Leasing received print-
outs from the Bank of Salt Lake pertaining to interest. 
Those printouts were used in preparation of the 1973 Globe 
Leasing tax return. The interest charged to Globe was 
applied as an operating expense. At this point, Mr. McRae 
asked the Court for a ruling on the parol evidence question 
the Court had under advisement. The Court denied the 
use of parol evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 76-77) 
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt's tax return was in his CPA's of-
fice. Mr. Kipp asked that that tax return be produced. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 77) 
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Mr. Weigelt testified that he was aware of 
leasing companies which had not made money and which had 
"gone broke." He stated that it's a competitive business, 
much like the finance business. (Tr Vol. 1 at 77-78) 
Mr. Weigelt stated that the calculations he 
testified to at great length during direct examination 
are really the basic interest calculations that finance 
companies, banks, and money lenders make daily in connec-
tion with loaning money. He testified that what he does 
is try to figure out what the money is going to cost him 
and does a markup so that he can make a profit and produce 
a lease payment. He considers how much money he has to 
get the car, what it's going to cost him to get it, what 
the car is going to be worth at the end of the deal, and 
what his profit is going to be. (Tr Vol. 1 at 78) 
Exhibit 18-P is a summary of Mr. Weigelt's files 
and some accounting materials. Mr. Weigelt testified that 
in making the calculations on this exhibit to determine 
what Globe's profit would have been, he considered the 
total amount the lessee was going to pay and what the car 
would be worth at the end of the deal (residual value). 
Included, as other factors, are vehicle cost, interest 
and taxes. He testified that to determine the residual 
value of the car at the end of the term, he had to make 
an educated guess based on market data, The residual value 
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he said, is also what the car can be sold for at the end 
of the lease term. In some instances he took a presentable, 
round number payment, and figured back to get down to a 
residual. That figure he stated, would be less than the 
Kelly Blue Book. (Tr Vol. 1 at 78-83) 
Mr. Kipp directed Mr. Weigelt's attention to Lease 
No. 58, Hallman, a 1971 Volvo automobile on a three year 
term. The Blue Book showed the Volvo at $1,850. Mr. 
Weigelt had the Volvo valued at $2,269. Mr. Weigelt ex-
plained that there may have been additions on some of the 
lease documents for additional equipment such as air con-
ditioning to arrive at that figure. He answered a query 
about reconditioning costs by stating that the deductions 
for reconditioning costs on the Volvo were minimal. Mr. 
Weigelt then agreed that it is true that the Blue Book fig-
ures are figures on a car in marketable condition, and 
that costs of restoration to marketable condition must be 
deducted from the figures. He then testi'fied that the fig-
ures on the Volvo in the lease documents don't conform to 
the Blue Book but are only a guide. Mr. Weigelt further 
admitted that it was true that in many cases the figures 
were adjusted in a variety of fashions in order to end up 
with a lease "that he could make!; because the lease busi-
ness is competitive. Profit in the leasing business, testi-
fied Mr. Weigelt, would be dependent upon the value of the 
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vehicle at the end of the lease term. If the vehicle 
was worth less than was calculated for a residual, a 
loss would result. (Tr Vol. 1 at 83-85) 
Mr. Kipp directed Mr. Weigelt's attention to 
the first lease, Richter-Robb, a total vechicle cost of 
$3,883.74, 24 month lease, residual value of $1,599, "less 
than half" of the purchase price. Mr. Weigelt explained 
that this shows the broad variations in residual values. 
With reference to the lease computation work sheet con-
tained in the Richter-Robb file No. 1, Mr. Kipp pointed 
out that No. 8 says, "Estimated Wholesale Value at Lease 
Termination, $1,925.00". No. 9 says "Safety Factor (Ad-
justment Back of Book)." The safety factor was $325.52 for 
reconditioning leaving a residual value of $1,599.48. Mr. 
Weigelt testified that the document with that figure was 
presented to the Bank in order to have them take the lease. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that the Motor Vehicle Lease Work 
" Sheet contained in file No. 1 is Globe's "internal" work 
sheet. He also stated that he didn't know how the Bank 
got that form because that form was used for Globe's 
"own purposes" and "not to give information to the bank." 
The work sheet from file No. 1 was marked as Exhibit 25-D. 
Mr. Weigelt was unable to find one of the internal work 
sheets in file No. 21. Mr. Weigelt testified that it is 
possible that the rest of the internal work sheets were 
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destroyed and not retained in his file. He testified that 
they did not differ from the work sheet given to the Bank. 
He said further, that sometimes Globe would make up ten 
of those internal worksheets before coming up with the 
final calculations. The "internal work sheet" in file No. 
1 indicates a residual of $2,262 while the Bank was told 
that there would be a residual of $1,599.48. Exhibit 25-D 
was received into evidence {Tr Vol. 1 at 85-89) 
At this juncture, Mr. Kipp began extensive 
questioning concerning the circumstances surrounding the 
Hildreth transaction. He requested that Mr. Weigelt find 
the Hildreth file and extract therefrom the lease which had 
been "sold or financed or assigned or whatever" to the Bank. 
Mr. Weigelt complied and the result of the exchange between 
!tr. Kipp and Mr. Weigelt was substantially as follows: 
That there had been, in fact, another lease 
executed by Mr. Hildreth on terms very different from 
those which were in lease No. 02802-01-01. The latter 
lease was assigned to the Bank in exchange for a sum of 
$8,546.11 which, Mr. Weigelt testified, was expended by 
Globe for business expenses or other lease payments. Mr. 
Weigelt testified that Globe did not know what happened 
~ the former lease although it was taken with the Mark IV 
automobile which was the subject of the lease to California. 
He also testified that though he did not know what happened 
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to the lease, "we know it was executed, but not received 
ultimately by us." Further testimony was that this lease 
unlike lease No. 9802-01-01 which was assigned to the Bank, 
was for a fixed amount of $3,500 which was prepaid by .Mr. 
Hildreth by wire from his bank to the Bank of Salt Lake for 
Globe's account. Further that Mr. Weigelt "believes" that 
he acknowledged in writing on that lease, which he never 
saw after it was taken to California for execution by "Glenn 
Somebody", the $3,500 prepaymen_t. All that notwithstanding, 
Mr. Weigelt also testified that_Glenn brought a Cadillac 
titled to Donald Hildreth back from California for which 
there was some discussion, by phone, with Mr. Hildreth to 
the effect that a deal taking the $3,500 and his Cadillac 
to "wash out the Mark IV could not be done because" of the 
tax implications on Mr. Hildreth's part. 
Mr. Weigelt continued and testified that their 
lease No. 0802-01-01 was drawn up and sent back to California 
with Glenn which later came back into the hands of Globe 
and was assigned to the Bank for $8,546.11 nothwithstanding 
Mr. Weigelt's testimony that the lease 01-01 was "not 
a real deal" and that Mr. Hildreth was not bound by the 
terms of that le·ase and further that he did not owe some 
$8,000 as specified therein. Mr. Weigelt testified that 
he knew that the Bank would and did rely upon the terms of 
that non-binding lease to advance funds of $8,546.11 to 
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Globe. Yet, de did not advise the Bank of the bogus 
nature of that lease, of the existence of the original 
fixed amount lease, or of the $3,500 prepayment thereon. 
whereupon, the Hildreth file was marked as exhibit 26-D 
and admitted into evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 89-104) 
Mr. Weigelt was then questioned about an earlier 
example of a lease transaction with the Bank in which a 
car would be purchased for $5,000 and $5,500 would be 
borrowed from the Bank. Mr. Weigelt stated that the Bank 
would credit Globe's account with $5,350. At the same 
time, the deal would be made with the lessee. The lessee 
would sign the lease and get "title" to the car. Accord-
ing to Mr. Weigelt, the signing of the lease consummated 
the deal and the lessee would then make a payment to Globe 
which included a security deposit and the first monthly 
rental payment. Mr. Weigelt testified that after this 
was done, Globe would have the $5,350 from the Bank, the 
first month's lease payment from the lessee, and the secur-
ity deposit from the lessee. He agreed that as a result, 
Globe could receive more than $5,500 in cash for its pur-
poses, a sum in excess of the $5,000 car cost. Mr. Weigelt 
stated that Globe would use this cash to operate and if Globe 
didn't keep making deals, it had no cash flow. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 104-106) 
Mr. Weigelt then testified that he had no cash 
flow when he went to the Bank of Salt Lake and that before 
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he made the arragnement with the Bank of Salt Lake, he 
was unable to get financing anywhere else. He stated 
that he found himself in the same situation when he was 
terminated by the Bank of Salt Lake. (Tr Vol. 1 at 106) 
Mr. Weigelt's testimony was that the security 
deposit was a sum paid to Globe by the lessee to insure 
that the car would be returned in good condition. If 
the car were returned in good condition, the lessee was 
to get the money back. Mr. Weigelt stated that in the 
leasing industry one is always collecting security deposits. 
The mode of operation, he testified, would be to collect 
today's deposits, expend them, and use tomorrow's deposit 
to repay the security deposit when the first lease ended. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 106-107) 
As a result of the Hildreth transaction, Globe 
ended up with the Cadillac. It took title to that car 
and then put the title in Globe's name. The car was there-
after financed at the Bank and the title was pledged on the 
loan. At that time, the Bank of Salt Lake had already loaned 
Mr. Weigelt money to Globe on the Hildreth transaction the 
proceeds of which had produced the Cadillac for Globe. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he spent the money Globe re-
ceived from the Cadillac loan and made monthly payments 
on the Cadillac. This loan was not paid off. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 107-111) 
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File No. 25 in the files of Globe Leasing relates 
to a 1974 Pointiac Grand Prix. Mr. Weigelt testified that 
he borrowed money on that automobile from Valley Bank and 
Trust Co. and pledged the title to them. He thereafter 
entered into some financing arrangement with the Bank of 
Salt Lake on that same car. Mr. Weigelt explained that 
Globe pledged a lease on that car and went through the 
normal situation with its financing on a normal lease. The 
lease was to Gold Bar Resources. Mr. Weigelt stated that 
Globe was unable to deliver the title to the Bank of Salt 
Lake because it was already previously pledged at Valley. 
Hr. Weigelt testified that he failed to disclose to the 
Bank of Salt Lake the fact that the car was already pledged 
when he assigned that lease because "he didn't know it 
was." He said however, that he knew he pledged it to the 
Bank of Salt Lake but "didn't realizett that Globe had not 
consummated and paid off Valley Bank. Mr. Weigelt stated 
that he could have gotten the title from Valley by paying 
them off. He agreed that the Bank of Salt Lake might not 
have loaned Mr. Weigelt the money had he told them that the 
vehicle was previously pledged to Valley. He explained 
that he didn't tell Valley that he was borrowing money 
against the same vehicle from the Bank of Salt Lake because 
h2 was anticipating paying it off like he had done before. 
Irr. Weigelt, however, admitted that the vehicle was double 
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financed. He further agreed that no bank "in its right 
mind" would stand still for that. Mr. Weigelt claims 
that he didn't know he was arranging the double finance 
at the time that it was set up. (Tr Vol. 1 at 111-115) 
According to Mr. Weigelt, it was the practice 
of Globe and the Bank to have Globe approve credit and 
then have Mr. Perry also approve credit before leases 
were taken to the Bank to be assigned and before Globe 
received any money. He concurred that during the course 
of Globe's dealings with the Bank, a good many proposed 
leases by Globe, were not approved by the Bank. Mr. Weigelt 
estimated that a third of the leases proposed by Globe 
were not approved by the Bank for credit risk reasons. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 115-116) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he discussed the first 
lease to Leisureamerica with Mr. Perry and that Mr. Perry 
responded favorably to it. Thereafter, the lease was prof-
fered to the Bank and the Bank credited Globe's account. 
Mr. Weigelt claims that he talked with Mr. Perry about 
almost every other lease to Leisureamerica. He explained 
that Mr. Perry approved the credit of Leisureamerica when 
the first lease was submitted to the Bank. Mr. Weigelt 
testified that he told Mr. Perry at the time of the first 
Leisuramerica lease that many vehicles would be leased 
to that.entity. Mr. Weigelt stated additionally that he 
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would discuss new lease transactions with Nicki Davis, 
that he spoke with her about some of the Leisureamerica 
leases and that she approved the credit of Leisuramerica 
in some cases. Mr. Weigelt was aware that Leisureamerica 
owned a thousand acres of land in Idaho and other property 
in Utah. He stated that he wasn't aware that Leisureamerica 
eventually went out of business. (Tr Vol. 1 at 116-119) 
Mr. Weigelt explained that when Globe Leasing 
was formed, $9,000 worth of stock was issued at 25 cents 
a share and that although Globe incorporated with 50,000 
shares, only about 35,000 shares were actually issued. 
He testified that some of the shareholders paid 25 cents 
a share and some did not and that the actual capital of 
the company was about $3,000. On his personal financial 
statement, Mr. Weigelt indicated that his net worth was 
under $10,000 and that the net worth on Gloria Weigelt's 
personal financial statement was under $5,000. He ad-
mitted that with that capital structure, they got involved 
with the Bank for almost $400,000 worth of leases on 
which the profitability or unprofitability was largely 
dependent on the accuracy of his own predictions of values 
of vehicles at the end of a lease. He testified that Globe 
operated for about a year and had an actual operating loss 
of about $1,800. The financing arrangement with the Bank he 
said was confirmed by a letter (Exhibit 8-P) written by 
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Mr. Perry at Mr. Weigelt's request. He further testified 
that arrangement set forth in the letter was never am-
plified or amended in writing. He said that he relied on 
the letter in his dealings with the Bank. Mr. Weigelt 
testified that he had discussed with Mr. Perry the fact 
that Globe was relying on Bank of Salt Lake as the sole 
source of its financing and that Mr. Perry never indicated 
that Globe was going to be cut off. (Tr Vol. 1 at 119-122) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that in his original at-
tempts to find financing for Globe, only two lending in-
stitutions evidenced any interest in his business. He 
stated that those two were not interested at the time 
because of insufficiency of funds. Mr. Weigelt stated 
that when Bank of Salt Lake ter~inated Globe, he ran into 
the same problem only worse. (Tr Vol~ 1 at 122-123) 
Mr. Weigelt stated eariler that all lessees were 
current with Globe as of July 17, 1973. His testimony 
at this point was that he is not sure that they were all 
current and that there may indeed, have been some delin-
quencies at that time. He testified that Globe had a 
procedure whereby delinquent notices were sent to lessees 
and that they had to institute other collection procedures 
in some instances in order sometimes to collect payments 
that were past due. Mr. Weigelt then claims that there 
was no reason to tell the Bank that the lessees were delin-
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quent in their payments because he was current with the 
Bank as a result of the regular drafts on his accounts. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 123-124) 
When Mr. Perry (sic) refused to finance the last 
three leases of Globe Leasing, Mr. Weigelt called his at-
tention to the letter written by Mr. Perry which indicated 
that written notice was required before the financing of 
leases could be discontinued. Mr. Weigelt agreed that there-
after the Bank accepted assignments on the last three 
leases and ultimately duly credited the Globe account with 
the proceeds. (Tr Vol. 1 at 124-125) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that the fact that leases 
were financed or assigned was written in the lease and 
that if the lessee read the contract, he would be aware 
of that fact. According to Mr. Weigelt, it's standard 
practice to borrow money on leases. He testified further 
that he wouldn't expect lessees to be offended to learn, 
then, that a bank had financed their deal. (Tr Vol. 1 at 
125-127) 
Mr. Weigelt stated that he did not believe that 
a promissory note was ever consummated on any of the Globe 
lease transactions. He further admitted that funds credited 
to Globe's account on the leases were not on the basis of 
any promissory notes and that his earlier testimony refer-
encing promissory notes really had no relationship to 
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Globe's deal with the Bank. (Tr Vol. 1 at 127-128) 
Mr. Weigelt estimated that the security deposits 
received by Globe on its leases totalled some $11,000. 
Those funds according to hira, were expended by Globe. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 128) 
He explained that Globe has no assets and that 
it is closed. Further, he volunteered that he and Mrs. 
Weigelt are in bankruptcy. (Tr Vol. 1 at 128) 
Mr. Weigelt testified earlier that he issued 
checks to the dealers and that they took them to the Bank 
to cash them. Mr. Weigelt agreed, upon questioning, that 
this is a little unusual. He admitted being familiar 
with the term "hammer a check" and agreed that this phrase 
describes a situation where one individual is worried 
about another individual's financial.situation, and upon 
receipt of a check from that individual, goes directly 
to the drawer bank to cash the check. Mr. Weigelt ad-
mitted that the dealers felt this way about his financial 
' situation on the three specific occasions related to 
the final three leases for which the Bank advanced funds. 
He also admitted that this was before any action had been 
taken by the Bank with respect to dealers or the public. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 128-129) 
Roger Segal was Mr. Weigelt's attorney at the 
time of his initial conversations with Bank of Salt Lake. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 129) 
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In his many years in the car business, Mr. 
Weigelt testified that he had occasion to deal with 
financial institutions and that he is aware that banks 
have loan limits under applicable state statutes. He 
was also aware that banks are under the supervision of a 
state department and that they have a duty to make re-
ports to that department as well as be subject to audit 
by that department. Mr. Weigelt agreed with the proposi-
tion that more money is available from big banks than 
small banks. {Tr Vol. 1 at 129-130) 
According to Mr. Weigelt's testimony, the reserve 
account at Bank of Salt Lake was set up a his request. He 
stated that the dispute with respect to this matter 
concerns whether or not the Bank had the right to take the 
money after the financing was discontinued. Mr. Weigelt 
agreed that he didn't ask for a checkbook on this account 
and didn't ask that it be put into an interest bearing 
account. (Tr Vol. 1 at 130-131) 
In addition to the operating account and the 
small reserve account at the Bank of Salt Lake, Mr. Weigelt 
testified that Globe also had a checking account at Valley 
Bank and Trust for the purpose of having separate funds that 
would not be known to the Bank of Salt Lake. Mr. Weigelt 
stated that from time to time he made financing arrangements 
with Valley. (Tr Vol. 1 at 131) 
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Mr. Weigelt agreed that banking practice requires 
original verification of insurance of some form on financed 
vehicles and that the required insurance for licensing a 
vehicle is liability coverage only. He admitted, however, 
that, the Bank was concerned with insuring physical damage 
on the vehicle to insure that their security would be 
maintained. Mr. Weigelt stated that he did, in fact, deliver 
some policies to the Bank. (Tr Vol 1. at 131-132) 
At one point stated Mr. Weigelt, Mr. Perry ques-
tioned the practice of the Bank advancing to Globe an 
amount more than the cost of the car. Mr. Weigelt tes-
tified that he didn't think this practice was unusual, but 
did agree that ordinarily a lending institution wishes 
to take security which has a greater value than the amount 
of its loan. (Tr Vol: 1 at 132) 
Mr. Weigelt again admitted that about a third 
of Globe's proposed leases were refused by the Bank of 
Salt Lake. (Tr Vol. l at 132) 
Exhibit 27-D is a letter from Mr. Kipp's office 
to Roger S. Segal with the voucher portion of a check attached. 
The letter confirms an arrangement whereby, upon delivery 
of titles to the Bank, checks drawn by Globe in payment 
for the vehicles covered by the last three pending leases 
would be honored. Mr. Weigelt agreed that this was the 
arrangement which was initially set up. He stated however, 
that ultimately these leases were handled in the same manner 
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as the previous leases, ie., Globe's account was credited 
and checks were drawn payable to the dealer with no con-
ditions of any kind imposed to assure the Bank that the 
title would be forthcoming. Exhibit 27-D was received into 
evidence. (Tr Vol. 1 at 133-134) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
With reference to the last three leases, Mr. 
Weigelt testified that credit advices were subsequently 
cancelled under the direction of Mr. Parker. He explained~ 
however, that after some negotiations, the account was 
recredited. (Tr Vol. 1 at 134-135) 
With respect to the $1,800 operating loss, 
Mr. Weigelt testified that deferred income was·not taken 
into consideration when the financial report was made 
up and that account depreciation credits were not con-
sidered either. According to Mr. Weigelt, "account 
depreciation" is one of the incentives for a person to 
get into the leasing business. (Tr Vol. 1 at 135) 
Mr. Weigelt claims that he never had any know-
ledge about the Bank of Salt Lake's loan limits to an 
individual customer until the Bank discontinued Globe's 
financing. He also ciaims that none of the officers ever 
told him anything about the loan limit. (Tr Vol. 1 at 135-
136) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he first became aware 
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that the Bank of Salt Lake didn't receive title to the 
double-financed Pontiac at Valley when he received a 
letter from the Bank on August 4, 1974. He stated that, 
upon receipt of the letter, he searched his file and then 
advised Valley Bank that he was going to pay off the 
balance owed on that account in order to obtain the title. 
Mr. Weigelt stated that he did, in fact, tender his pay-
ment to Balley Bank at the time this lawsuit commenced. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 136-137) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that Globe never received 
any of the funds back that were deposited in the Bank of 
Salt Lake. Funds from both of the accounts were impounded 
by the Bank • (Tr Vol. 1 at 137) 
According to Mr. Weigelt, not all leases are 
figured in the same way (Tr Vol. 1 at 137) and that 
the NADA and Kelly Blue Book give average wholesale and 
retail prices of vehicles. (Tr Vol. 1 at 138) 
The security deposit, testified Mr. Weigelt, 
was an amount held by Globe so that when the lease was 
terminated, any deficiency could be resolved with the 
application of that deposit. (Tr Vol. 1 at 138) 
Exhibit 24-P is a credit advise bearing a lease 
No. of 0802-01 (the Hildreth lease assigned to the Bank 
was No. 0802-01-01) saying that $3,500 had been credited 
To Globe's account. Mr. Weigelt testified that Mr. Hildreth 
agreed to wire a bank transfer of $3,500 from his bank to 
the Bank of Salt Lake rather than sending Globe a check. 
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He testified further that the $3,500 was not received 
against the $8,000 advanced on the Hildreth lease. 
Rather, Globe made payments on the Hildreth lease from 
November of 1973 through August or September of 1974. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 138-139) 
According to Mr. Weigelt, there was an oppor-
tunity on net leases to derive additional income. He 
explained that normally, a net lease would have a residual 
lower than the current market of the vehicle. When the 
leasing company would get a vehicle back under a net 
lease, it would sell it for the best possible price, and 
would pay off the financial institution involved with 
those proceeds. Mr. Weigelt then explained an open-end 
lease as follows: 
"Open-end lease is one where the sale 
of the vehicle is less than the residual 
with the leasing company -- lessee obliga-
ted to make up that difference. And in 
this case the security deposit can be ap-
plied, or if the vehicle is sold in ex-
cess of the residual value on the lease 
with the leasing company that money is 
refunded to the lessee plus the return 
of the deposit." 
He testified that the gain to the leasing company on an 
open-end lease would be based on the difference between 
the payoff on the lease versus the payoff that the leas-
ing company would have with the Bank. Normally, he ex-
plained, the payoff at the Bank would be a lesser amount 
and that, further, the company would also benefit from 
the higher capitalized cost. Mr. Weigelt testified that 
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these are "standard practicestt within the auto leasing 
business. (Tr Vol. 1 at 139-141) 
Mr. Weigelt testified that prior to July 15, 
1974, he received no notification from anyone at 
the Bank, orally, or in writing of any claim of default 
in any of Globe's dealings with the Bank. 
141) 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 
Exhibit 19-P contains the motor vehicle security 
agreements on leases l through o4. Mr. Weigelt testified 
that these security agreements along with the assignment 
of lease, were signed by Globe to evidence a promise 
to repay money to the Bank. (Tr Vol. l at 141-142) 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt agreed that in a net lease, if the 
car is worth less than the balance, Globe would have to 
make up the loss. (Tr Vol. 1 at 142) 
He also agreed that the credit advice on the 
$3,500 wire transfer was for the missing Hildreth lease 
and not for the lease which was assigned to the Bank. 
(Tr Vol. l at 143) 
He admitted that, as of July 1974, the security 
deposits, which were paid in by lessees to assure that the 
cars returned were in good repair were spent. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 143) 
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He also admitted that the Bank of Salt Lake 
ended up paying to Valley Bank the outstanding balance 
of Globe's obligation to Valley in order to get the car title. 
Mr. Weigelt testified that he never instituted any pro-
ceedings to recover any money that Valley wrongfully 
took from him. (Tr Vol. 1 at 143) 
END OF EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT: 
Exhibit 28-D was received into evidence. Ex-
hibit 28-D contains Globe's income tax return identified 
as being for the period March 2, 197 3, with attached sched-
ules. No return was filed for an ensuing period because 
the company ended up going out of business. The return 
shows, among other things, a taxable income of minus 
$1,986 for that period. (Tr Vol. 1 at 144) 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF DONALD L. HILDRETH BY MR. EYRE: 
Donald L. Hildreth, 4996 Paseo Segovia, Irvine, 
California, testified to having resided in the California 
area for about six years. He stated that he owns a real 
estate development brokerage and is the vice president of 
Mission Viejo Company. He received a degree in Education 
from Arizona State University of Tempe, Arizona. (Tr Vol. l 
at 145) 
Mr. Hildreth testified that he first became ac-
quainted with Mr. Weigelt in late September or early October 
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of 1973. His first contact with Mr. Weigelt was initiated 
through his son-in-law and was by telephone. Mr. Hildreth 
contacted Mr. Weigelt to confirm a proposition which had 
been made to him via his son-in-law concerning the lease 
of a Mark IV 1973 automobile. Mr. Hildreth testified that 
his son-in-law is Glenn Hadley II and that Glenn worked 
for AFCO Development Company which was off iced next door 
to Globe Leasing. Mr. Hildreth explained the substance 
of his conversation with Mr. Weigelt and the arrangement 
as follows: 
"I made notes, which I normally do 
concerning things of this nature. It was 
to be a 1973 Mark IV Silver Edition, which 
had all items of equipment on it with 
the exception of sun roof. It did have 
some mileage on it; had been used slightly. 
As I recall, it was stated or represented 
to me that the car had been in the leasing 
company's possession for approximately a 
month. The lease was to be $145 a month plus 
tax and a licensing fee, which was to be 
prepaid for two years, 24 months, which 
amounted exactly to $3,500." 
Mr. Hildreth decided, thereafter, to accept Globe's 
proposition as it sounded attractive to him. He comrnuni-
cated that acceptance to Mr. Weigelt and, as a result, 
a lease document was drawn up and forwarded to Mr. Hildreth 
in California. The terms of that document conformed to 
the terms of the proposal made by Mr. Weigelt. He testi-
fied that the lease was mailed to him for signature and 
then returned to Globe. Exhibit 29-D contains a copy of 
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the lease signed by Mr. Hildreth. Mr. Hildreth further 
testified that at the time he signed it, it didn't have 
the notation on it "Paid in Full, A.B. Weigelt, President, 
10-26-73." Pursuant to his conversation with Mr. Weigelt, 
Mr. Hildreth testified that he had his bank send the payment 
of $3,500 due under the terms of the lease to Globe's ac-
count at Bank of Salt Lake. This was done prior to the 
time that the automobile was delivered to Mr. Hildreth. 
After the transfer of funds was made, Mr. Hildreth's daugh-
ter drove the car to him from Salt Lake from California. 
Exhibit 24-P is the credit advice to the account of Globe 
Leasing for $3,500. Exhibit 29-D was received into evi-
dence. (Tr Vol. l at 145-149) 
In his conversations with Mr. Weigelt, Mr. 
Hildreth discussed the sale of an automobile owned 
by him to Globe. The car was a 1970 Cadillac Coup De-
ville. Ultimately, testified Mr. Hildreth, he entered 
into an agreement with Globe to sell that automobile. Mr. 
Hildreth was paid $2,500 by Globe for the Cadillac. Mr. 
Hildreth's daughter drove the Cadillac from California 
to Salt Lake City on behalf of Mr. Hildreth. (Tr Vol. l 
at 150) 
Mr. Hildreth then testified that he began re-
ceiving correspondence from the Bank of Salt Lake con-
cerning his lease in June or July of 1974. Exhibit 21-D 
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contains a letter dated July 15, 1974 to Donald L. 
Hildreth from the Bank of Salt Lake concerning the 
lease. Mr. Hildreth recalled receiving the letter. 
Mr. Hildreth then identified a note he had written on 
the letter which reads as follows: "July 22, 1974, 
Gentlemen, Above referenced lease was prepaid in full 
at the time of execution. No additional payments are 
due. Very truly yours, Donald L. Hildreth." Mr. 
Hildreth testified that he wrote that note on the letter 
and returned it to the Bank. (Tr Vol. 1 at 151-152) 
Exhibit 21-D contains a document entitled 
"Motor Vehicle Lease No. 0802-01-01" dated October 25, 
1973 in the sum of $8,546.11. The terms are different 
than the lease which is Exhibit 29-D. Mr. Hildreth 
testified that the signature in the lower left-hand 
corner of the Motor Vehicle Lease contained in Exhibit 
21-D was not his and that the first time he had ever 
seen that lease was when the Bank sent him a copy and 
he turned it over to his counsel. Exhibit 21-D contains 
an "Affidavit of Forgery" dated January 9, 1975. Mr. 
Hildreth signed the affidavit before a notary public 
on the date it bears. The terms of the Motor Vehicle 
Lease bearing a signature which was not his were a 
complete suprise to Mr. Hildreth. Mr. Hildreth testi-
fied that he had discussed the lease with Mr. Weigelt 
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had then asked him if he didn't recall that his author-
izing Mr. Weigelt to sign something for the Bank for Mr. 
Hildreth. Mr. Hildreth testified that he told him, "No 
r don't." Mr. Hildreth explained that as a rule, he 
never allows anyone to sign his name to anything which 
he has not carefully reviewed. Mr. Hildreth denied 
authorizing Mr. Weigelt to sign any documents in the 
lease transaction with Globe on his behalf. 
1 at 152-154) 
(Tr Vol. 
Mr. Hildreth recalled that after he received 
correspondence from the Bank, he called Mr. iveigel t to 
ask him what was going on. Mr. Weigelt told Mr. Hildreth 
that the Bank had changed personnel and had fouled his 
accounts up and indicated that he was investigating a 
lawsuit. He further instructed Mr. Hildreth to send 
anything he received from the Bank to him and Mr. Hildreth 
complied with that instruction. Mr. Hildreth also re-
calls that Mr. Weigelt asked that he not correspond 
with the Bank directly. (Tr Vol. 1 at 154-155) 
The lease contained in Exhibit 29-D is the 
$3,500 lease which Mr. Hildreth signed and returned to 
Weigelt for a document indicating that the $3,500 lease 
had been prepaid and that he subsequently received a 
copy of the lease with Mr. Weigelt's signature and hand-
writing at the top indicating that the lease was paid in 
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full. Mr. Hildreth also received through the mail from 
Globe an authorization to purchase. 
END OF EXAMINATION OF MR. HILDRETH. 
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AUGUST 5, 1976 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF FPu\,.~K K. STUART BY MR. McRAE: 
Frank Keith Stuart, CPA and economist, graduated 
from the University of California in Berkeley in 1954 with a 
BS. degree. Upon graduation, he took a position with Haskins 
and Sells and worked in San Francisco for a year doing auditing 
work. He returned to the University of California and entered 
their Ph.D. program, where he remained until 1960. He was 
appointed as a faculty member at University of California at 
Berkeley. In 1960 he accepted a position as Assistant Professor 
at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. Then in 1961, he 
was ap?ointed Assistant Director of the Bureau of Economics 
and Business Research at the University of Utah. Then from 
1964 to 1968, he acted as President and General Manager of the 
Freeport Distribution Center in Clearfield, Utah. During this 
time, he maintained his teaching positions at the University of 
Utah, Brigham Young University and Weber State College in the 
extension division. He currently teaches economics, accounting 
and finance, and statistics at Brigham Young University's 
extension division. From 1968 to 1974, Mr. Stuart was in charge 
of the management service department at Elmer Fox and Co., a 
national CPA firm. In 1974, Hr. Stuart established his own 
consulting practice. In February of 1976, he merged with Nation-
al Economic Research Associates headquartered in New York City, 
an economic and financial consulting firm with other offices 
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in Philadelphia, Washington, Los Angeles and Salt Lake City. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 156-157) 
Mr. Stuart has been qualified and testified before 
the Interstate Commerce Cormnission, the Federal Power Commission 
several public service commissions in various states, and the 
Federal Courts in Utah, Nevada, California, Pennsylvania, 
Illinois, Colorado, in all of the district courts in Utah, and 
numerous other state and local courts. (Tr Vol. 1 at 157-158) 
Mr. Stuart briefly sunnnarized the general character 
of microeconomic and macroeconomic theory, his specialties. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 158) 
Mr. Stuart's firm has currently been retained as an 
expert and Mr. Stuart is working on the case of Memorex vs. 
IBM, a large anti-trust case filed in San Francisco. Mr. 
Stuart is also currently working on the Consolidated Sugar 
cases. (Tr Vol. 1 at 158-159) 
Mr. Stuart is acquainted with the leasing industry 
and the automobile industry. He was involved with this type 
of work at Haskins and Sells and Elmer Fox. He has "taught 
in the field of leasing" and has been a member of the AICPA's 
connnittee on leasing practices. He has been involved in 
litigation where leasing operations were peripheral to the mair 
operations. Mr. Kipp objected to this. The fact that another 
court has qualified him is not helpful to this Court. The 
objection was sustained. (Tr Vol. 1 at 159-160) 
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Mr. Stuart is familiar with the leasing businesses 
of Evanston Motors in Illinois and Randy's Datsun, Colonial 
Ford and Larson Ford in Salt Lake City. He has had occasion 
to study the books and records of these companies and formed 
opinions on the value of these companies. He has also evaluated 
about five autonobile businesses. (Tr Vol. 1 at 160-161) 
Mr. Stuart has been involved in the economics of 
business management and has expertise in the field of analyzing 
business management and business practices. Mr. Stuart's 
field of emphasis in his Ph.D. program was Economic Theory, 
Business Finance and Operations Research, which is the 
mathematical application to business problems and accounting. 
Mr. Stuart has worked very closely with banks on a number of 
occasions. He has been called as an expert "with respect to 
whether or not business loans should be made or the operational 
and business characteristics of certain firms". He has also 
been "involved in the evaluation of business enterprises from 
the standpoint of termination of business relationships". 
Mr. Stuart explained how he evaluates management 
performance as follows: 
"We have a standard management audit that 
we use. There are 19 specific tasks that we 
look at that are organized into four broad 
categories. Those four broad categories are 
planning, organizing, directing and controlling." 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 162) 
At the request of Mr. McRae, Mr. Stuart conducted an 
inspection of Globe Leasing Corporation. He began his inspection 
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in the spring or early summer of 1975. He had available to 
him the general ledger of Globe Leasing, their books of 
original entry, all of their basic documents, computer runs 
from the bank, bank statements, depositions, jackets with 
information on each of the leases such as the work sheets, 
cancelled checks for purchase of the car and other information. 
He also had certain accounting records prepared by Globe's 
accountant. He also reviewed the work sheets of the CPA to 
assist him in gaining a total understanding of the records. 
Mr. Stuart had the following exhibits available to him when 
he was going through the records: Exhibits 3-P, 22-P, 28-D, 
19-P, 2-P, 7-P, 6-P, 5-P, 4-P, 20-P, 30-D, 24-P, 9-P and 
8-P. He also examined the Kelly Blue and NADA Book. He 
also examined newsletters of the American Automobile Leasing 
Association, and other handbooks on leasing that are prepared 
by various services which explain leasing operations for would-
be lessors and lessees. (Tr Vol. 1 at 161-165) 
Mr. Stuart is familiar with the "money market in 
the banking industry". He also professes acquaintance with 
the economic aspects of the automobile industry as it cycles 
through from year to year. (Tr Vol. 1 at 165) 
Exhibit 18-P was shown to Mr. Stuart. Mr. Stuart 
stated that he prepared the exhibit earlier in the week. He 
testified that in preparing this exhibit, he used his pro-
fessional expertise, the publications he has mentioned, his 
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past experience and all of the records and exhibits alluded 
to earlier. Mr. Kipp objected to the use of Exhibit 18-P 
because it included depositions, the work sheets of the CPA, 
and further, because accounting records referenced were in 
addition to the accounting records before the Court. The 
conclusions were, therefore, not based on evidence before 
the Court and were not proper for the witness to testify 
about. Mr. Anderson argued the subject of damages. The 
Court stated that the objection on the grounds that the 
testimony may concern speculative damages was overruled but 
the objection as to foundation was well taken. Mr. McRae 
withdrew the witness from the stand and asked Hr. Weigelt 
to take the stand. (Tr Vol. 1 at 165-168) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Weigelt stated that Exhibit 37-P contains 
separate folders on insurance for each vehicle lease, which 
were reviewed by Mr. Stuart in preparation for his testimony. 
Mr. Weigelt was shown a package of files marked Exhibit 38-P 
and identified them as six files labeled "Bancorporation 
Leasing", and various names, and another folder with a man's 
business card attached on the front. The leases, consummated 
by Globe in a broker capacity, were in the same form and style 
as the previous 64 leases identified as Exhibit 17. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 168-170) 
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VOIR DIRE OF MR. WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Weigelt stated that he was changing his previous 
testimony to identify some business done by Globe after July 
15, 1974. Globe brokered the six leases in Exhibit 38 under 
Mr. Weigelt's name and the files had been in a box in Mr. 
Weigelt's home. Mr. Weigelt testified that the accountant's 
work sheets were not contained in Exhibits 37 or 38. 
Bancorporation Leasing is a Salt Lake corporation 
engaged in the leasing business with funds to lease vehicles. 
Hr. Weigelt made the six leases in Exhibit 38 as an authorized 
agent. of Bancorp Leasing and Globe received a broker's fee for 
those leases. That broker fee is indicated on the front page 
of the files. The dates on the front of the files are the 
dates of the transactions. Exhibit 37-P was admitted into 
evidence subject to later inspection of the contents. Also 
·part of the exhibit were a summary of telephone conversations 
and certain depositions none of which were part of Globe's 
books and records. Upon removal of the telephone summary and' 
the depositions, Exhibit 37-P was admitted. Exhibit 38-P was 
received into evidence. The Court overruled the objection to 
the testimony of Mr. Stuart subject to Mr. McRae laying a 
foundation as to the accountant's work sheets and a continuinb 
objection on behalf of Mr. Kipp and his client. Mr. McRae 
stated that the work sheets were on their way to the Court. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 170-177) 
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CONTINUED EXAMINATION OF MR. STUART BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Stuart explained that Exhibit 18 is composed 
of a number of columns. The first column is the lease number 
that was assigned by Mr. Weiglet. The date is that which was 
assigned to the lease by Mr. Weigelt. Exhibit 18 includes all 
leases, 1-64. The type of lease is designated in the 
exhibit by either an "N" or an "O". Explained Mr. Stuart, "a 
net lease is a lease which terminates at the end of a lease, 
and the lessor takes back the vehicle and the lessee goes his 
way. An open-end lease has a minimum provision that the lessee 
must pay at the end of the lease; and if the vehicle is sold, 
any shortage must be made up by the lessee; any overage is 
returned to the lessee". Mr. Stuart explained the exhibit 
further: 
"The lessee is indicated in the next 
column. The term of the lease is indicated 
in the next colunm. Then there are some 
dollar amounts designated as Columns 1 
through 6. 
The American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants has reviewed the account-
ing for lessors and has determined a proper 
method for accounting for leases in fi-
nancial statements. They basically take 
this form: Matched are the cash receipts 
that the lessor anticipates and the cash 
disbursements that the lessor anticipates. 
The cash receipts are indicated in Colunms 
1 and 2. Column 1 is the total of the lease 
payments according to the agreement between 
the lessor and the lessee. Column 2 is the 
residual value as determined by Mr. Weigelt. 
Column 3 is the total vehicle cost that had 
to be paid by Hr. Weigelt. Column 4 is the 
interest cost, and Column 5 are other 
incidental costs. 
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The amount of the net cash flow that 
Mr. Weigelt could expect from each of the 
leases would then be Columns 1 and 2, which 
are the total of cash received from the 
lessee, plus the anticipated residual value 
minus what he has to pay for the vehicle, ' 
the interest cost to the bank and other 
costs. 
The difference between Columns 1 and 2 
on the one hand and Colunms 3, 4 and 5 on the 
other hand is what is known in the trade as a 
gross profit. In accounting a certain amount 
of this gross profit is allowed to be 
realized each period, and in the financial 
statements that are in evidence--particularly 
with respect to the financial statement of 
May 31, 197L~ (Exhibit 5-P), the amount of 
revenue taken into account from the time the 
business started nine months ending May 31, 
1974, was $34,630." 
Footnote 1 of Exhibit 5-P indicates that the financial statemen 
were prepared on the financing method of the American Institute 
of CPA' s for automobile lessors. That footnote goes on to say 
"Approximately 10% of the total deferred 
lease finance charge, which is the amount 
considered by management to represent the 
cost of acquiring the lease contract, is 
included in the lease finance charge earned. 
The balance of unearned lease finance charges 
is included in income on the rule-of-78 
method." 
Mr. Stuart explained the footnote as follows: 
"This means that it's a method of 
allocating revenue more in the earlier 
years and less in the later years. Seventy-
eight is the sum of the digits 1 through 12. 
So, twelve 78's would be recognized in the 
first month, eleven 78's in the second month, 
and so on. The rule-of-78 method really only 
applies to a method. The way of amortizing 
the income into revenues would be determined 
by analysis of each particular case. 
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The amount of the deferred revenue is 
shown on the balance sheet as "Deferred Lease 
Finance Charge" of $77,241, which indicates 
that t1:1e accountant, as of May 31, 1974, 
determined that Mr. Weigelt over the period 
of a lease had earned $77,000 plus $34,000 
and chose to recognize $34,000 in the period 
up through May 31, 1974. 
The adjusted gross profit, then, would 
be recognized by the accountant over the life 
of the leases in a rational and consistent 
manner. 
However, the total amount earned by Mr. 
Weigelt is the total of the ~ross profit 
for all of the 64 leases of v37,514.62. How 
that would be recognized by the accountant is 
another thing, but in effect :tvf_r. Weigelt again 
rated a cash flow of gross profit of that 
amount as a result of the 64 leases that he 
consurmnated." (Tr Vol. 1 at 177-180) 
Mr. Stuart next testified that Exhibit 32-P is an 
attempt to use the latest available information to determine 
whether or not the residual values determined by Globe Leasing, 
specifically Mr. Weigelt, were correct. Mr. Stuart explained the 
processes he went through in preparing Exhibit 32-P as follows: 
"We examined the Blue Book values. 
specifically we used the NADA dealers book to 
determine the average trade-in price at either 
the date of the termination of the lease or the 
latest NADA publication that's availabe for 
leases that have not expired at the time the 
calculation is made. We used the same method 
that Globe Leasing used had they set up the 
lease; that is, select a like vehicle and go back 
to the point in time when a like vehicle was 
originally offered for sale by the manufactur~r to 
determine what its value was on the day of this 
calculation." (Tr Vol. 1 at 182) 
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VOIR DIRE OF MR. STUART BY MR. KIPP: 
Exhibit 32-P says "current residual value". Mr. Kipp asked 
"current as of what date?" Mr. Stuart answered that what was 
meant was current with the August, 1976 issue of the Pacific 
South Coast Edition and the NADA Official Used Car Guide. In 
order to arrive at these figures, if there was a 24 month lease. 
Mr. Stuart would get a two year old car of the same make and 
model and take the average trade-in value out of that book. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 182-185) 
CONTINUED EXA."1INATION OF MR. STUART BY MR. McRAE: 
In some cases, the listed residual values on Exhibit 
32-P are the same as the figures on the work sheets in the 64 
packets and, in some cases, they are not. The residual on the 
open-end leases is almost exactly the same. The net leases 
differ in almost every case. The percentage of variation for 
each of the vehicles is fairly small. Mr. Stuart explained tha: 
the total differences approximate the amount of inflation since 
the leases were signed. (Tr Vol. 1 at 185-186) 
Mr. Stuart further explained Exhibit 32-P to the Court as follc 
"In determining the valuation, we try 
to use the best evidence that's available; 
the accounting books and records used, 
estimates that were prepared by Globe 
Leasing through Mr. Weigelt on the date the 
leases were negotiated. I have updated the 
residual value of each of the vehicles to 
the best of my ability. Through Exhibit 
32-P, by using the latest information that's 
availabe, the adjusted gross profit went 
from $37,595 to ~44,825.54. 
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Mr. Stuart accounted for that increase of the adjusted gross 
profit through inflation that existed throughout that period. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 186) 
Mr. Stuart summarized the preparation of Exhibit 
18 and 32 and explained Exhibit 33-P as follows: 
"Exhibit Nos. 18 and 32 have derived 
the amounts of gross profit in terms of cash 
flow; best estimate that would be available 
as a result of the 64 leases that Globe 
Leasing negotiated. In addition to cash 
flows through gross profit, they deal with 
the amounts to be received from the lessee 
--residual values of the vehicles on the one 
hand versus the purchase price on the auto-
mobile, the interest and other costs on the 
other hand--there are additional cash flow 
items that resulted, that came about as a 
result of Globe Leasing doing business. 
Those basically are overhead expense items. 
To match the cash flow associated with 
the gross profit with other cash flows, I 
resorted to Exhibit 5-P, which was the income 
statement for the nine month period. 
Schedule 3 is a comparison of cash 
receipts and disbursements on an 11 month 
basis-from 8-9-73 through 7-8-74. Because 
the business operated for approximately 11 
months, and the financial statements were 
approximately nine months, several adjust-
ments had to be made. In addition, there 
were items that--of expense that I did not 
think reflected the true measure of cash flow 
for which I made adjustments. 
In terms of cash receipts, I took the 
adjusted gross profit from Schedule 1 
(Exhibit 18) of $44,825.54, added fees, 
rental and other revenue, which was taken 
from the 5-31-74 earnings statement but 
adjusted for the 11 month period rather 
than a nine month period. That gave a 
total anticipated cash receipts for Mr. 
Weigelt's operation for an 11 month period 
to $50,716.54. 
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With respect to disbursements, I 
took the expenses on the May 31, 1974 
earnings statement, Exhibit 5-P, of 
$41,288. To that I made several adjust-
ments. I deducted the interest, because 
the interest had already been computed on 
Exhibit 18. However, all of the interest 
did not apply to installment paper. Some 
of it applied to demand notes. I estimated 
the amount of the interest that applied to 
demand notes. That is $645. I added a 
salary adjustment of $2,250, which repre-
sents salaries that were not taken by Mr. 
Weigelt and Mrs. Weigelt at the early 
stages of the business. In other words, I 
assumed that these were additional expenses 
that have to be paid if the business were 
to continue to operate. 
I added a bad debts adjustment and 
calculated that amount to my experience 
with automobile leasing businesses I've 
been associated with. 
The total adjusted operating expenses 
was, therefore, $41,288 less $3,771, which 
is the sum of the adjustments, arriving at 
a nine month figure of $37,517. On an 11 
month basis that would be $45,853. 
The final figure, the net cash flow, is 
the difference between cash receipts and 
cash disbursements for the 11 months of 
operation of approximately $L~, 800. In other 
words, as it resulted, the activities of Mr. 
Weigelt in Globe Leasing Corporation for 11 
months generated an anticipated cash flow for 
that period of approximately $4,800 positive." 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 187-189) 
Although Mr. Stuart testified that he has familiarizi 
himself with the national statistics on bad debts with auto 
leasing agents in 1974-1975, an objection by Mr. Kipp for lack 
foundation was sustained. 
Exhibit 34-P shows Mr. Stuart's determination of the 
rate with which Globe Leasing was growing during the period r 
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it was in operation. Mr. Stuart explained the significance 
of Exhibit 34-P as follows: 
"In ~he first place, it's a fairly 
short period. So, the accepted statistical 
methods of linear correlation and exponential 
smoothing will not work very well. However 
I tried to arrive at some method for deter-' 
mining the rate of growth of the business 
for the first 11 months. 
I determined that the best method was 
to compare the average number of leases 
negotiated in the last six months with the 
average number of leases negotiated the 
first six months. 
And then I made another adjustment 
because 15 of the leases involved Leisure-
america, which was a special situation that 
I did not feel would represent growth. I 
made a calculation of the rate of growth 
excluding the Leisureamerica leases. 
As the calculations show, the average 
for the first six months was 3.2 leases. The 
average for the last six months with Leisure-
america was 7.5. Without Leisureamerica it 
was 5.8. 
If this rate continued at approximately 
the same pace--and it was verified by linear 
correlation and exponential smoothing, al-
though for a short period of time those 
methods are not valid statistical approaches--
would indicate that Mr. Weigelt's rate of 
growth was increasing at approximately 32 
leases per year. That would be excluding 
Leisureamerica. 
Mr. Stuart considered other factors in excluding Leisureamerica. 
He testified that it was common knowledge in the financial 
community in Salt Lake City in the summer of 1974 that Leisure-
america was in financial trouble. Zion's Bank had filed a 
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. ' 
notice of default on the note Leisureamerica had with Zion's 
Bank. (Tr Vol. 1 at 190-192) 
VOIR DIRE OF MR. STUART BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Stuart testified to not knowing very much about 
the leases other than those to Leisureamerica. Mr. Kipp then 
objected, stating that if Mr. Stuart's appraisal of Globe's 
business was going to be fair, he ought to have the same data 
about all of the lessees. If there were 30 more bad leases, 
Mr. Kipp believed he was entitled to the benefit of that. The 1 
court sustained that objection. (Tr Vol. 1 at 192) 
CONTINUATION OF EXAMINATION OF MR. STUART BY MR. McRAE: 
With respect to the management qualities of Globe 
Leasing, Mr. Stuart stated that "it is very seldom that one see; 
a new business that will start out as well as Globe, particular: 
in the leasing business". Out of all of the business evaluatio' 
made by Mr. Stuart, Globe Leasing was one of the better operatic 
with the exception that it was under-financed and lacked 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 192-193) 
I 
capita:/ 
I 
I 
Mr. Stuart was aware that the Leisureamerica leases 
were terminated prematurely. (Tr Vol. 1 at 193) 
Mr. Stuart then explained the significance of Exhibit 
35-P as follows: 
"I prepared Exhibit 35-P to arrive at 
an estimate of the approximate loss that 
would have been sustained by a lessor in 
recovering and marketing a large--in this 
case 15 different leases--number of vehicles. 
JI 
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There were actually more than 15 vehicles 
because one of the leases involved three 
travel trailers. 
Schedule 5 is an analysis of that 
determination. The column at the far 
left identifies the lease number. The 
first column is the vehicle cost. The 
second column is the security deposit 
that was received by Hr. Weigelt. The 
third column represents lease payments 
for May, June, July and August. There-
fore, Column 4, which is Column 1 less 
the amounts of cash that Mr. Weigelt re-
ceived on those leases, is the amount of 
unrecovered cash. Column 5 is the whole-
sale price as determined from Kelly's Blue 
Book. In this case we couldn't use the 
NADA books because the information was not 
available. Kelly Blue Book is generally 
higher than the NADA because of the way it 
comes out on a two month Period rather 
than monthly, and it's associated with the 
southern California market. But, regardless 
of that fact, we had to use it. 
And Column 6 is 5 minus 4, the expected 
cash gain or loss that a lessor would take 
in selling this amount of vehicles. (Tr Vol. 
1 at 193-194) 
According to Mr. Stuart, the figures in Column 5 were very 
conservative because rather than sell automobiles which are 
repossessed, most leasing companies release the car. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 193-195) 
Mr. Stuart explained the significance of Exhibit 36-P 
as follows: 
"Exhibit 36-P is the Schedule which shows 
a Federal Funds Rate by months from 1973 through 
1975. The Federal Funds Rate is significant 
because it's a barometer of how available funds 
are to the banking community. Banks are re-
quired to maintain reserves; it's a requirement 
of the Federal Reserve System. And if their--
these reserves are not maintained, they're 
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subject to sanctions by the Federal Reserve 
System. 
In order to maintain the proper amount 
of reserves, banks sell reserves among them-
selves. And the transfer of these reserves 
generally is referred to as Federal Funds. 
The rate at which Federal Funds--the 
rate on Federal Funds; in other words, the 
rate that one bank charges another for the 
transfer of reserves--is a reflection of how 
tight money is, because, as you can see by 
the Schedule, in the summer of '74 the 
Federal Funds Rate went to 12.92, which means 
that banks were paying themselves interest 
higher than in many cases they were charging 
their customers. 
The prime rate never did get as high 
as 12.92 percent, which is a reflection of 
how very, very tight money was in the surmner 
of 1974. 
However, the Schedule also shows that 
this situation did not last for an extended 
period of time. By March of 1975 the Federal 
Funds Rate was down to five percent." 
Banks had excess reserves or money to lend in 1975, which they 
didn't have in the summer of 1974. (Tr Vol. 1 at 195-196) 
Mr. McRae reviewed the background of Globe for Mr. Sr1 
and then asked Mr. Stuart if he had an opinion as to whether o:I 
it would be good banking practice to terminate the banking reld 
ship with Globe. Mr. Kipp objected and the objection was susd 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 196-199) 
Mr. Stuart was asked to relate "his experience in t~.: 
financial circles of the banking world". He explained that he 
was retained by Utah Bank and Trust on a number of occasions t 
examine companies to which they were interested in making loar 
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One of them was the former Valley Music Hall. He was also 
retained by Tracy Collins to make evaluations for proposed 
loans to a development company in Bountiful. He has made such 
evaluations on numerous other occasions. This type of analysis 
is part of the general expertise of an economist. (Tr Vol. 1 
at 199-201) 
Mr. Stuart taught Money and Banking in major universi-
ties for almost 20 years. Over that same period he also taught 
Collection and Credit from time to time. He has also instructed 
bankers and bank officers in good banking processes. ~x. McRae 
asked Mr. Stuart again if, based on his experience and expertise, 
he had an opinion as to good banking practices insofar as it 
pertains to the plaintiff and the defendant in this case. Mr. 
Kipp objected to the question on the grounds that there was no 
foundation. (Tr Vol. 1 at 201-203) 
VOIR DIRE OF MR. STUART BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Stuart agreed that ordinarily banks rely on the 
documents that are contained in their transactions with customers 
and that good banking practice would dictate that. He further 
admitted that banks have to reckon with each customer and each 
transaction and make some judgment about that transaction. Banks 
hire people with good judgment with which to exercise discretion 
in connection with each transaction that comes to them. Some 
people are given higher limits of authority than others because 
they have greater judgment and discretion. In exercising that 
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judgment or discretion, the officer would consider a broad 
variety of factors in order to assess what to do in the 
particular situation. Among the factors to consider would be 
the capitalization of the debtor or borrower; others would be 
the business history, quality of the business that was developin: 
and the care with which the business was conducted. Lack of 
documentation in files would be a factor, which would give some 
concern to a bank. Lack of title where a car was pledged as 
security would be far from being considered good banking 
practices. Mr. McRae objected to this line of questioning as 
being cross-examination rather than voir dire. Objection was 
sustained. The Court then called for a recess. (Tr Vol. 1 at 
203-206) 
In his professional duties, Mr. Stuart has been callee 
upon to instruct and teach bankers in good credit practices. Hi' 
has acquainted himself with good credit practices in the bankin; 
business. Mr. Kipp objected to this line of questioning. 
Objection was overruled. Mr. Stuart has had occasion to acquilil 
knowledge and expertise in the field of credit termination, 
business interruption by virtue of the extension of credit, anc, 
. r I the interference with business relations by virtue of terrnina L; 
of credit. (Tr Vol. 1 at 206-207) 
Mr. Stuart has familiarized himself with Exhibit 8-P 
1 
Mr. Stuart was asked if he had an opinion as to whether or not 
without prior notice to a bank customer, and based on all of 
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the exhibits, the dispatch of Exhibit 9-P to a "customer or a 
customer of a bank customer" would be good banking or business 
practice. Mr. Stuart stated that he had an opinion. Mr. Kipp 
objected because of no foundation and a lack of relevancy. 
The objection was sustained. Mr. Stuart was then asked if he 
had an opinion as to whether or not forwarding to Globe Leasing 
without notice Exhibit 30-D was good banking and business 
practice. He answered yes and Mr. Kipp made the same objec-
tion. Objection was sustained. (Tr Vol. 1 at 207-208) 
Mr. Stuart was asked if he had formulated an opinion 
as to whether or not Globe Leasing could have remained in business 
under the financial situation that existed in 1974, the action of 
the Bank in claiming ownership of the leases and entitlement to 
the security deposits, and the mailing of the letters in 9-P. 
Mr. Stuart testified that he knew of no conceivable way that 
Globe could have stayed in business given those circumstances. 
He explained that it's important for a company to have a cash 
flow before any banks will lend money. Mr. McRae asked Mr. 
Stuart what the term "corresponding bank" means. Mr. Kipp 
objected. Objection was sustained. (Tr Vol. 1 at 208-210) 
Exhibit 39-P is the computation made by Mr. Stuart 
of the most probable course that Globe Leasing would have taken 
had it not been for the termination that was created by the 
circumstances in July of 1974. Exhibits 18 and 32 through 36 
are pertinent to Exhibit 39-P with the exception of one or two 
items. The first exception is the discount rate that Mr. Stuart 
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used in discounting the projected cash flow to present value. 
The rate employed was 6.29 percent. The second exception is th; 
amount of variable cost associated with the cash flow on each 
new lease acquired. Mr. Stuart explained how he handled these 
two items: 
"The first is the average interest rate 
that existed on Government securities; all 
maturities over the last complete business 
cycle. And the second item, the amount of 
cash flow, net cash flow associated with each 
lease, was derived from an examination of Mr. 
Weigelt's previous record excluding the 
Leisureamerica leases." 
In terms of the financial calculations associated with each, 
they were somewhat higher than the others and also there was 
evidence that they went bad and Mr. Stuart didn't think it woul:: 
be a fair calculation to make projections using those as part 
of the projection base. Mr. Kipp made an objection that was 
overruled. The judge, however, allowed a continuing objection.: 
(Tr Vol. I at 210-213) 
Mr. Stuart then proceeded to explain Exhibit P-39 
over Mr. Kipp's continuing objection. He explained that the 
first column in Exhibit P-39 is the year. Mr. Stuart projecte:' 
six months for the year 1974 and ten years into the future. I 
Mr. Stuart explained why he used the ten year figure as foll 0'', 
"There are a number of reasons why ten years 
was used. Ten years conforms to standard practice 
in valuation of using the ten-times multiplier of 
earnings. Ten years is also, when applied as a 
multiplier, the approximate amount of the dis-
counted present value of stream of future receipts 
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using exponential smoothing of cash flows. And, 
third, because the period of ten years has been 
sustained by courts as a reasonable period." 
He stated that the use of the ten year period is in accord 
with accepted economic and accounting principles. Mr. Stuart 
explained further: 
"The second column that's designated as 
Column 1 represents base year cash flow. That was 
determined from Exhibit 33P. The amount is different 
in the first year than in the last year because of 
the termination in the middle of the year. 
"The second column is the projections or 
adjustments. The first item of negative $15,000 
is the amount that I've estimated would be lost 
as a result of the Leisureamerica lease had they 
been liquidated by a leasing company. 
"It's taken from Exhibit 35P. That shows 
$14,434. I rounded it off to $15,000. Exhibit 
34P shows the rate of growth that Globe Leasing had 
experienced in the period that was characterized 
by very tight money and slow automobile sales. 
And yet Globe Leasing still increased the number 
of leases--leaving out Leisureamerica, using this 
simple calculation--at the approximate rate of 
32 leases per year. 
"However, I don't think that Globe Leasing 
could sustain that rate of increase. Based upon 
my judgment, from an analysis of the business, 
I assumed that the number of new leases that Globe 
Leasing could absorb each year would be approximately 
ten. The amount that I attributed to the net cash 
flow associated with each new lease, after deduct-
ing my estimate of variable costs, was $600 per 
lease. That would represent the amount projected 
for 1975 and '76, and thereon." 
Mr. Stuart was asked what he projected to be the total figure 
resulting from his calculations. He stated that there would 
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be approximately 64 leases in July of 1974, and by the time 
the ten years were out there would be an additional 100 
leases that would be serviced by Globe. He testified that 
based upon the growth of other leasing companies, this is a 
very conservative rate of growth. Mr. Stuart went on with his 
explanation of Exhibit 39P as follows: 
"Well, Column 3 is a summation of Columns 1 
and 2 projecting the next annual cash flow year. 
And the final column is the present value or 
Column 3 reduced by a discount rate of 6. 29 percent. 
The total of those values in Column 4 is the present 
value of the discount cash flow over a ten year 
period that I've projected as the amount of 
business that Globe Leasing could do based upon 
the averages of the existing business in 1973 
through July of 1974." 
The total figure, $225,704, represents Mr. Stuart's estimate 
of the damages because of the termination of the business of 
Globe Leasing after payment of all costs, expenses and salaries I 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 213-216) 
Exhibits 18P, 32 through 36 and 39 were received 
into evidence over the objection of Mr. Kipp. (Tr Vol. I at 
216) 
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF FRANK STUART BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Stuart testified that his estimate of Globe's 
rate of growth was conservative. He stated that an eleven 
month track record like Globe's would cause him to overcome 
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initial skepticism in backing a "guy with a paddy full of 
credentials together with three grand." (Tr Vol. 1 at 
216-217) 
He repeated that after the Bank's termination, 
there was no conceivable way for Globe to go on. That evalua-
tion did not include, as a base, information about six leases 
brokered by Globe between July 15th and October 15th. Mr. 
Stuart admitted that, though on a limited scale, Globe did 
provide six lessees with lease vehicles while the Federal 
Fund rate dropped. "To that extent" Globe was "somehow 
engaged in the leasing of vehicles as late as October." 
~r Vol. 1 at 217-218) 
Mr. Stuart testified that he knew that Mr. Weigelt 
' with some experience; actual capital of only $3,000; 
personal assets for himself and his soon-to-be wife not ex-
ceeding $15,000.00; and no track record attempted, without 
success except with Bank of Salt Lake, to obtain financing. 
Mr. Stuart agreed that he too would have been hesitant. 
(Tr Vol. 1 at 218-220) 
After a conrrnent about a track record which included 
64 leases in eleven months, "most of which appeared on the 
surface to be good," Mr: Stuart explained that he did not make 
a payment summary for each lease, but assumed that they were 
current because all payments to the Bank from Globe on the 
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computer printouts upon which he had relied were timely. 
He explained such reliance on the total Globe-to-Bank payment 
record because he couldn't "imagine anybody paying in advance 
on these; it doesn't make sense," and would be "highly unusual." 
He also stated that the fact of such prepayment would "not 
necessarily" cast doubt on his conclusion as to the soundness 
of the individual lease. (Tr Vol. I at 220-224) 
Mr. Stuart agreed that the bankability of Globe 
would be measured on their track record and quality of business 
produced. He also agreed that new businesses generally tend 
to take more marginal business in an effort to develop their 
business. He testified that he did not think this was true 
in the case of Globe Leasing. Mr. Stuart agreed that the 
leasing business is a very competitive business and as a 1 
result, some leasing companies go broke. (Tr Vol. I at 225-220) 
The profitability of a net lease is determined to a 
great extent on how good the estimate is of what the value of 
the car will be at the end of a lease. With reference to 
Exhibits 32P and 18P, respectively Mr. Stuart's and Mr. 
Weigelt's estimates of what the value of the cars would be at 
lease end, Mr. Stuart acknowledged that his guesses are down 
to pennies. Mr. Stuart explained that the values to pennies 
are produced by a combination of the average trade-in plus 
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the accessories and mileage computations. He admitted that 
no penny values are given for accessories and mileage computa-
tions and that the penny figures were not from "the book". 
(Tr Vol. I at 226-228) 
Mr. Stuart defined "fair market value" as the price 
someone is willing to pay for a car. The NADA gives a broad 
general guideline to assist a car dealer in determining what 
he can pay and the price at which he has to sell a car. The 
spread from the lowest to the highest value in the NADA Book 
is a rather substantial percent. Exhibit 40D was marked and 
contains the July 1976 edition of the Pacific South Coast 
Edition of the NADA Official Used Car Guide. Mr. Stuart 
testified that this book is representative of the above 
discussion with respect to values. The indications that the 
book gives about values are conditioned on the car being in 
marketable condition. Any costs of repair necessary to place 
the car in marketable condition are deducted from those values. 
A security deposit was charged to the lessee to cover these 
expenses. Mr. Stuart agreed that it's not uncommon for such 
deposits to be paid to assure that the merchandise is returned 
in good condition. Mr. Stuart believed it to be a good business 
practice to hold those deposits in reserve so that they would 
be available to pay if the merchandise was returned in good 
condition. Mr. Stuart testified that this practice is not 
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followed in the automobile leasing industry. He further 
testified that it is common in the business to use the deposits 
for working capital. (Tr Vol. I at 228-232) 
The residual figures Mr. Stuart used in his calcula-
tions are standard in the industry, the average trade-in 
values. That presumes that the vehicle is in marketable con-
dition. Mr. Stuart hasn't made an allowance in his calcula-
tions for the cost of reconditioning. (Tr Vol. I at 232-233) 
Mr. Stuart was shown the work sheet contained in 
Exhibit 25D, the Richter-Robb lease folder. The Exhibit file 
folder showed a residual value calculation showing Estimated 
Value at Lease Termination, $1,925; Safety Factor, $325.52; 
and Residual Value, $1,599.48. Mr. Stuart testified that this 
is a typical calculation contained in all of the lease files. 
Mr. Stuart would expect a bank to rely on those calculations 
in taking an assignment of that lease and arranging funds. 
Mr. Weigelt's calculation with respect to the Richter-Robb 
lease contained on his in-house white work sheet indicated 
"Valued 24 Months per Blue Book, $1.925;" "Safety Factor, 
$662.08," [$325]; and "Customer Balance at End of Term, 
$1,262.92," [equivalent of residual value]. Mr. Weigelt's 
in-house calculations were, as evidenced by his worksheet, 
$300 less advantageous. Mr. Stuart agreed that Mr. Weigelt 
set up a safety factor for his own purposes of $600 and set ur 
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one for the Bank of $300. (Tr Vol. I at 233-234) 
Mr. Stuart is aware of the two Hildreth leases. 
The terms of the leases are substnatially different. Mr. Kipp 
stated that the evidence in this case suggests that one of 
the leases was prepaid in full. Mr. Stuart considered this 
highly unusual. If he were a bank and a person brought a 
lease to him that showed a 24 month term and involved an 
advance based on that lease of some $8,000, he wouldn't like 
it very well if he found out there was another lease in 
existence that was prepaid. He would want to investigate. 
(Tr Vol. I at 234-236) 
If Mr. Stuart discovered that one of the customers 
he was dealing with had pledged security for his bank to some-
one else, he wouldn't like that. It is against the rules of 
banking business and probably against the law. The situation 
where the same vehicle was pledged by Globe to secure loans 
at Valley and Bank of Salt Lake would concern Mr. Stuart 
only if there were a pattern of such transactions. Mr. Stuart 
testified that a bank would probably continue to do business 
with a customer who had double financed a vehicle and assigned 
a lease that didn't exist. (Tr Vol. I at 234-240) 
Mr. Stuart stated that in the long run "cash flow" 
and "net profit" are the same thing. Cash flow is mentioned 
throughout Exhibit 39P. Depreciation was not included in 
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Exhibit 39P. Mr. Stuart followed the financing method recom-
mended by the AICPA and they don't consider depreciation in 
that financing method. Mr. Stuart is acquainted with the 
individual who did that accounting and considered him competent. 
(Tr Vol. I at 240-242) 
Mr. Stuart has seen Mr. Weigelt's 1974 tax return. 
He was not aware that Mr. Weigelt testified that he didn't 
file a tax return in 1974 because he didn't make any money. 
Mr. Stuart claims a tax return should have been filed if they 
had made any money or not. The 1973 tax return shows an 
operating loss. (Tr Vol. I at 242-244) 
Mr. Stuart is aware that when the Bank terminated 
its financing of Globe Leases, there were almost $400,000 
worth of leases outstanding. Mr. Stuart testified that it was 
phenomenal for a $3,000 company with principals having net 
worths of under $10,000 and $5,000 dollars to have that sum 
of leases. Mr. Stuart wasn't surprised that most of the leases, 
I 
resulted in losses at their expiration or upon their default. i 
Mr. Stuart attributed these losses to the way in which the leas<. 
were handled by the Bank in December of 1974. Mr. Stuart 
testified that if he were a customer and received a letter f) 
the Bank and a letter from Globe telling him he owed each of 
them, he would be "concerned about who to pay". In that situa· 
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tion, he "might default" or "might" want to get out of the 
whole deal. He would withhold payment until it was settled 
but ultimately fulfill his obligation. Mr. Stuart was unable 
to document his statement that the Bank disrupted the lessees 
of Globe. (Tr Vol. I at 244-247) 
After examination of Exhibit 14, Mr. Stuart testified 
that there was nothing in the lease to prevent a sale, assign-
ment or pledge. He acknowledged that it is not uncommon in 
the financial world for holders of evidence of debt or obliga-
tions of this kind to assign them or to sell them in order to 
turn them into money. Mr. Kipp read the following portions 
of the lease to Mr. Stuart: 
"The undersigned, Globe Leasing," the office 
and so forth, 
does hereby for good and valuable consideration to 
it paid by Bank of Salt Lake, sell, assign, transfer 
and set over unto the Bank of Salt Lake, all and 
every of the rentals now due and owing, or that 
may at any time hereafter become due and owing 
to the undersigned ... " 
and so forth. It says 
"For Like Consideration and said Bank of Salt Lake 
is authorized and empowered to collect all sums 
of money presently due or that at any time here-
after may become due and owing as rental under 
the provisions of said lease." 
Mr. Stuart was familiar with that portion of the lease. Mr. 
Stuart considered the lease to be an ambiguous document but 
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admitted that it is a standard lease form which was brought 
to the transactions by Globe. (Tr Vol. I at 247-251) 
Mr. Stuart's calculations with respect to cash 
flow require a number of presumptions in order to reduce his 
predictions to exact figures. One of them is the interest 
rate that the money would earn and another is present value 
of the money. In his calculations, ~.r. Stuart allocated a 
$400 bad debt reserve. He is aware that the total lease 
obligation was around $400,000 and to whatever extent the 
leases did not conform to his experience, and what the credit 
was worth and what the bad debt losses were worth, Mr. 
Stuart's figures would be reduced. (Tr Vol. I at 251-252) 
Mr. Stuart knew very little about the condition of 
the reclaimed cars. To determine their fair market value, 
he would have to know their condition. (Tr Vol. I at 252) 
Mr. Stuart excluded the Leisureamerica leases in 
his calculations because he believed they went bad. If a 
large number of other leases went bad all at one time, Mr. 
Stuart testified that he would have to make additional adjust· 
ments in his calculations. (Tr Vol. I at 252-254) 
Mr. Stuart testified that it would be alright for a 
leasing company to spend the security deposits as long as 
they were able to return the deposit if necessary at lease 
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end. (Tr Vol. I at 254) 
Mr. Stuart testified that although it is unlikely 
that banks would finance 110% of the purchase price of a car, 
he also stated that it is not uncommon for a bank to loan 100% 
to a car rental agency, lessor, or lot. It would be more 
unlikely with a small capital company. (Tr Vol. I at 254-255) 
In the last half. of 1974, Mr. Stuart stated that most 
of Globe's cash flow would come from the security deposits. 
Without the security deposits, Globe would need help from 
financial institutions and if they were unable to get that 
help, they would go broke. (Tr Vol. I at 255-256) 
Mr. Stuart was not aware that Globe had endeavored 
to obtain financing from Valley Bank. He was not aware that 
they had some separate short term financing at the same time 
as their financing with Bank of Salt Lake. He wasn't aware 
that they had defaulted them. He also was not aware of the 
six brokered leases. (Tr Vol. I at 256-257) 
Mr. Stuart has acted as expert witness for an equal 
number of banks as compared to companies. (Tr Vol. I at 
256-257) 
The amount of money an individual or company is 
authorized to borrow varies and fluctuates rather widely from 
time to time. It depends on a variety of factors including 
the prime rate, Federal Fund Market, etc. Depending on the 
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total financial position of a borrower, Mr. Stuart, as a 
banker would be concerned if that borrower was spending security 
deposits and spending loan funds in excess of the cost of the 
car. He added, however, that he wouldn't really be bothered 
with respect to the security deposits for a leasing company 
since that is their normal practice. (Tr Vol. I at 257-259) 
Some of Globe's estimated residual values were at 
wide varience with the Blue Book values. (Tr Vol.lat 259) 
If an operator of a lease company told Mr. Stuart 
that he had double financed a car because he had forgotten 
he had financed it once, he would think that this was a little 
slipshod with respect to their overall business management. 
He didn't think that pledging a lease to a bank on a vehicle 
that was not the subject of that lease at all was satisfactory 
business practice. (Tr Vol. I at 260-261) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. STUART BY MR. MCRAE: 
Mr. Stuart didn't make allowances for reconditioning 1 
because lessors are usually able to move their cars at a 
higher amount than the average trade-in values of the NADA 
or Blue Book. (Tr Vol. I.at 261-262) 
Mr·. Stuart has testified that he was not surprised 
that the Bank lost money on the leases at either the expira· 
tion or default of the lease. Mr. Stuart explained that small 
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banks like the Bank of Salt Lake are anxious to get rid of 
automobiles and get the notes off. It has been his experience 
that financial institutions that move defaulted vehicles 
obtain far less than could be obtained by someone who is in 
the business every day. (Tr Vol. I at 262) 
Mr. Stuart explained the deficit shown in Randy's 
(the accountant's) March 31 statement Exhibit S as follows: 
"The reason why--there are two reasons why 
I show a positive cash flow and the financial 
statement here shows a deficit. No. 1 is that 
this is a statement ending May 31, and mine included 
the 11 months that ended in the first part of July. 
The second reason is that financial statements 
prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles present fairly the results 
of operations, are conservative, for the same 
reason that valuing the stock of a trade concerns 
the reason the book value of a company--which is 
the value that you'd obtain per share of stock if 
you divided net worth by number of shares--is 
less than the fair market value on the market. 
It's because of the conservative practices that are 
used by accountants, like original cost and the 
basis of the amortization compared to valuation 
techniques where you have to approximate what the 
fair market value would be. 
In addition I'll point out again this balance 
sheet contains $77,241 of deferred lease income 
that was earned in the first year, but in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting principles could 
not be recognized in that year but is spread over 
the leases." 
Mr. McRae asked Mr. Stuart what portion of the deferred income 
of $77,000 was deferred earnings. Mr. Stuart answered as 
follows: 
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"That would depend upon the number of new 
leases made in the next two years. However the 
business, just the company' s--the $77, 000 w~uld be 
matched against approximately a hundred thousand 
of overhead expenses. In other words, Mr. Weigelt 
could have paid himself and his wife and rented 
the building had he not leased one other automobile 
for another two years and would almost have broken 
even." 
The books reflect that the salary for Mr. Weigelt in July of 
1974 was $1,000 a month and his wife's salary was $500 a 
month. (Tr Vol. I at 263-264) 
Mr. Kipp stipulated that the witness would testify 
that all of the documents he prepared are based on what he 
deems to be sound economic or accounting principles within 
the areas of his expertise. (Tr Vol. I at 264-265) 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. STUART BY MR. KIPP: 
In his analyses to determine the valuation, Mr. 
Stuart found that there would not have been any additional 
cash flow to Globe from July of 1974 to the end of 1~74. 
Their cash flow would come entirely from security deposits 
and payments on the lease. (Tr Vol. I at 265-266) 
The bad debt reserve Mr. Stuart has testified to 
previously would be one-tenth of one percent of the gross, 
or $400 against $400,000. This matter failed to take into 
consideration the reconditioning. Mr. Stuart also had in 
mind the obligation of the lessee to return the car under 
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certain conditions. (Tr Vol. I at 266-267) 
Mr. Kipp then made the following motion to the court: 
"Like to renew my motion, now, with respect 
to this matter, and in the form of a motion to 
strike on the grounds (1) no proper foundation, 
(2) speculative on the law we've argued, and on the 
evidence, (3) that the opinion testimony is based 
on facts not in the records and therefore not 
admissible, (4) that in any event it's made further 
speculative by this witness's testimony that in 
the absence of additional financing there's no 
evidence any was available, and with the negative 
cash flow he predicted of twelve thousand some 
dollars the company would have gone broke anyway. 
That's my motion. 
THE COURT: The Court will take it under advisement. 
(Tr Vol. I at 267) 
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AUGUST 6, 1976 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF GLORIA WEIGELT BY MR. KIPP: 
Gloria Weigelt. Prior to the time she was married, 
her name was Gloria Morrison. Present address is 337 Spencer 
Way, Farmington, Utah. Mrs. Weigelt is the wife of Mr. Weigelt, 
principal officer and manager of Globe Leasing. Mrs. Weigelt 
was associated with her husband in the Globe Leasing venture. 
She was a shareholder in that company. The company's affairs 
were princip·ally under the direction of Mr. Weigelt with some 
assitance from Mrs. Weigelt. (Tr Vol. I at 268-269) 
Mrs. Weigelt had no first hand knowledge about the 
Hildreth lease. However, she probably took that lease to 
the bank to assign it and obtain the credit to Globe's account. 
She didn't know who signed the name at the bottom of the lease. 
She is certain she didn't sign it. She did not make the 
marking indicating that the now missing lease was paid in full. 
She is aware that the Bank credited Globe's account for about 
$8,000 for that lease. Mrs. Weigelt identified Mr. Weigelt's 
signature on the top of Exhibit 29D. (Tr Vol. I at 269-270) 
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ABSTRACT OF TRANSCRIPT 
VOLUME II 
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August 3, 1976 
OPENING STATEMENT BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. McRae made an opening statement as follows: 
"The file reflects a decision of the Utah Supreme 
Court, and I would like to point out to the Court 
certain aspects of that decision. 
"In the first paragraph, Justice Ellett finds 
(1) that Globe Leasing, the corporate plaintiff, 
was the owner of the subject matter vehicle, and 
(2) that the defendant bank had two security 
interests to guarantee it against loss. 
"I point out to the Court the findings of 
Justice Ellett by the--and it sets forth certain 
findings by the court. And I submit that those 
findings, in view of the said appeal--because of 
the error at another stage of the proceeding--I 
submit those findings are binding on this Court. 
"Now, in general substance and theory, the 
corporate plaintiff, corporate plaintiff and the 
individual plaintiffs as their interests may 
appear, bring this action in business slander 
and for interference with contractual rights. 
"And I submit to the Court that the following 
elements are the elements which the Court should 
keep in mind. That (1) a publication issued impli-
cating the plaintiff, (2) the publication was 
defamatory in either respect--and a publication 
need not be defamatory on its face, or the publica-
tion must be defamatory in light of all the circum-
stances in the evidence. Defamation must injure 
the reputation or demeanor or good will or confi-
dence of the customers of plaintiff, and it must 
be adverse, derogatory or unpleasant to create 
unpleasant feelings. And the defamation of the 
corporation can be shown by implying that credit, 
and defamation with malice exists where there is 
wanton disregard of plaintiffs' rights and there 
is a lack of good faith. 
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"This type of malice eliminates the defense of 
qualified privileged communication. 
"The other elements of the case, we're prepared 
on the law, but in essence I would point out to the 
Court that business slander differs from personal 
slander or libel." (Tr Vol. II at 2) 
OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. CARMAN E. KIPP 
Mr. Kipp provided an overview of the basic facts invo 
in the transactions leading to this suit: 
Mr. Weigelt, together with Gloria Morrison, who later 
became his wife, and a man in insurance, Mr. Chaney, set about 
form a leasing company in 1973. Mr. Weigelt had previously beE 
terminated by another leasing company under questionable circur 
stances and had minimal capital. (Tr Vol. II at 4,5) 
Depending on the testimony referred to, the capital 
involved for the corporation was either something less than 
$10,000 worth of shares at 25 cents per share, or a total of 
$3,000 in capital. According to Mr. Weigelt's testimony, his 
worth at that time was under $10, 000 and Miss Morrison's under 
$5, 000. Thus, they contacted a number of banks in the Salt Lal 
County area to obtain financing for their proposed leasing bus 
nesses. Most of the banks turned them down; two said they mig 
consider their business except that money was not currently av 
able. (Tr Vol. II at 5) 
Mr. Kipp pointed out that the complaint repeats the 
claims several times. (Tr Vol. II at 5) 
They made a presentation to the Bank of Salt Lake, i: 
borrowed forms, which they did not develop, and which Mr. Kip~ 
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said were incomplete, ambiguous, and confusing. (Tr Vol. II at S) 
They talked with Jim Perry at the Bank of Salt Lake, 
a junior officer, who presented the matter to the loan committee, 
who said "We' re not interested." After a short passage of time, 
Mr. Perry talked to Mr. Parker, then the president, but who has 
not been with the Bank for a year. It was decided to take a 
sampling of leases and see how they did. (Tr Vol. II at 6) 
Mr. Perry wrote a letter saying the bank would buy 
some leases from Globe Leasing. The letter did not mention the 
amount of dollars or number of leases, nor did it mention that 
the arrangement for purchase of such leases would be conditional 
upon the Bank's approving credit and could be terminated by 
written notice of either party at any time with no provision 
as to the time of the notice. (Tr Vol. II at 6) 
The Bank commenced the purchase of some leases in the 
form of an assignment which will be in evidence before the court. 
There were two kinds of leases: one an open-end lease which left 
some liability to lessee at the end if the car had some lesser 
value than had been predicted; or a net lease where the Bank of 
whoever owned the lease would take the loss if the car was worth 
less. Mr. Weigelt made all of the calculations for Globe Leasing. 
(Tr Vol. II at 6) 
"The claim as to the business is that of the corpora-
tion and not that of the individuals. They're claiming separate." 
(Tr Vol. II at 6) 
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The Bank purchased about two-thirds of the leases 
presented to them. The procedure was that Weigelt would call 
and describe the proposed lessee and the credit information; 
Mr. Perry would check and indicate whether or not the credit 1, 
satisfactory. If so, the Bank would purchase the lease and th: 
assignment documents would be executed. (Tr Vol. II at 6,7) 
The title would be ordered by Weigelt, issued to Glo: 
Leasing's name with lien to the Bank of Salt Lake, and deliven 
to the Bank. (Tr Vol. II at 7) 
The Bank initially discussed taking 20 to 40 thousar.. 
dollars worth of leases; over a period of about a year, the 
figure was extended to about $390,000. (Tr Vol. II at 7) 
The arrangement remained the same and continued unde: 
the general direction of Mr. Perry, who concedes he exceededt 
loan authority. If the loan were construed as having been mac 
to Globe Leasing rather than to the individual lessee, the Ban 
was far in excess of its statutory lending limit based on the 
percent of the total capital of the Bank that can be loaned t1 
one borrower. (Tr Vol. II at 7) 
Mr. Kipp stated that the evidence shows that the do: 
mentation is subject to more than one interpretation. Hise\'J 
is that the Bank believed and intended to buy leases from Glc: 
to collect the payments via Globe from the lessees, and to 
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receive interest on said payments. (Tr Vol. II at 7) 
"There is some evidence that the titles were nominally 
in Globe, although we'll claim the Bank had the right to title 
and Your Honor will have to determine whether it was a loan or 
purchase transaction." (Tr Vol. II at 8) 
"We believe the evidence leads to the conclusion that 
the Bank was purchasing the leases," as indicated by the documents 
and the transfers of funds. (Tr Vol. II at 8) 
After about a year, and while Mr. Perry was on vaca-
tion, Mr. Parker, the principal officer of the Bank, became aware 
of the Globe transactions by discovering leases to a facade corpora-
tion called Leisure-America, which had no substantial assets and 
functioned as a fast-close recreational real estate peddler. 
(Tr Vol. II at 8) 
The Bank files were reviewed, disclosing that titles 
had not all been delivered as promised, nor had insurance on the 
vehicles been furnished as represented. Further investigation 
revealed that a check by Globe to Naylor Ford--for a vehicle which 
was supposed to have been paid for, titled, with the title 
delivered to the Bank--had been drawn against insufficient funds 
by Globe. Globe's financial structure was revealed as very 
shaky--not a bankable entity. One car had been financed at the 
Bank of Salt Lake and double financed at Valley State Bank, 
making it necessary for the Bank of Salt Lake to pay Valley 
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Bank its loan in order to preserve its security. Mr. Kipp 
states that this is one of the elements of his counterclaim. 
(Tr Vol. II at 8) 
A forged lease was filed by Globe for a Mr. Hildre~ 
from California and "it developed that the original lease had 
been prepaid and lease payments were ongoing when assigned--
when represented by the lease and Globe's representative that 
the loans, instead of being for bankable amounts to the vehicle 
were for 110 percent of the purchase price of the vehicles, or 
more than their new value." (Tr Vol. II at 9) 
Contrary to the agreement that the Bank would review 
credit and refuse where it did not check out, Globe managed to 
get approval on one Leisureamerica lease, and by "working it 
through a secretary or administrative assistant person, had 
caused the bank to get on some 16 bum leases with a no-good 
company." (Tr Vol. II at 9) 
Parker terminated business with Globe. Weigelt com· 
plained vigorously in a conversation which included his attorni 
Miss Morrison and Mr. Parker. (Tr Vol. II at 9) 
Mr. Weigelt pointed out that Mr. Perry's letter defr. 
ing the arrangement provided for writ ten notice, and he noted 
that three leases were pending. Mr. Parker caused the Bankt0 
• . ·I honor the three pending leases and sent written notice term1na. 
the arrangement. (Tr Vol. II at 9) 
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The evidence will show with respect to damages that 
because of miscalculation of payments and of values on the 
vehicles at the end of the lease, and because the lessee's credit 
was not good--many promptly in default--that substantial losses 
have resulted to the Bank. (Tr Vol. II at 9) 
"Then on the matter of loss of profit we'll. have some 
argument at the end that it's speculative and not a proper element 
of damages." (Tr Vol. II at 10) 
The leases were not and could not have been profitable. 
During its year "plus" of operation, the company had an eighteen 
hundred dollar loss. The company had no financing before or 
after the Bank of Salt Lake, which left them worse than when 
they started. (Tr Vol. II at 10) 
The Naylor Ford check returned for insufficient funds 
has been made good and should be stricken from the counterclaim. 
(Tr Vol. II at 10) 
There is the matter of the forged Hildreth I.ease, on 
which the Bank lost $3,111.94, plus attorney's fees to which it 
is entitled. (Tr Vol. II at 10) 
"There is the matter of security deposits paid at the 
commencement of the lease spent by Globe that run with the lease 
and under the assignment are the property of the Bank to offset 
the losses which have been incurred under the I.asses." (sic) 
(Tr Vol. II at 10) 
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There is the matter of any other payments which have 
been made under the leases. Mr. Kipp asserted that the evidenc 
will show that some of the first lease payments were retained[ 
Globe; and will show a differential between what Globe was pay-
ing the Bank and what the lessees were paying Globe; which func 
are the property of the Bank. (Tr Vol. II at 11) 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF JAMES W. PERRY BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Kipp pointed out that at all times during this pre 
ceeding, Mr. Perry was not an employee of the Bank and thatM 
does not represent Mr. Perry. (Tr Vol. II at 11) 
Mr. James W. Perry, living at 3405 South 200 East, 
appearing under subpoena, whose deposition was taken on October 
1974. Mr. Perry could not remember if he had the original of 
the deposition presented to him for reading and correction, nor 
did he know the present whereabouts of the deposition. Mr. Per 
is presently employed by Aquatech Pools. In July of 1973 he 
was employed by the Bank of Salt Lake as Assistant Vice Presi· 
dent, in Consumer Loans, including installment loans. (Tr Vol. 
at 12) 
Mr. Perry's duties were the loan function, applicati: 
approval, credit and collection. He came into contact withAf 
Weigelt probably close to the month of July 1973. To Mr. Per~ 
knowledge, Al Weigelt had made previous contact with other 
members of the Bank: Keith Mendenhall, a Vice President and 
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credit Supervisor, and Al Kelson, Chairman of the Board. When 
asked if he had conversation with them regarding Weigelt's pre-
vious contact with the Bank of Salt Lake, he said "briefly with 
Mro Mendenhall." (Tr Vol. II at 14) 
He did not know when this conversation occurred. No 
other persons were present at this conversation with Mendenhall, 
which Mr. Perry could not recall except that the Bank had been 
approached by Mr. Weigelt with regard to the funding of a leasing 
operation. That type of operation would have come within 
Mr. Perry's department as Installment Loan Vice President. 
(Tr Vol. II at 14) 
When asked if Mr. Weigelt presented him with any docu-
ments for presentation to the Loan Committee, Mr. Perry said 
that he was given a notebook with documents in it. The witness 
was shown Exhibit 1-P. (Tr Vol. II at 14) 
With respect to Exhibit 1-P, the witness was asked if, 
except for the portion containing copies of executed leases, 
the book appeared to be similar in form and content as the one 
given him by Mr. Weigelt. The witness replied "not quite," the 
difference being that the forms he had at the time were not as 
well prepared as the forms in the exhibit. Mr. Perry did not 
know the whereabouts of the book left at the Bank of Salt Lake. 
He said a "vaguely similar" book was left with him. As far as 
he knew, the book was still with the Bank when he terminated in 
the surruner of '74. He affirmed that when he said the forms 
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differed, he was referring to the various documents making up 
the lease package that have "Globe Leasing" printed in them and 
the "Bank of Salt Lake" printed in them. In the book he had 
originally, those places were just blank, without "Globe" and 
"Bank of Salt Lake" inserted. (Tr Vol. II at 14, 15) 
Mr. Perry affirmed that he presented Mr. Weigelt's 
package application for credit to the Loan Committee, which 
Committee was comprised of Al Kelson, Bill Kelson, Gerald Cannc: 
Norton Parker, Keith Mendenhall, who were all officers of the 
Bank, except that Bill Kelson and Gerald Cannon were on the 
Board of Directors. Mr. Parker was then President of the Bank, 
The Loan Committee told Mr. Perry they weren't interested in 
funding a leasing operation at that time. (Tr Vol. II at 15, l 
Mr. Perry affirmed that very shortly thereafter he 
had a conversation with Mr. Parker, in possibly a day or two. 
No one else was party to the conversation. He could not recall 
the exact conversation, but the substance was that it was 
decided to try a few leases and see how they would work. 
Mr. Perry did not remember Mr. Parker's having given him a 
dollar amount. (Tr Vol. II at 16, 17) 
The witness was shown Exhibit 8-P, which he recognizi 
and said was a letter of confirmation to Mr. Weigelt bearing, i 
far as he could tell, his own signature. He did not recall th' 
writing of the letter, but assumed "with no real doubt" that ho 
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did and that the exhibit was a copy. He affirmed that the 
letter was written pursuant to his conversation with Mr. Parker 
after the Loan Committee meeting. Exhibit 8-P was offered in 
the proceeding and admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 17) 
When asked if he knew of any other person during the 
ensuing 12 months having had direct contact with the personnel 
of Globe Leasing relative to their operation and arrangement 
with the Bank, Mr. Perry said "some of the other members in 
the department ... The secretaries around there at the time. I 
can't recall who they were." (Tr Vol. II at 18) 
Mr. Perry had authority to approve applications for 
credit. When asked to describe the procedure he engaged in 
with Globe Leasing to finance a leased car, Mr. Perry replied: 
"The applicant, his credit history was all phoned into the Bank. 
The ... credit was checked, the application was cleared. We did 
all of the routine investigation work that we thought was necessary 
to enable us to make an intelligent decision as to whether the 
applicant was credit worthy or not." The information he used 
included personal histories, name, address, where the applicant 
worked, credit references. He affirmed that from this the Bank 
made its own independent investigation of the applicant, who was 
then either approved or declined. If approved, the application 
went through the process necessary to put it on the books. 
(Tr Vol. II at 18, 19) 
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Exhibit 7-P was admitted to assist the witness in des-
cribing the processing of the leases. A separate credit advic2 
was issued on each of the individual transactions. The money 
was then credited to Globe's account. The lease was then 
entered as an installment loan on the computer, and the Bank 
began service on it. The installment loan was listed under the 
"dealer name" Globe Leasing, but was listed under the individua: 
name of the lessee. Globe Leasing was considered a "dealer" in 
the installment loan department of the Bank and was set up on 
the computer as such. The Bank gave Globe Leasing a copy of 
the monthly computer runs on its debits and credits. Exhibit 
2-P contains a bound volume of a series of the Globe Leasing 
computer runs which were given to Globe by the Bank monthly. 
Exhibit 2-P was received into evidence. The computer runs 
show the account number, name, original amount, balance, pay-
ments, date last paid, etc. Mr. Perry testified that the 
computer runs indicate that there was no default in any payment 
to Globe through July 31, 1974 and that if there had been a 
failure to make a payment, it would be reflected in the compute:, 
runs. (Tr Vol. II 19, 23) 
Exhibit 6-P contains statements of account prepared i· 
the form and style used by the Bank of Salt Lake during the yec: 
Globe operated. The statements in the Exhibit were in the name 
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of Globe Leasing. The ending balances on the statements didn't 
reflect overdrafts. (Tr Vol. II at 23) 
The deposition of Mr. Perry was filed and published. 
(Tr Vol. II at 23, 24) 
Mr. Perry reviewed Exhibit 6 and the exhibit did not 
indicate that checks had been rejected by the Bank as being 
drawn on insufficient funds. Mr. Perry assumed that if a 
check had been returned for insufficient funds, it would have 
appeared on the bank statements. The summary on the front of 
Exhibit 6 was prepared by Mr. Weigelt and shows the ending 
balances of each month. Exhibit 6 was received into evidence 
subject to a reservation of Mr. Kipp's with respect to the fact 
that the summary sets forth Mr. Weigelt's representation of the 
totals. (Tr Vol. II at 24-26) 
Mr. Perry left the Bank of Salt Lake in late July of 
1974. At the time Mr. Perry left, the Bank had not received con-
firmation of insurance coverage on some of Globe's files. 
(Tr VoL II at 26-27) 
Mr. McRae offered Exhibit 1-P to the Court. Mr. Kipp 
objected to the admission on the grounds that there was no proper 
foundation. Objection was sustained. (Tr Vol. II at 27) 
Mr. Perry testified that the form contained in Exhibit 
11-P represented the insurance coverage that was placed on the 
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leased automobiles. Said form was filed with the Bank of Salt 
Lake with each lease presented by Globe. Insurance requirement 
were the same for each lease. The requirements were that Globe 
Leasing was to provide insurance coverage to meet state require· 
ments. Mr. Perry didn't know if the portions of Exhibit 11-P 
entitled "Liability Limits," "Additional Insured," and "Loss 
Payee," were completed with each lease. The insurance verifi-
cation for each lease was generally signed by Mr. Weigelt 
indicating that insurance coverage had been obtained and checke 
by Mr. Weigelt. Mr. Perry claims he tried to get Mr. Weigelt 
to send the originals of the insurance policies to the Bank. 
Mr. Perry wasn't concerned with the standards of the industry, 
he personally wanted original copies of the policies on file. 
Mr. Perry admitted that the Bank was effectively covered with 
Globe Leasing holding the policies and the Bank named as loss 
payee. (Tr Vol. II at 27-30) 
Mr. Perry stated that Globe Leasing made up their owr 
payment books for the lessees and collected their payments 
independent of the Bank. Globe deposited the moneys that were 
received into its accounts at the Bank. After the money was 
deposited, the Bank would debit the account when the payments 
were due. (Tr Vol. II at 30-31) 
Globe's reserve account at Bank of Salt Lake was 
carried as a checking account. However, no checkbook was issu' 
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on that account, nor did the Bank pay interest on that account. 
Mr. Perry testified that he and Mr. Weigelt jointly agreed to 
create the account shortly after the Bank began financing Globe's 
leases. (Tr Vol. II at 31, 32) 
Mr. Perry's deposition was published. In his deposi-
tion, Mr. Perry had stated that 3 1/2 percent was put into the 
reserve account. He couldn't now specify, however, from which 
sum that 3 1/2 percent figure was computed. As far as Mr. Perry 
could recall, nothing was ever charged against the reserve 
account. (Tr Vol. II at 32-34) 
Globe Leasing paid the property taxes and procured the 
license plates for the leased vehicles. (Tr Vol. II at 34) 
Mr. Perry wasn't sufficiently familiarized with the 
procedures of the leasing off ice to take the Court through the 
procedures followed by the Bank in handling a lease after an 
individual lessee's credit had been approved. (Tr Vol. II at 34, 
35) 
After a lessee's credit had been approved and after 
receiving the completed documents from Globe, Mr. Perry would 
receive notification as to how much was to be financed for the car. 
(Tr Vol. II at 35) 
Exhibit 12-P was identified by Mr. Perry as containing 
the lease computation worksheet and lessor financing computation 
worksheet; two inside documents. Mr. Perry would receive these 
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documents in a completed form as part of the application for 
credit. Line 34 Exhibit 12-P indicates the amount advanced to 
Globe by the Bank. Those amounts should be evidenced by the 
credit advices in Exhibit 7-P. (Tr Vol. II 35, 36) 
Mr. Perry at one point, discussed with Mr. Weigelt 
the various types of interest to be charged to Globe Leasing 
on the accounts. They worked with a straight dollar add-on 
interest. The contracts had balloon payments. A balloon pay· 
ment is a lump sum that's due at the end of the term of a loan. 
The same interest rate was applied to the balloon payments but 
it was computed differently. The Bank determined the interest 
rate on the leases. (Tr Vol. II at 35-37) 
Line 39 of the Lease Financing Computation Worksheet 
represents the number of payments due and the amount due monthl 
from the lessee. As far as Mr. Perry could recall, the Lease 
Financing Computation Worksheet also computed the total amomt 
the lessee would pay to Globe. It didn't include the amount of 
the residual on the car; or the balloon payment to the Bank. 
(Tr Vol. II at 37-39) 
Mr. Perry explained "residual" to mean the amount paii 
at the end of the lease after the automobile is returned by the 
lessee. He stated that the balloon payment and residual are tr. 
same thing. (Tr Vol. II at 39) 
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The lessee's payments were calculated by Globe Leasing 
on the lease. The payments to the Bank were calculated by the 
Bank. Globe's payment to the Bank was lower than the lessee's 
payment. The Bank arranged for Globe to remit the amount of 
the lessee's payment contained in Exhibit 12, Line 29. As far 
as Mr. Perry could recall, the excess remittance included the 
3.5 percent of the payment. The net effect of paying more than 
the lease payment was to build a reserve account. (Tr Vol. II 
at 39, 40) 
If any of the leases had been defaulted, it would have 
been Globe's responsibility to repossess the car. Globe was 
also responsible for collecting late payments by the lessees. 
(Tr Vol. II at 40) 
Mr. Perry was not aware of any promissory notes on the 
vehicles from the lessee to the Bank. Globe Leasing was responsi-
ble for titling the cars. To the best of Mr. Perry's recollection, 
the title certificates were issued to Globe Leasing with Bank of 
Salt Lake as the lien holder. (Tr Vol. II at 40, 41) 
Exhibit 13-P contained copies of the leases sent to 
the Bank. As far as Mr. Perry could recall, the Bank received 
a copy of each and every lease. (Tr Vol. II at 41) 
As far as Mr. Perry knew, Globe made payments to the 
car dealers for the purchase of the vehicles. Mr. Perry recalled 
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discussing with Mr. Weigelt that Mr. Weigelt was trying to pie' 
up some front money by financing the vehicles at 110 percent oi' 
Globe's cost on a vehicle. The discussion occurred close to tt 
time that Mr. Perry's association with Globe Leasing was comin1 
to an end. Mr. Perry now states that he has no independent 
recollection of the financing arrangement of 110 percent. 
(Tr Vol. II at 41, 42) 
The monthly debit made by the Bank was credited to tr. 
individual lease account to keep them current. The money was 
taken out of the Globe account and credited to the installment 
loans. (Tr Vol. II at 42, 43) 
As far as Mr. Perry knew, Globe was purchasing the 
vehicles since the title was issued in Globe's name with the 
Bank as lien holder. (Tr Vol. II at 43) 
At one point, Mr. Perry had a discussion with 
Mr. Parker wherein Mr. Parker gave him the exact amount which 
he was to loan as a trial with respect to Globe's leases. 
Mr. Perry testified that no decision was every made to exceed 
the amount established by Mr. Parker. Mr. Perry, however, was 
1 
I 
never told not to continue financing the Globe leases. Mr. Per: 
didn't know how much the installment loans had accumulated toa 
the time he left the Bank. He was aware that it was over $150,I i 
(Tr Vol. II at 43, 44) 
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Exhibit 14-P was identified by Mr. Perry as the 
"Assignment of Lease" form. To the best of Mr. Perry's knowledge, 
a copy of that assignment accompanied each and every lease that 
Globe entered into with its customers and was included with the 
packet of documents received by the Bank from Globe. Mr. Perry 
testified that the assignment assigned all right, title and 
interest in the lease to the Bank. Mr. Perry agreed that this was 
done as a security device in the event of Globe's default. 
Mr. Kipp objected to the last two statements by Mr. Perry and 
the objection was sustained. (Tr Vol. II at 44, 45) 
During the 12 month period that Mr. Perry was involved 
with the Bank and Globe Leasing, the Bank never, to Mr. Perry's 
knowledge, exercised any of its options which it conceivably 
could exercise under Exhibit 14-P; nor did the Bank ever transfer 
the ownership of any vehicle on which it held a security interest 
and on which Globe Leasing was the title owner. During the time 
that Mr. Perry was at the Bank, the Bank never caused any finan-
cial statements to be filed with the Motor Vehicle Department 
indicating that it was anything other than a lien holder. Mr. 
Perry was not aware of any overt gesture made by the Bank of 
Salt Lake to remove Globe Leasing as the title owner of any ve-
hicle. Mr. Perry knew of no time prior to July 15, 1974 that 
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the Bank of Salt Lake ever served notice on any lessee of Glob, 
Leasing of the assignment contained in Exhibit 14-P. Mr. Perr, 
testified that the Bank didn't really care what happened tolli 
cars as long as they got their money. (Tr Vol. II 45-47) 
In his deposition, Mr. Perry was able to recall that 
the Bank of Salt Lake had financed close to $390.000 worth of 
Globe's leases. At that point in time, Mr. Perry didn't con-
sider the individual lease contracts to be loans by the Bank of 
Salt Lake to Globe Leasing. During his deposition, Mr. Perry 
had stated that, in essence, all of the loans from Bank of Salt 
Lake were to Globe Leasing rather than the individual lessees, 
Mr. Perry now states that in his mind he was dealing with indi· 
viduals. (Tr Vol. II 47-48) 
Mr. Perry received the Lease Computation Worksheet ar .. 
Lessor Financing Computation Worksheet contained in Exhibit 12-
in connection with each new lease deal. That document reflecte 
the amount of money the Bank paid on the proceeds of the lease. 
As far as Mr. Perry knew, it also reflected how much Globe was 
going to get from the lessee and how much was owed on the end c 
the lease. If more were owed on the car than the car was wortt 
at the end of the lease, Globe would have paid that. If there 
were less owed than the amount of the balloon payment, Globe 
would have been entitled to that. (Tr Vol. II 48, 49) 
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At the inception of Globe's proposal to Bank of Salt 
Lake, Mr. Perry received some financial statements from Mr. 
Weigelt. The statements were not very extensive. Mr. Perry 
did not recall receiving or requesting any corporate financial 
statements from Globe Leasing during their period of operation. 
(Tr VoL II at 49, 50) 
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. PERRY BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Perry gave his deposition in this case under sub-
poena served upon him in connection with the proceedings. (Tr 
Vol. II 50, 51) 
When Mr. Parker discussed the Globe leases with Mr. 
Perry initially, he said something like "let's try a few and 
see how they work." The arrangement at that time was that if the 
lessee didn't meet the Bank's credit criteria, the Bank would 
not take the lease. Mr. Perry turned down about a third of the 
leases during the course of his handling of the Globe account. 
Mr. Parker had initially instructed Mr. Perry to try $35,000 or 
$40,000 worth of Globe leases. (Tr Vol. II at 51, 52) 
As the arrangement between Globe and the Bank of Salt 
Lake progressed, Mr. Perry became aware that Globe was adding 
ten percent to the price of the vehicles when they obtained fin-
ancing for the vehicles. Mr. Perry objected to this procedure 
when he became aware of it. Mr. Perry voiced his objection to 
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the procedure toward the later stages of the series of trans-
actions. (Tr Vol. II at 52) 
Mr. Weigelt was aware of the 3 1/2 percent that was 
being placed in a reserve account and never demanded those ~~ 
from Mr. Perry. 
Globe never signed any promissory note to the Bank, 
They did sign an assignment of lease. Mr. Perry, in authorizi: 
the advance of funds to Globe, relied on that assignment and i: 
terms. The various documents prepared for the lease transacti1 
were basically Globe instruments. The assignment was a Globe 
instrument. (Tr Vol. II at 53) 
Mr. Perry, during his dealings with Globe, relied up: 
Globe to make the calculations of the residual at the end oft· 
lease and to try and predict what the car would reasonably be 
worth at the end of the period. Mr. Perry had no expertise in 
that area. (Tr Vol. II at 53, 54) 
Mr. Perry did not obtain further authority from 
Mr. Parker to increase the amount of money used by the Bankof 
Salt Lake to finance the lease for Globe. (Tr Vol. II at 54) 
Of all of the Leisureamerica leases approved by the 
Bank of Salt Lake, Mr. Perry approved only one. Mr. Perry hai 
told Mr. Weigelt that he would try one of the Leisureamerica 
leases, but the rest were not approved. Mr. Perry is aware 
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that five or ten vehicles were eventually leased to Leisure-
america. Mr. Perry was not aware of other officers in the Bank 
approving the Leisureamerica leases. Mr. Perry testified that 
the credit of Leisureamerica was not acceptable at the time of 
the leases. They did not meet the requirements of the Bank. 
(Tr Vol. II at 54-56) 
Mr. Perry had dealt with the financing of motor 
vehicles in the past and does not consider it good banking 
practice to advance and hundred and ten percent of the full pur-
chase price of a vehicle. {Tr Vol. II at 57) 
Mr. Perry was not aware of sums identified as security 
deposits that were made by lessees to Globe on the individual 
leases. Mr. McRae stipulated that security deposits were not 
paid over to the Bank of Salt Lake from Globe Leasing. Mr. 
Perry was not aware of any first payments paid by lessees to 
Globe under the leases that were not paid over to the Bank. 
This procedure of not paying the funds over to the Bank was not 
in conformity with the agreement between the Bank and Globe. 
(Tr Vol. II at 57, 58) 
Before Mr. Perry left the Bank of Salt Lake, he was 
never successful in obtaining all of the original insurance doc-
uments from Globe to complete his files. He testified that it is 
the usual practice in the banking business to acquire original 
evidence of insurance on financed vehicles. One wouldn't 
ordinarily rely upon the borrower or dealer on that subject. 
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The Bank would want the insurance to include physical damage 
coverage on the vehicle to preserve their security. 
at 58, 59) 
(Tr Vol. 
Mr. Perry was aware that the assignment document pro-
vided among other things that the Bank could collect payments 
from the lessee. He said that he relied on that provision in 
making the lease transactions. (Tr Vol. II at 59) 
In the computer runs and other accounting and printo'. 
data, there was an identification number assigned to Globe to 
enable the Bank to perform summary accounting. Each individua' 
lease was also specifically identified in the Bank's acco~tim 
and computer procedures. (Tr Vol. II at 59, 60) 
It would not have comported with Mr. Perry's under-
standing of the Bank's deal with Globe if Globe had collected 
funds from a lessee in advance and not paid them over to the 
Bank. (Tr Vol. II at 60, 61) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. PERRY BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Perry testified that the Bank was concerned with 
where the money in Globe's account came from on the day of the 
month that the account was to be credited because the leases 
were drawn up between the parties involved and the payments we: 
due from the lessee and no one else. (Tr Vol. II at 61, 62) 
Mr. Perry has testified that Globe is the first leas 
company he has been involved with as far as the banking busi~~ 
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is concerned. Mr. Perry has studied the terms of the lease 
contracts and understood that the first and last payments were 
collected by Globe at the time the lease was signed. Mr. Kipp 
objected to the line of questioning as leading; objection was 
sustained. (Tr Vol. II at 62, 63) 
The installments are due on loans on the date stipu-
lated on the loan which is usually a maximum of 45 days after 
the loan is set up. Mr. McRae asked further questions along 
this line and Mr. Kipp objected. Objection was sustained. 
(Tr Vol. II at 63, 64) 
It was Mr. Perry's understanding that the assignment 
agreement was there to protect the Bank in the event of Globe's 
default. (Tr Vol. II at 64) 
Loan applications were approved by the Bank with an 
initial on the Bank's loan application form. The Bank's form 
was prepared from the information obtained from Globe Leasing 
which was generally transmitted by telephone. Mr. Perry testi-
fied that he is sure some applications went through the Bank 
without approval. (Tr Vol. II at 64, 65) 
The witness was shown Exhibit 15-P, the Leisureamerica 
files. Mr. McRae asked Mr. Perry to go through those files and 
identify those loan applications that showed the approval of 
credit by the Bank. Mr. Perry identified one loan application 
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in the file with his approval on it. Other of those loan app) 
tions were approved and marked with Mr. Perry's initials but 
someone else had marked Mr. Perry's initials. None of the Lea: 
Computation Worksheets were approved. Mr. Perry went through t 
Leisureamerica leases one at a time indicating which worksheet 
were approved and which loans were approved. Exhibits 15 and! 
were received into evidence. (Tr Vol. II at 66-75) 
Mr. McRae has not identified Exhibit 16-P but asks ti 
witness to give the date of approval with reference to that 
Exhibit. The date of approval would approximate the date on ti 
worksheet. The date of the signature on that lease was May 10. 
Mr. Perry personally approved the credit of one of the Leisure· 
america leases which was executed on or about May 17, 1976. A: 
that time, Mr. Perry and Mr. Weigelt discussed Leisureamerica. 
Mr. Perry was not aware that other vehicles had been leased to 
that company on or about that date. (Tr Vol. II at 75, 76) 
With respect to the lease of a 1974 Ford Torino to 
Leisureamerica on May 8, 1974, Mr. Perry testified that he did 
not check his files to see if they had any other obligations ti 
the Bank in approving that credit. He considers other obliga· 
tions when approving credit if he is aware of such obligations 
At the time of the Leisureamerica leases, Mr. Perry did not a: 
ti I,! 
Mr. Weigelt for his personal guarantee on the "Leisure Home 1 
lease. (Tr Vol. II at 76, 77) 
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Prior to July 15, 1974, no one ever told Mr. Perry 
that he was exceeding his instructions as Assistant Vice-
President in the installment loan department in his dealings with 
Globe Leasing. (Tr Vol. II at 77, 78) 
Mr. Perry's understanding of the loan limits at Bank 
of Salt Lake at the time of his deposition was that he couldn't 
loan more than 10% of the total capital to any one borrower. He 
stated in his deposition that this was never clearly defined to 
him. Mr. Perry testified during his deposition that if Globe 
Leasing were treated as an individual account, the Bank of Salt 
Lake would be in violation of loan limits under state laws. 
Mr. Perry could recall making these statements during his deposi-
tion. Mr. Kipp stipulated that the statements were from the 
deposition. (Tr Vol. II at 78-80) 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION OF MR. PERRY BY MR. KIPP: 
During his period of employment at Bank of Salt Lake, 
Mr. Perry was the sole individual responsible for the Globe trans-
actions. As reflected in the printouts, Mr. Perry perceived each 
lease as an individual purchase. Mr. Perry obtained financial 
data on Mr. Weigelt at the beginning of their association. He 
didn't consider Mr. Weigelt' s personal guarantee to be substantial 
in light of his financial situation. (Tr Vol. II at 81) 
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"Nickie" worked under Mr. Perry at Bank of Salt Lake 
as Assistant Manager in his department. Mr. Perry testified 
that she "didn't necessarily" have the loan authority to approv 
the Globe transactions. Mr. Perry was the one responsible for 
extending the authority with respect to the Globe lease trans-
actions. (Tr Vol. II at 81) 
Some of the Leisureamerica leases were approved by 
Bank of Salt Lake during the absence of Mr. Perry. Had he been 
present, he would not have authorized disbursements on those 
transactions. (Tr Vol. II at 81, 82) 
Mr. Perry did not rely on Globe's white worksheet in 
deciding whether or not to approve a loan. (Tr Vol. II at 82) 
At the beginning of the association between Mr. Perl') 
and Mr. Weigelt, there was never any discussion which suggeste1 
to Mr. Perry that Mr. Weigelt was relying on the Bank for all 
of his financing. (Tr Vol. II at 82, 83) 
END OF EXAMINATION OF MR. PERRY. 
Court closed after hearing argument by Mr. Kipp and 
Mr. McRae concerning the admission of Exhibit 14-P. The Court 
reserved judgment for a later time. (Tr Vol. II at 84-88) 
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AUGUST 4, 1976 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NORTON PARKER BY MR. McRAE: 
Norton Parker, from July of 1973 through July of 
1974, was employed as President of the Bank of Salt Lake 
and in tha.t capacity acted as chief executive officer. 
(Tr Vol. II at 89-90) 
Mr. Parker became aware of the Bank's association 
with Leisureamerica when he reviewed the files of Globe 
Leasing. (Tr Vol. II at 90-92) 
While Mr. Perry was on vacation, Mr. Parker no-
ticed a striking woman who was in and out of the Bank quite 
frequently. He found out she was Mrs. Weigelt from other 
Bank employees. At that time he inquired regarding how 
much business the Bank was doing for Globe Leasing. He 
learned that the Bank was doing a great deal and immediately 
ordered Globe's files pulled for analyzing. The dollar 
value of Globe's contracts at that time was approximately 
$397,000. (Tr Vol. II at 92-93) 
Mr. Parker is a former stockholder of Bank of 
Salt Lake. He owned, at one point, three percent of the 
outstanding stock or 330,000 shares. Other corporate offi-
cers who held stock in July of 1974 were Gerald Cannon, 
Bill Kelson, and Al Kelson. They are all currently still 
stockholders. (Tr Vol. II at 93) 
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Ten percent of Bank of Salt Lake stock held by 
officers was traded for Commercial Security shares. {Tr 
Vol. II at 93-96) 
When Mr. Parker examined Globe's files, he became 
very concerned with the volume of money in one account. He 
was concerned, among other things, with the poor credit of 
Leisureamerica. Mr. Parker testified that if the extension 
of credit on the Globe transactions were considered exten-
sions to individuals, the Bank didn't violate its loan 
limits. {Tr Vol. II at 96-98) 
Mr. Parker reviewed Globe's files while Mr. Perry 
was on vacation. Mr. Parker outlined the steps he took 
after reviewing the loans as follows: 
"The first thing I did was notify the install-
ment loan department to stop any further pur-
chase of any leases, and they notified me 
there were three that had been presented at 
that time. I started our credit department 
analyzing the files in further detail as far 
as insurance and documentation and what have 
you, and instructed a typist to prepare 
letters of notification to the lessees to 
make payments to the bank." 
Those letters are contained in Exhibit 9-P. Mr. Parker had 
read Exhibit 14-P prior to the time he sent the letter out. 
Mr. Parker was aware that Exhibit 14-P had been signed and 
that it indicated that it was collateral for the payment 
of funds. Prior to July 15, Mr. Parker checked to deter-
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mine if any installment on any lease remained unpaid. He 
discovered that all installment payments were current to 
the Bank. Prior to July of 1974, Mr. Parker found that the 
installment loan files were last reviewed by Bank examiners 
in the fall of 1973 and by certified auditors at the end 
of 1973. (Tr Vol. II at 98-100) 
As Mr. Parker reviewed the Globe leases, he found 
that Bank of Salt Lake had been listed as lien holder, and 
not the owner of the units in question. Mr. Parker was 
operating under the following section of Exhibit 14-P when 
he sent out the letters in Exhibit 9-P: 
"For good and valuable consideration, to 
wit paid by Bank of Salt Lake to sell, 
assign, transfer and set over unto Bank 
of Salt Lake all and every rental due and 
owing or that may at any time become due 
and owing." 
In sending out this letter, Mr. Parker was not attempting to 
take custody of the vehicles, he was merely asserting the 
Bank's rights to the lease covering the vehicles. At that 
time, Hr. Parker believed that Globe Leasing owed the Bank 
the security deposits they had received. {Tr Vol. II at 
100-102) 
Mr. Parker testified to not being even currently 
aware that Globe Leasing was handling the licensing or ser-
vicing the property tax payments on the vehicles covered by 
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the leases. Mr. Parker is aware that the registered owner 
gets the property tax notice. (Tr Vol. II at 102-103) 
Mr. Parker became aware of the Bank's practice of 
issuing credit advices such as those in Exhibit 7-P, during 
the time he was reviewing Globe's files. He also became 
aware at this time of one of the documents obligating the 
payment of the sum due the Bank was a motor vehicle security 
agreement, a number of which are contained in Exhibit 19-P. 
(Tr Vol. II at 103-104) 
Prior to the time the Bank began taking custody of 
the vehicles, the Bank never tried to have titles transferred 
to the Bank pursuant to the assignment provisions of the 
lease. Mr. Parker treated the assignment document primarily 
as an assignment of Globe's interest in the lease that 
caused payments to flow to the Bank, and secured by titles to 
the vehicle. (Tr Vol. II at 104) 
Exhibit 2-P is prepared by Bank of Salt Lake setting 
forth payments by Globe to the Bank. It reflects late pay-
ments made by lessees. (Tr Vol. II at 104-106) 
At the time of his investigation, Mr. Parker was 
advised that there were three leases in house to be purchased. 
Mr. Parker discussed these leases with Mr. Weigelt and he 
insisted that they had been approved by Jim Perry. Mr. 
Weigelt had purchased the cars and he told Mr. Parker that 
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it would be embarrassing not to process them. Mr. Parker 
confirmed this with Mr. Perry, then instructed the Bank to 
honor their commitment. Credit advices were subsequently 
issued to Globe's account. Mr. Parker later ordered a re-
ve~sal of those credit advices after instructing Mr. Weigelt 
he was going to do so. Around July 15, Mr. Parker froze 
Globe's funds. (Tr Vol. II at 106-108) 
Prior to December 31, 1974 when Mr. Parker left 
Bank of Salt Lake, he was not aware of the Bank executing 
any agreements with Globe's lessees to be a party to the 
lease agreements. (Tr Vol. II at 108) 
Mr. Parker became aware of a second checking ac-
count of Globe's following his investigation. Upon finding 
the existence of that account, he impounded those funds. 
(Tr Vol. II at 108-109) 
Mr. Parker was not surprised with the letters 
contained in Exhibit 22-P from confused customers. (Tr 
Vol. II at 109-110) 
Mr. Parker wasn't sure if all Globe leases were 
approved by Bank personnel or not. (Tr Vol. II at 110) 
Upon Mr. Perry's return from vacation, his resig-
nation was solicited. He did in fact depart from the Bank 
thereafter. (Tr Vol. II at 110-111) 
Subsequent to July 15, 1974, Mr. Parker attempted 
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to take custody of several of the vehicles described in the 
leases. Some of those .transactions involved Leisureamerica. 
When he failed to recover units, he resorted to judicial 
processes. Mr. Parker didn't think this intervention inter-
fered with Globe's customer relations. (Tr Vol. II at 111-
113) 
Mr. Parker's deposition was published. 
Mr. Parker received an offer of payment from Sy 
Pendleton of Leisureamerica after they had discussed the 
return of the vehicle. Mr. Parker was not and is not cur-
rently aware that Mr. Pendleton had already made a payment 
to Globe at that time and stopped payment on the check in 
confusion. (Tr Vol. II at 113-116) 
Mr. Parker never mailed a copy of the assignment 
under which he was laboring to any of the lessees. (Tr 
Vol. II at 116) 
Mr. Perry's termination was solicited because he 
didn't follow instructions. (Tr Vol. II at 117) 
When Mr. Parker took steps to take control of 
Globe's lease payments, he wasn't aware of any profit mar-
gin which was built into the lease payment by Globe. He 
was aware of the overages in the accumulation of the paid 
installments as it would inure to the retirement of the 
balloon payment at the end. (Tr Vol. II at 117-118) 
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Mr. Parker agreed that Globe's cash flow was cut 
off when the Bank took custody of the leases to the extent 
that Globe was previously using their cash flow for purposes 
other than making payments and to the extent that the Bank 
stopped purchasing leases. Mr. Parker testified that cash 
flow is important to a banker in reviewing a potential cus-
tomer. Volume of paid new business is also important. (Tr 
Vol. II at 121-122) 
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. PARKER BY MR. KIPP: 
Mr. Parker believes that the fact that Globe had 
sold a substantial number of leases to Bank of Salt Lake 
was a positive factor for Globe with respect to other 
bankers. He believes that Globe was more susceptible to a 
bank's favor in July of 1974 than July of 1973. Mr. Parker 
believes that Globe would have had a difficult time getting 
their leases financed in 1973. (Tr Vol. II at 122-123) 
Loaning a hundred and ten percent of the purchase 
of a vehicle is a "no-no" in banking practice. The usual 
approach is to loan 80-90% of the purchase price. (Tr 
Vol. II at 123) 
With transactions such as Globe's the Bank 
usually purchases the lease, notifies the customer, and has 
the payments flow directly to them. 
Mr. Parker relied on the following portion of the 
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assigrunent of lease when he directed the lessees to pay the 
Bank: 
"Said Bank of Salt Lake is authorized 
and impowered to collect all sums of money, 
principal due, or that at any time hereafter 
may become due and owing as rental under the 
provisions of said lease, and to receipt there-
for as fully and completely and for all pur-
poses as the undersigned might or could have 
done had this assigrunent--." 
Mr. Parker relied in general on the terms in the assignment 
of lease. As a successor of Globe, the Bank had an assignment 
of all right, title and interest to all elements of the lease, 
including the vehicles. Mr. Parker was successful in getting 
Globe's security deposits over to the Bank so that they would 
be available for the lessees. (Tr Vol. II at 124-125) 
When Mr. Parker ran across the Leisurearnerica 
files, he had substantial concerns about the transactions 
with that company. He explained his concern as follows: 
"Well, number one, it was the large conc;:entra-
tion of credit with basically one entity that 
was represented by two names, Leisureamerica 
and a subsidiary or affiliate of some sort; 
basically one entity representing, as I recall, 
14 or 15 automobiles and trailers. It was a 
new organization with a highly inflated finan-
cial statement that was very obviously a land 
promotional-type of operation with no current 
assets to speak of, and not a creditworthy ac-
count for that amount of money." 
The delinquencies in these payments concerned Mr. Parker. 
Mr. Parker described what he found upon review of the 
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Leisureamerica documents as follows: 
"There was a lack of insurance on all 
the vehicles. I can't recall whether any 
of those titles were missing or not. The 
financial information was inadequate. As 
to the make up of the corporation, we 
couldn't determine who was president and 
who the board of directors was and the date 
of organization and this type of thing. 
"The actual loan worksheets, there was 
a question as to whether they had indivi-
dually been approved by our installment 
loan department, Jim Perry, in that his 
initials were missing on several of them." 
Mr. Parker believes the Bank was financing excessive cost. 
Mr. Parker outlined the steps the Bank would ordinarily 
take under such circumstances as follows: 
"Number one, try and solidify the loan by 
obtaining insurance coverage, obtain more in-
formation about your borrowers, and frankly 
policing it a little tighter until it had a 
chance to age. " 
Mr. Parker eventually obtained possession of some of the 
Leisureamerica vehicles. He had to threaten judicial 
action to obtain them. He stored the vehicles at Laury 
Miller Pontiac and they were stolen. Leisureamerica didn't 
attempt to bring their leases current. Legal process was 
undertaken with respect to some of the leases. (Tr Vol. 
II at 125-128) 
Eight of sixty-four lessees complained about the 
transition of making payment from Globe to the Bank. (Tr 
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Vol. II at 128) 
When Globe's account was frozen, they had a total 
of $3,500 in their accounts. At the.time the accounts were 
frozen, Mr. Parker became aware of the double financing 
matter at Valley which involved a $4,000 lease. At the 
time the account was frozen, Mr. Parker was aware that se-
curi ty deposits had been retained by Globe totalling $11, 000. 
He was also aware that insurance documentation was absent 
from the files. 
Mr. Parker testified concerning the procedure of 
requiring proof of title before payment to the dealers for 
the last three leases honored as follows: 
"I had not been aware that we had been 
crediting Globe's account as we purchased these 
leases, and that almost simultaneously an 
overdraft check came to my attention drawn 
to the Ford dealer down in Provo by Globe 
Leasing, which had insufficient funds to 
cover. It was obvious that if we deposited 
the funds on the three leases we had just 
purchased to cover that check, then there 
wouldn't be funds to cover the checks drawn 
to purchase the cars for those three leases. 
"So, I had them reverse the charges, 
notify Globe Leasing that we were insisting 
on paying for these leases with a cashier's 
check made payable jointly to Globe and the 
dealer to ensure that we would receive the 
title. Globe refused to take delivery of 
the cashier's check. And some time subse-
quent to that, counsel employed by both 
sides and you negotiated a procedure with 
their counsel where the dealer would bring 
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the manufacturer's statement of origin and 
the proper documents to us and certify that 
they would deliver title to us and we would 
honor Globe's check from the proceeds of 
the lease." 
Mr. Parker testified that he agreed to honor the last three 
leases because Perry had agreed to buy them and the Bank 
honors their commitments. Simultaneously, Mr. Parker gave 
written notice to Globe and thereafter the Bank purchased 
no more leases. Mr. Parker testified that he has done 
nothing to injure Globe's chances of getting financing at 
another bank. (Tr Vol. II at 129-132) 
The lease accounts were very unprofitable for the 
Bank of Salt Lake. Mr. Parker described the circwnstances 
as follows: 
"In addition to the losses taken on the sale 
of and disposal of the Leisureamerica cars, 
and of course the legal expense of recovering 
them after they had--of recovering them, we 
had two or three others that defaulted on 
their lease in the process, and-we suffered 
losses in disposing of the vehicle." 
At the time Mr. Parker left Bank of Salt Lake, none of 
Globe's leases had produced any profit to the Bank or Globe. 
(Tr Vol. II at 132) 
Exhibit 30-D is the written notice written by 
Mr. Parker to Globe terminating the arrangement. Exhibit 
30-D was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 133) 
The Bank lost about $20,000 on the Leisureamerica 
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leases. They lost about $2,000-3,000 on other leases. (Tr 
Vol. II at 133-134) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. PARKER BY MR. McRAE: 
Many people lost money on Leisureamerica. (Tr 
Vol. II at 134-135) 
Mr. Parker agreed that Globe couldn't do much 
about a delay in the State sending title to the Bank; 
that is, if titles were missing from the files as a result 
of a delay by the state. (Tr Vol. II at 136) 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KENNETH M. STATS BY MR. McRAE: 
Kenneth M. Stats; assistant vice-president of 
Commercial Security Bank of Salt Lake. In July of 1974, 
Mr. Stats was in the commercial lending end of the business. 
He is also manager of the credit department. Mr. Stats is 
qualified to testify on the repossession of Leisureamerica 
equipment. He and Mr. Perry reviewed all of the Globe 
Leasing files during the time Mr. Perry was on vacation. 
(Tr Vol. II at 136-139) 
CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. PARKER BY MR. McRAE: 
Mr. Parker identified his signature on Exhibit 
31-P. Within a few days prior to the date of the exhibit, 
Mr. Parker discovered the location of the encumbered title 
to the Pontiac at Valley. Exhibit 31-P was admitted. (Tr 
Vol. II at 140-141) 
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Whereupon, a brief discussion between court and 
counsel occurred and the court recessed. 
141-142) 
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Anderson: 
AUGUST 5, 1976 
Court opened with the following statement by Mr. 
"First of all, your Honor, as an additional 
ground for the objection made, the summary Ex-
hibit 18 is a parodying of the evidence that's 
in the various files. But it's based upon docu-
ments outside the record. I think under the 
authorities with which the Court is well ac-
quainted it's improper and improper to be sub-
mitted to the Court for the basis of this matter. 
"With regard to the matter of the specula-
tive damages, I have reviewed the cases which 
will be referred to in a short while I'm sure 
by Mr. McRae. The key case I guess he's basing 
his claim upon is the Randy's Datsun case which 
was decided in April by the Tenth Circuit. 
"There is a whole raft of Utah cases which 
are precedent and binding upon this Court, and 
in those cases the clear holding throughout 
those cases is the damages for anticipated 
profits contingent upon many uncertainties are 
speculative and are thus not recoverable and 
are not proper matters to be considered by the 
Court. 
"With regard to the cases I would cite the 
Van Z~verden case; Van Z~verden v. Farrar, 15 
Utah d 367, 393 P.2d 46 . 
"In that case, the Utah court stated--and 
by the way that's a 1964 case--the court stated, 
Under the well settled rule 
that damages for anticipated 
profits are contingent upon 
so many uncertainties that 
they are speculative and 
therefore not recoverable ... 
the trial court was justified 
in rejecting the offer and 
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holding that the Van Zyverdens 
had proved no damage. 
Other cas~s which stand for the same proposition, 
Weber Basin Water Conservancy District v. 
Braegger, a 1959 case, 334 P.2d 759, 8 Utah 2d 
346. A case, State of Utah v. Tedesco, a condem-
nation proceeding case in which they got into 
the future profit-speculative issue, 291 P.2d 
1028, 4 Utah 2d 248. 
"The--another condemnation case, a 1957 
case, State Road Cormnission v. Noble, 6 Utah 
2d 40, 305 P.2d 495. And in that case the court 
noted again the general rule; referred to a 
section in the treatise on Eminent Domain by 
Nichols, and noted, 
In view of the contingencies 
and uncertainties of business 
in general, there can, in such 
case, be no certain estimate 
of the cost and potential prof-
its. 
The courts have generally re-
jected these attempts to intro-
duce into evidence the various 
forms of earnings and profits ... 
The court has gone into the same matter in a 
couple of recent cases after the Van Zyverden 
case. A case in 1972 of Monter v. Kratzers 
Specialty Bread Company, 29 Utah 2d 18, 504 
P.2d 40. There again it was speculative loss 
of profit situation. 
"And there we have a situation where the 
Kratzer Bread Company had been closed up, and 
in an unlawful detainer-type action they came 
in claiming all kinds of damages based upon a 
projection that Mr. Stuart is going t? come up 
with in this case covering a long period of 
time; potential profits based upon past s~les 
and past record of sales with another baking 
company, Continental Baking. 
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follows: 
"The court said that was improper and that 
there was no basis for it; cited the other cases 
which I've referred to, and held that it was an 
improper measure to get into the speculative 
profits and earnings. 
"Another more recent case is the Howarth 
case, Howarth v. Ostergaard, 30 Utah 2d 183, 
515 P.2d 442, a 1973 case. That again gets 
into the speculative profit situation in which 
they were speculating about a Christmas tree 
business having to do with purchase of a piece 
of property and what they were damaged by be-
cause the purchase didn't go through and some 
speculative business that was being talked about. 
"The court held that it was improper and 
again referred to the basic rule which was 
The basic and general rule is 
that loss of anticipated prof-
its of a business venture in-
volve so many factors of un-
certainty that ordinarily prof-
its to be realized in the future 
are too speculative to base an 
award of damages thereon. 
Reference is also made in a footnote of that 
case to Van Zyverden case and other cases I've 
cited, and further to a general statement in 
22 Am Jur 2d 243. 
"I could go on and cite cases from various 
other states. The law I feel is quite clear. 
It's improper in this kind of a situation to 
get into the many speculative features of the 
uncertainty which is involved. I would submit 
it to the Court on that basis (Tr Vol. II at 
143-145) 
Mr. McRae responded to Mr. Anderson's statement as 
"The theory of this lawsuit, the principal 
two theories are (1) the business slander and 
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(2) the breach or interference with business 
contract, as the two may be possibly differen-
tiated. 
"Now, the case law--and there are no cases 
in Utah on this subject--principally the case 
law that we find covering these two theories 
of recovery arise out of antitrust situations or 
credit situations. And I would like to tender 
to the Court--1 did not have this case last 
night--but it is Gustafson v. General Motors 
Acceptance, 337 F. Supp. 406, having to do with 
(1) a cause of action, and (2) the method of 
calculating the damages. 
"In these types of cases, as the Court would 
have noted in reading them, the law very jealously 
protects the corporate image against (1) slander 
and defamation and (2) the continued right of 
operation. 
"Now, in Bunnell v. Bills, our court in one 
sentence--that's a 13 Utah 2d case--in one sentence 
seems to imply or state that in business slander 
there is a cause of action. 
"At no place in Utah law do we have any 
measure or method of calculating the damages 
when, as we have according to our version of the 
evidence in this case, shown that the inference 
with contract and/or the slander under the 
definition of business slander or libel has 
effectively terminated a corporate operation. 
"And the effective termination of this 
operation and resultant damage to the corporation 
because of the effective termination from sending 
out the letters contending an assignment, 
demanding--and I submit this is one lawyer's 
view--wrongfully the security deposits as they 
were not, according to our Supreme Court, part 
of the assignment. And I submit that the 
assignment is a security device in the event 
of default. 
"Now, the Court must keep in mind that our 
theory of this case is that at the time of the 
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wrongful act--the wrongful act being the letter 
of July 15th, 1976--or, '74, I'm sorry--the 
corporate plaintiff was in good financial stand-
ing with the defendant bank. 
"And according to the Texas authorities that 
I gave the Court, plus the case that seems to 
be the hub case, delinquent payments are the 
basis of determining breach of credit. And 
breach of credit, then, under Article 9 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code, becomes the basis for 
taking the relief back. 
"Now, this general theory, taking this one 
step further now--since we have in Utah law no 
Utah law, and most of the cases that deal in 
this subject are anti-trust cases--we must then 
necessarily revert to Federal case law. 
"I agree that Utah has held innumerable times 
that speculative damages are not awardable. 
That is the law. 
"But I submit that in the case of business 
slander or tortuous interference with business 
contract resulting in termination or loss to the 
business, the case law now in at least three 
jurisdictions is that there is and must neces-
sarily be a method of compensating the corpora-
tion for the damage done. 
"And in the Pugeot case, Randy's Datsun case, 
and the Gustafson case, an arbitrary ten year 
projected growth based upon reasonable economic 
theories based upon analysis and evaluation of 
the personnel, the business practices, the 
economy as it has been cycled since the history 
books started being written, and of course 
taking into consideration the day of the alleged 
act and the subsequent economic changes up until 
the day of trial, that this is a legitimate and 
bona fide method to compensate a corporation for 
any wrong that it may have suffered. 
"Now, if there was no legitimate method of 
compensating a corporation for damage done, then 
in this case the money mongers would be free to 
do as they darn well please with their customers, 
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with their clients, and with the people they 
engage in business with; as with any other person 
interfering with the contractual rights of a 
member of the public. 
"If one is limited to proving specific loss 
of profit or gain on a specific contract, then 
a person such as the Bank of Salt Lake through 
its president does not stand the risk of malice, 
express or implied, or gross negligence in 
surmnarily closing a business. 
"And that is the net effective result, and 
I proffer to the Court that though there is 
evidence that the Bank of Salt Lake had the right 
to terminate lending funds at its discretion on 
written notice, that this witness is capable of 
testifying from the foundation heretofore laid 
or that could yet be laid that Mr. Weigelt may 
have had a rough time for the next 60 days 
because of the interest market in the summer of 
1974, but within 90 days a complete turnaround 
happened, and what was 12 percent Federal money 
became five percent Federal money, and the car 
business took off again like gangbusters, and 
there was money in the banks. 
"Now, there has to be some way in our law 
to compensate a business for being effectively 
closed, what we submit in a wrongful fashion, 
and if the courts have to take this particular, 
unique type of tort or torts out of how many 
cows a person is going to be able to run on 
their farm in an eminent domain case, if they 
have to take this case outside--or, if they want 
to see breach of contract since you didn't put 
in a liquidated damages clause, that's one thing. 
"But I think that the jealousy of which the 
case law looks at this type of tort, or the 
jealousy of the courts towards this type of a 
tort and the protection of business reputation 
and the right to do business necessarily takes 
this out of the type of situation that our 
Supreme Court has ever faced. (Tr Vol. II at 
146-149) 
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The argument continued in the transcript as follows· 
"MR. ANDERSON: Your Honor, just a couple of 
brief statements. We accept Mr. McRae' s state-
ment that the bank can terminate lending of funds 
under the letter agreement which was existing, and 
I assume by that that he's dismissing the first 
four counts of his complaint which seem to be 
predicated upon that theory; is that correct? 
"MR. MCRAE: No, if you follow these--well, 
I--go ahead. I don't--! didn't mean to imply 
that. But go ahead with whatever statement--. 
"MR. ANDERSON: I thought you accepted the 
fact that there was a letter agreement which 
provided that it could be terminated upon notice, 
and that in fact notice was given. And it seems 
to me that the first four or five claims are 
predicated upon some kind of wrongful termina-
tion of credit. 
"So, with your statement on that point, I 
guess those counts are out, and we would be 
happy to accept that at this time. 
"MR. MCRAE: Well, my evidence would show 
through this witness that that termination under 
these circumstances and in the manner in which 
it was done constituted gross negligence. 
"Now, you can do what you want, but you 
could still be civilly wrong for doing it within 
the industry standards that constitute gross 
negligence. 
"MR. ANDERSON: Your Honor, I don't want to 
go far afield from the rather limited issue which 
I thought that I was to argue under the law at 
this point. But I thought we should clear up. 
in fact--if in fact it's agreed that the termina-
tion was appropriate and that notice was given--. 
"MR. MCRAE: I don't agree the termination 
was appropriate. I do agree notice was given. 
Who can rebut the exhibit? 
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"MR. ANDERSON: With regard to speculative 
damages, which I tried to confine my arguments 
to on the law, I'm happy that Mr. McRae cited 
the Bunnell v. Bills case, 13 Utah 2d 83, because 
that case he said there's one sentence in it 
that refers to the kind of business wrong he's 
talking about here. 
"But there's also another sentence which is 
most appropriate, and as far as Mr. Stuart's 
testimony is concerned that's the statement found 
in the last line of Page 89 going over to Page 
90, and that is "damages cannot be found from 
mere speculative and conjectural evidence." 
"With regard to the other statements that 
Mr. McRae made, I think that those are probably 
appropriately taken up at the close of this case. 
I think that the statement about money mongers 
and malice and these other things we'll address 
at the appropriate point. But I don't think 
they're appropriate at this point. 
"MR. MCRAE: Well, I have to analogize this 
type of testimoney and evidence, Judge, to the 
same type of evidence that a doctor gives when 
he's on the witness stand. 
"If this man is an expert, then within 
reasonable scientific--or, reasonable, economic 
probabilities he ought to be able to testify 
within the realm of reasonable scientific stan-
dards, to wit the science that he has perfected 
or that he has been engaging in for the last 20 
years. 
"Now, a doctor can't tell you or me how 
long with ordinary wear and tear my back will 
continue to function within the realm of reason-
able medical certainty. He can't. 
"And my questions will be posed to this . 
gentleman within the realm of reaso~able economic 
certainty based upon a total analysis of the 
business world, financial market, the auto-
mobile business, the industry standards, and 
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the national economy as best as in hindsight and 
in foresight can be projected. (Tr Vol. II at 
149-151) 
Further proceedings were had and transcribed elsewhe 
(Tr Vol. II at 152) 
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AUGUST 6, 1976 
Proceedings commenced with a motion for dismissal 
of the plaintiff's complaint on each count thereof. Mr. 
McRae responded and the Motion was taken under advisement by 
the Court. The Court also denied an earlier Motion by Mr. 
Kipp to strike certain testimony. {Tr Vol. II at 152-156) 
Mr. Kipp made another motion as follows: 
"I would move that in the event the Court 
considers damages in this matter, that the prayer 
of plaintiffs' complaint under the theory of 
tortuous {sic) interference with contract be 
limited only to the existing contracts with which 
the evidence might be found to show some inter-
ference. 
"And I think under the law that that would 
be the limit of damages, and there could be no 
award for any loss of future contracts. That 
cause of action must be specifically limited to 
the damages sustained as a result of the existing 
contracts with which the defendant might be found 
to have interfered. 
"And I do move that the damage consideration 
be restricted to that under the state of the 
evidence at this time, and then I'll not urge that 
further, your Honor. But I did want to make 
a record of it." 
The Court took that Motion under advisement. {Tr Vol. II 
at 156-157) 
DIRECT EXAMINATION OF LARRY E. BENSON BY MR. EYRE: 
Larry E. Benson; 1655 s. 35 E., Bountiful, Utah. 
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Occupied as Assistant Branch Manager for Valley Bank & Trust, 
Has been employed by Valley for 6 years. (Tr Vol. II at 157, 
158) 
Mr. Benson is acquainted with Globe Leasing and Mr. 
Weigelt. Valley made a loan to Globe Leasing on November 1, 
1974 for $5,423. Mr. Benson dealt with Mr. Weigelt in con-
summating that deal. Globe Leasing gave a 1974 Pontiac Grand 
Prix to Valley to secure the loan. Exhibit 41-D contains a 
copy of the original note. Exhibit 42-D contains a securi~ 
agreement signed by Al Weigelt pledging a 1974 Pontiac Grand 
Prix as security for Globe Leasing. Exhibits 41 and 42-D wer: 
admitted. Commerical Security Bank of Salt Lake made the 
last payment on that account in the sum of $3,156.95 on 
January 31, 1975. Valley Bank held the title on that loan 
in the name of Globe Leasing with Valley Bank & Trust shown 
as lien holder. Upon receipt of the $3,156.95, title was 
delivered to Commercial Security Bank of Salt Lake. (Tr Vol. 
II at 160, 161) 
Mr. Benson became aware of the interest of Comrnerci: 
Security Bank of Salt Lake in the Pontiac in November of 19n 
Prior to that, he had been approached by Globe Leasing with 
regard to extending them credit for the assignment of leases 
Globe might enter into. Prior to this, he became aware of 
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the interest of Bank of Salt Lake in this automobile through 
a proposal made to him by Mr. Weigelt. Mr. Benson described 
Mr. Weigelt's proposal as follows: 
"Well, he submitted financial statements and 
a request that we purchase lease agreements on a 
limited basis. This was presented to the loan 
committee of Valley." 
Mr. Weigelt's proposal was denied by Valley because the bank 
didn't think that the financial base of Globe was strong enough 
to support the dollar amount in collections. (Tr Vol. II at 
161-162) 
Mr. Benson is somewhat familiar with Leisureamerica. 
He became aware of the transaction between Globe and Leisure-
america in September of 1974 when Leisureamerica deposited 
$4,300 in Globe's account with Valley. The check was subse-
quently returned for insufficient funds. Mr. Benson didn't 
know what the check was for. He suggested to Mr. Weigelt 
that he submit the check for collection. The check was subse-
quently paid. The funds were credited to loans in the name 
of Globe at Valley. There were two loans in addition to the 
one on the Pontiac and both were in default at that time. All 
loans were paid off and Valley suffered no loss. (Tr Vol. II 
at 162-165) 
Mr. Eyre asked the witness the following question: 
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"I show you a file No. 229488 in. the District 
Court of the Third Judicial District in and for 
Salt Lake County, papers in the case of Valley 
Bank and Trust Company versus Alfred B. Weigelt, 
Gloria Morrison--Gloria Weigelt also known as 
Gloria Morrison, Globe Leasing Corporation, and 
ask if you're familiar with the facts which give 
rise to that lawsuit?" 
The default on the loans at Valley by Globe gave rise to that 
lawsuit. Judgments in the sum of $5,717.09 plus attorney's 
fees and court costs were entered in against Globe. (Tr Vol. 
II at 165-166) 
Mr. Benson has worked for another financial institu-
tion. He received a bachelor's degree in general education an. 
a major in business. He is familiar with banking practices 
as they relate to commerical loan accounts. Mr. Benson didn't 
think it would be sound banking practice for a bank to accept 
a loan to an individual or a corporate entity which had 
previously financed or pledged the same collateral to another 
financial institution without disclosing that fact. (Tr vol. 
II at 166-167) 
Mr. Benson would be very concerned as a banker if 
he learned that a transaction or account he had purchased fror 
a customer was based on a forged document. (Tr Vol. II at 
167-168) 
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CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. BENSON BY MR. McRAE: 
The aforementioned note on the Pontiac was in 
default after September 27, 1974. Another lease was in default 
in November of 1974. At the time of collection and crediting 
of the funds from Leisureamerica to Globe's account, the two 
loans which those funds were credited to were past due in 
excess of two days. At the time those funds were collected 
by Valley Bank, the problem between Globe Leasing and the Bank 
of Salt Lake had not come to light. In July of 1974, $4,000 
was needed to release the Pontiac. Mr. McRae noted for the 
record that Globe Leasing had $6,000 in two accounts on 
July 31, 1974. (Tr Vol. II at 168-169) 
Mr. Benson testified that it was not uncommon in 
the world of financing automobiles, for people who deal in 
cars to have their stock in trade financed with one lending 
institution, and then for various reasons to transfer one of 
those pieces of collateral to another lending institution. 
He further testified that a reasonable period of time is involved 
in paying off one lending institution and delivering title to 
the next lending ins ti tu ti on. (Tr Vol. II at 169-170) 
Mr. Fred Stringham is President of Valley Bank. At 
the time of the presentation of Globe to Valley, Mr. Stringham 
expressed the view that Valley didn't want to get involved 
with leasj ng companies. (Tr Vol. II at 170) 
E~lli OF EXAMINATION OF MR. BENSON. 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS BY MR. KIPP: 
Kenneth Stats; 6585 Hickory Lane, Salt Lake City. 
Has been employed by Commercial Security Bank of Salt Lake 
for the past three and a half years. Is currently in charge 
of commercial lending at that bank. [Commercial Security Bank 
of Salt Lake and Bank of Salt Lake are one and the same entity, 
Mr. Stats has worked in this capacity for 2-1/2 years. Mr. 
Stats outlined his responsibilities as follows: 
"The job includes both the approving of 
commercial lending or commercial loans to customers 
of the bank within my lending limits, presenting 
loan proposals to the loan committee of the bank, 
also the analyses of corporate accounts as to 
their financial strength, their ability to service 
indebtedness, and an overall evaluation, if you 
will, of people that borrow from the bank." 
(Tr Vol. II at 171-172) 
Prior to the time Mr. Benson began working for Bank 
of Salt Lake, he worked with Dun and Bradstreet for 7 years 
first as a business analyst and later as manager of the service 
department. As a result of his experience, Mr. Benson is 
generally familiar with the practice of financial institutions 
Specifically, he is familiar with the practice of banks with 
respect to commercial lending in all of its aspects. {Tr Vol. 
II at 172-173) 
In July of 197 4, Bank of Salt Lake impounded a total 
of about $3,800 from Globe's accounts. (Tr Vol. II at 173) 
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At the request of Mr. Kipp, Mr. Stats had selected 
three random leases from Globe's files to analyze for the 
court. He evaluated the leases of Merrill Harward, w. w. 
Greene and Wilbur D. Wilhit. The Harward folder was marked 
Exhibit 43-D. The Harward lease was a 36 month net lease 
executed in October of 1973 on a 1974 Datsun pickup truck. 
Mr. Stats described this lease as a "typical Globe transaction." 
• 
Since the date of the lease, the pickup truck was repossessed 
due to non-payment. The truck was received by the Bank in 
very poor condition. The body was damaged in several places. 
The car was valued on the books at $2,478.48 and the Bank was 
only able to get $1,500 for it. The low value on the vehicle 
in the NADA book was $1,975. The Bank ended up suffering a loss 
on that lease of $978.48. The Bank attempted to collect this 
sum from the lessee but was unsuccessful. Exhibit 43-D 
was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 173-176) 
The file of w. W. Greene was marked as Exhibit 44-D. 
The w. w. Greene lease was a net lease dated June 1, 1974 
involving a 1974 Ford Elite. The car was returned to the 
Bank on May 28, 1976. It was a 24 month lease. Mr. Stats 
also considered this lease to be a "typical Globe transaction." 
When the automobile was returned, it was sold for $2,800 
without repairs. Wholesale value at that time was shown as 
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$3,175. The Bank lost $153.91 on the lease. Exhibit 44-D 
was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 176, 177) 
The Wilhit lease folder was marked as Exhibit 45-D. 
Mr. Stats again indicated that this lease was a "typical Globe 
transaction." Mr. Stats explained the details surrounding thi 
lease as follows: 
"This is a 36 month net lease dated May 24th, 
1974. The car was a '74 Ford Country Squire Station 
Wagon. Subsequently Mr. Wilhit moved from the 
state of Utah to the state of Washington; had a 
great deal of trouble getting the car licensed in 
Washington without the signature of Globe; and 
there was some papers that the state of Washington 
asked be filled out and the signature of Globe 
Leasing or representative of Globe Leasing to 
sign." 
When Mr. Wilhi t was unable to get the car licensed, he returne 
it to the Bank on April 24, 1976. The Bank lost $761 on this 
vehicle. Exhibit 45-D was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 177, 178) 
At the request of Mr. Kipp, Mr. Stats prepared some 
summary accounting data relating to the Globe Leasing matters. 
At this point in time, some of the leases have run their term. 
Mr. Stats had all but two of the lease folders with him in COi:: 
The vehicles covered by the leases which had run their term 
had been returned to the Bank. On the average, the Bank lost 
about $200 on each vehicle returned under the terms of the leo 
On the default leases, the loss was generally worse. Exhibit 
46-D is the summation prepared by Mr. Stats for the period frc 
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August of 1974 through July of 1976 showing the total dollar 
outstanding on various leases purchased from Globe. It also 
shows the dollar amounts delinquent for the various months 
and the percentage of delinquency in terms of dollars. The 
summary was prepared from the books and records of the Bank 
of Salt Lake. Exhibit 46-D was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 
179, 180) 
"That is a reflection of a picture of the 
automobiles, the vehicles outstanding in con-
junction with the Leisureamerica, Worldwide 
Management loans as of November, 1974, indicating 
what type of vehicle, the payoff amount as per 
the bank's records, the high value of the vehicle, 
as well as the low value as indicated in the 
NADA Book." 
Mr. Stats would not loan a hundred and ten percent 
of the purchase price of a car. He didn't think any smart 
banker would. (Tr Vol. II at 181) 
Mr. Stats continued with his explanation of Exhibit 
47-D as follows: 
"Columns Nos. 4, S, and 6 represent the name 
of the parties, where it's customary and was 
customary at that time to check values of auto-
mobiles for the possibility of selling the auto-
mobiles." 
The final column indicates the amount that was actually realized 
from the sale of the vehicles. The summary was prepared from 
the books and records of Bank of Salt Lake and from the NADA 
Book. Exhibit 47-D was admitted. (Tr Vol. II at 181, 182) 
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If Mr. Stats had been involved in the Globe 
transactions, he would have been very concerned about the 
concentration of credit represented by the transactions 
involving Leisurearnerica. It also would have upset him 
very much to learn that a vehicle which had been pledged 
to him as security for a loan had been previously pledged 
as security on another loan to another bank. Given these 
aforementioned conditions and the financial situation of 
Globe Leasing and the principals of Globe, Mr. Stats stated 
that it wouldn't be prudent for a banker to continue deal-
ing with such an account. (Tr Vol. II at 182-183) 
If Mr. Stats became aware that someone had as-
signed a lease to him which was forged and didn't cover any 
existing transaction, he would have consulted an attorney. 
In general, the bankers rely on the terms of the documents 
which are executed by their customers. The provisions in 
the assignment prohibit Globe from collecting or allowing 
prepayments to be made. He would have expected to receive 
any prepayments collected by Globe. (Tr Vol. II at 183-
184) 
Mr. Stats considered it not only common prac-
tice, but very prudent to have evidence of insurance on 
original documents. The same comment applies to the require-
ment of bank titles. (Tr Vol. II at 184) 
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CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS BY MR. McRAE: 
When Bank of Salt Lake sold the vehicles covered 
under the leases, they got bids from car dealers with used 
car lots. Mr. Stats agreed that the Bank is not in the 
business of selling cars; they leave that to the car sales-
men. (Tr Vol. II at 183-186) 
Mr. Stats testified that after July of 1974, the 
Bank undertook to put insurance on the alleged uninsured 
cars covered by the Globe leases. Some of the Leisure-
america leases were not insured in July of 1974. 
II at 186-188) 
(Tr Vol. 
When Mr. Hildreth wired the $3,500 from his bank 
to Globe, his bank instructed Bank of Salt Lake to deposit 
those funds in Globe's account. (Tr Vol. II at 188-190) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS BY MR. KIPP: 
Bank of Salt Lake lost approximately $23,000 on 
the Leisureamerica leases. (Tr Vol. II at 190) 
With respect to the cars which the Bank had to dis-
pose of, Mr. Stats stated that he ran ads in the paper to 
try and sell them for the best possible price. (Tr Vol. II 
at 190) 
END OF EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS. 
After the examination of Mr. Stats, Mr. McRae and 
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Mr. Kipp made argument to the court: 
"MR. MCRAE: Your Honor, my position is 
relatively plain and simple in this matter. 
That is pursuant to the legal authorities that 
I've given the Court, the case law which r 
supplied the Court with and which you advise 
you have familiarized yourself with, it is 
our theory that the cause of action arises out 
of the acts of the bank on July 15th, 1974; that 
at that time, under the prevailing legal au-
thority and case authority, that there had 
been no--the plaintiff was not in monetary de-
fault and that default in payment under Article 
9 of the Commercial Code is the test as to 
whether or not the default remedies may be 
pursued. 
"The other allegations of default are 
hindsight matters discovered after the damage 
is done. And the damage is irreparable damage, 
could not have been corrected under any cir-
cumstances with the--after the discovery of 
the other alleged default insofar as the 
Hildreth lease is concerned. 
"The payments were at that time current. 
The allegation that--! mean, I find no credence 
in crediting of the $3500 back to Globe. I 
think that was a voluntary act on the part of 
the bank. The bank got the $3500. If they 
want to give it back to their customer, that's 
their privilege. But I can't justify the 
altered rease in the file. There's no way you 
can do it except to say·it pulled the plug. 
"I submit all the case authority in the 
case. I don't wish to belabor it. I expected 
to be here two days and we're on our fourth. 
With that, I submit it." 
"MR. KIPP: Your Honor, Mr. Eyre's 
pointed out to me in questioning Mr. Stats I 
may have overlooked having him testify as to 
the exact amount of loss on the Hildreth lease 
in connection with our counterclaim. And I 
would--I'm not sure if the record is clear 
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about that or not; I thought it was. In any 
case, I move to reopen for that one item." 
"THE COURT: You may do so." 
"MR. KIPP: Mr. Eyre is looking for Mr. 
Stats. Perhaps I can proceed with my argument 
and I believe I can also be brief, yourHonor. 
We've substantially argued the case during 
the course of its presentation to the Court, 
and I'll try not to belabor that. 
"The guts of this lawsuit is No. l the 
bank had no duty to finance any amount to this 
borrower at any time, either as to number of 
leases or as to amounts. The borrower had 
every right to go somewhere else, and in fact 
did. He wasn't married to the bank, didn't 
feel any particular loyalty. He was getting 
his money where he could get it; went to 
Valley. 
"He started out with three thousand 
bucks; not much money and with no business 
history. I think maybe we are entitled to 
credit. When he finished up with us he had 
a business history. The economist said it 
was a better deal than when he started. 
Maybe we should get some sort of compensation 
for enabling him to open his business. 
"The transactions were governed by the 
terms of documents, all of which were pre-
pared by Globe except the letter from Perry. 
The letter says either party could termi-
nate on written notice. The bank did it and 
was entitled to. The assignment says what 
it says. Globe prepared it, they're bound by 
its terms, and it's construed in our favor. 
And it says they've assigned the lease, and 
they did. And it says we can collect the 
money and we tried. And it says they won't 
tolerate any prepayments and they did. That's 
what that says, and you can't torture some 
other reading out of looking at the last 
two lines and extrapolating that to the Uni-
form Commercial Code. 
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"Under any theory the bank acquired the 
lease. Mr. Weigelt says, 'Well, sure, that's 
what leasing companies do is finance or sell 
these leases, and the people, the lessees 
knew or should have known about it.' As a 
matter of fact, only eight out of 60 some 
leases made any kind of complaint, and that 
was not substantial as that file will reflect. 
"We were also entitled, your Honor, under 
the terms of assignment to collect the payments, 
and did. And we're entitled under the Uniform 
Commercial Code to collect the payment, and 
tried to. 
"The theory of security deposits and no 
default I think is bizarre. However, taking 
that as it really can be the only way they 
have got to go, the fact is that there was a 
default. There were several substantial de-
faults at the time that the bank took its ac-
tion. 
"No. l, there was a double financed car 
which would scare a banker to death. That's 
what people who are not going to pay do. 
There was a forged, phony lease. There was 
a complete prepayment according to the undis-
puted testimony here. 
"Interestingly enough, Mr. Weigelt says 
the Cadillac car was applied against that 
lease. However, I expect that the check 
register which is in evidence and before the 
Court will very likely show that Mr. Weigelt 
sent a check to Mr. Hildreth for that Cadillac. 
"In· this case the Cadillac was not em-
ployed ori that lease. The Cadillac was pur-
chased by Globe and later it was financed. 
The Naylor Ford title was absent the file. 
That's a default. There is no proof of in-
surance in the file. That's a default. The 
bank reasonably felt insecure. That's a de-
fault; exercised their rights. 
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"The bank is entitled to and in fact I 
think would have been subject to criticism 
by shareholders or by a bank examiner had 
they not promptly done what they did do. The 
plaintiff hasn't made a prima facie case of 
getting to the point of talking about the 
consequences of wrongful acts because they 
never bridged the matter of cause and the 
matter of fault or wrong-doing. 
"On the matter of slander or libel or 
defamation, No. 1 it's got to be false. 
There's nothing false. No. 2, if we inter-
fered with contract rights it would be only 
those that existed, all of which were losers. 
"An interesting sideline to that, if I 
remember the testimony correctly about what 
these folks are making now, they're making 
now about two grand in their present jobs, which 
is more than they were making before; as an 
interesting sidelight to their claim for 
damages. 
"Their comp~ny lost $1,900 through March. 
Their accountant figured up losses. Their 
president testified they didn't file a tax 
return because they had a loss. Thensuddenly 
here comes a reconstruction expert who two 
or three--between two and three years after 
the fact looks back through his crystal ball and 
decides that they had lost two hundred thirty 
grand. 
"There wasn.' t any damage by the bank's 
acts. The bank was entitled to collect pay-
ments on those leases, and they set about to 
do it. They would have the Court believe 
that the business of Globe ended because of the 
bank's act in protecting itself on some loans 
that needed more protection than there was 
available. However, their economist says they 
would have had a $12,000 minus cash flow 
during the last six months of 1974, and at 
that point in time their total assets were 
negligible or non-existent and their total 
source of funds to offset the $12,000 minus 
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cash flow were security deposits which they 
had to rip off the lessees and spend for their 
own benefit. 
"They would have gone broke anyway, in 
any event, under their own economist's testi-
mony. And that's what he said, 'unless they 
could get financing,' and they couldn't get 
financing before, during or after. 
"Entirely aside from any dealings with the 
Bank of Salt Lake, Valley is here. They say 
that Globe applied to them. They didn't know 
about the Bank of Salt Lake deal. They didn't 
want them for good and valid reasons, both 
capitalization and the hazards of the car 
leasing business, as witnessed by· the losses 
in this case. 
"I'll comment on this and then I believe 
I'm done. To argue that. the bank had the right 
to take a $3500 transfer of funds, where the 
transferring bank specifically directed the 
deposit of those funds in the account of a 
customer of the Bank of Salt Lake, is bizarre. 
They had no right but to follow the directions 
of the transferring bank, and they did follow 
them, and they got put in Globe's account. And 
of course the bank didn't know Globe had col-
lected their money at that point, but they 
had no discretion in that matter. 
"I submit, your Honor, that the argument 
I gave in connection with our Motion to Dismiss 
applies at this time, and the matter--the Court 
should find the matter in favor of the defendant 
on plaintiffs' complaint and in connection with 
defendants' counterclaim. And when Mr. McRae 
is finished, I will put that figure on." 
"MR. MCRAE: I only would respond that 
Mr. Stuart testified to accrued gain of about 
$70,000. But, it's--this money had to buy 
this credit advice. This money had to have 
come to the Bank of Salt Lake for credit to 
that loan, which is the same loan number as 
Hildreth's. 
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"Now, the bank wants to credit it back, 
they want to take the money, then give it 
back to Globe, it was sent there for that 
purpose; that's up to the bank. And Carro 
and I will argue until one of us passes on, 
so I shan't belabor it further." (Tr Vol. 
II at 191-196) 
CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS BY MR. KIPP: 
The Bank of Salt Lake sustained a loss on the 
Hildreth lease of $3,111. (Tr Vol. II at 197) 
CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MR. STATS BY MR. McRAE: 
The wire the Bank received from San Francisco for 
the $3,500 payment from Hildreth did not necessarily re-
fleet a particular account or lease number, but it could 
have. Exhibit 15-P, the Leisureamerica file was shown to 
the witness and he identified the motor vehicle lease with 
the number at the top in that file. Mr. Kipp made the 
conunent that the lease number indicated on the wire 
transfer from Mr. Hildreth was not known to the Bank. Mr. 
Stats testified that the amount from Hildreth deposited 
into Globe's checking account did not cover the balance 
owed by Hildreth. (Tr Vol. II at 198-199) 
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,,_.1' CJ! i'(;lffUJ1'j ll, l',1( 5. 
u > r)(J1J. (Jr;. 
'"'1 :ii_:; '::iI°i', 1ktLY» vic:1·c Ccavr·llin:'. IJc·hind the t<ahac v<:hiclc 
in " 19r-: Ci-":v1·olc L lrnpCJ.lu ~;cdan oper:i tccl by l\i:iyrnond, u 
0i:;1 cir:t l'.~:rH[!,t:1' of the A C 0pu1'!', Plut_', Di_ vision of GMC. Thc 
:~!lo;c; w~r~ returning to 0ult Luke City after attending a 
:~rv::1~ubile r.;c:c't ut P,1_c; Pin,·y, Hyomin,;. 
T/1r.· diE;L:.rncc frorn Jclir, Pirn"Y to the point of the acciclc•nL 
The ro:id was dry except for occasional 
Snow fell shortly 
'r' 1 ·r U:.: accident ancl 111hen the fin;t Wyoming Hit:;h1·1ay Patrol-
:,crivc:ci aL U"• scc·n·: a\.1oul-, !~:00 p.rn. th1: snm·1 1·ms so thick 
1
'
1 1 i, .. l1it>,i11·1::i; 1.i1:1L it w1c; i111[JCJssiLlc to discern <:!ny vL;j_blc 
•· c,1· L11 · hiL'.IH:~1y in tl1c soutillJuunJ lane'. 
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',_1 1' 
l 1'lJ' 
::i 1,1 1" J]ri<J[Wrs tu d:irc:cL ]LL111. f1:; i.:ah.1c appro~'.1:h·.>J Lhc? tilrnc.•l'I' 
::ICJ'1ir:cl his car. fi,; t .. ;_;!,jfit•rl Llu1., i1r: z1cti'.<:Lc:.i !,is left 
:, 11 ,·11 :; if';I1J1; [J'lr, l1i:; foCJI. c,n U1r: \,caLc· and ::11.i ['T.L«l inl.o ::,•c;or:cJ 
·w; :;lv.-1r:d l;o about fj•Ji: 111ilc:_; re 1' \1uur; !:t·il'LC'.l to tuc·n 1:.i1·.· 
l' .. c.11,g v1ll 1:c'l lc:ft into t.111: c0nch L11t·r'ofi', ·.-m1_•r1 ·~:'/cryl:i1Ln; 
;., : : L b ·1 a c L. 
,: .. : 1:c:c:up0nts ui' thcc'. tf·1h0r vehicle fulL ti ;ii vc·hlcJc 11 fisht:::.il", 
;dli1u1;~.1 Jame:; ilGOpc·r bcli1:V1ccJ tlw(-, it 11:.HI 11 ji[';C'.'Ci 11 a feel! 
'111r:IP·:; ccfl.c:r t1lah.:ir :;hiftL:d lu ::econii C'.'~:1r. 
Iii.d1:.n· tc::tificd that he did not luc,l<: intu his rc-.11·-vin1 
.,:r!'ur· befon: starting to t.11cn; th:1t h.i ~; c:tr ~Jid not fishtatl; 
c!wt l1r: did not see the: 1-!alloy car \Jc fore the coll.is ion; arid 
1.11:; L hi;; car cli.d not leave the southboLUlcl 13.nc" before the 
im\!IH:t. 'l'ilc lloopers also b!c,tificd thJ.t f.Jahar '::; car dici not 
lean' the ;;o'...!Lhbound lane. James Hoop~r believed that about 
lU'.l fr,;t, b(;fore the point of impact, the r.:alw.r car skidclcd 
li[.',hLly on o. 1;0.tcli of i<'cc. Jie hJ.cl no rccollccc Lion 1'/ilctltcr 
Vic J.Jallar t;11rn signal 1·1:i.s on. He 0ckn01·1lc:cl~ed sic:ning a 
'::riLLPn ,;tatement soon after· the accident statinc; that at the 
11oint ui' impact Lh1· hic1,lnwy ;;urfacc \'13.'3 icy and til:it prior to 
f.Jr~;. ]!(JOpc:l' 1 S 
":Ur11u1y \'l:ts ;:imilur to th:it of lier ilusbanci, except she h2d 
:
11
' r1rollccliun U1:1t th1: I·bil0r cur Li:.,iltaiJt.,I. 
'li"· l:\c.1lloy:; t1 .. ~tifi(·U tl1:1t th1_:y firc;t ~:H1 Uie 1.:3.i1:ir c:ir 
::r' 1111 I. t'ivL' 111Ll.-:: ::cJ11Lh cit' 1;1llan~c; Lll .. ·y c;;tirn:1tc>11 th.'1t thcii: 
- ·~ -
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clll (;I j 
, ·,r r ._ c::1 I Jc'' it•,';'' I' 
'-,, 
c J1u111· v1i1ccn t11,:y fir:;t ci!1 :r:c-1ccl , L; ti1JL :i:·; ;. : ll.J:1':; c.:1c 
,·c·:r,i1lc:Lccl :1 C\!1"!c: in Llllc r·o:1cl itt: ::L:·.1·L,;il Lei p:c:;:, U,. r:·Jl 1·L' 
. .,;111cJc:, as Le turnr:J c~n l1i:; l1,r't 1.ui·n i11uic:,it,,.1· :,:.ri ·1;,',c·l,_·1'·1L·":. 
U1•:11 l':1!1ar 's vchiclt: t.1iJ\',•cJ ·1 tt::.u Lh·· 11uctiil··· "J 'L :.:1 
,, c111 tu fisnLil.Ll. 
"1,t,·111ptul to pei:;s the l·l:ilur vr·ldclc· on Li1c_· ri(~l1t Cff coucc Lo:, 
s·cop but :1s he: \'JJ.:; pus:;inc, Lo the' ri:·,i1l, tlk 1'.cihar c:it' 
11
::f:idclc-cl 11 illto tht· po.th uC !tis cur r .. :;qlt.i11,c, i11 Lll·' culli:·;;,,:1. 
;::ilJo:f 0t0tecl that hr: 1Ji1! rnlt ob'3•,1·vc1 any li!jht.c: i'rc.:.1 Lite: l'i':Jt' 
of the Mi.!hur c:ir uncl did not l·:no1·1 1.n1at r-~::hilr l11Lc·nd<:d to dc1. 
i•.f't,1•c tltc lm11~1ct Willoy ]r:i'L Iii;, ,;;u· Lu :1:;c;l'rl.J.in ii' U1t:t'C; 
·..:c1·c ctny injur_ic;~. 
·.-:u~ very c;liPVcI'y~: l·!Glloy'r; v1ifc e,;u\Jc:tuntially curcol1on1tC'r1 
i1i0 testimony. 
l<'ullm·1ini,; impact, tr1'1 f.\ahai' car ~;kicJcJe,I ;;oucliL'.eistc1'ly 
ar:1'oss Lhc> hi[!J1\vJ.y eincJ ca::1c to J'c,;t in the: L'.ast liar-ro· .. 1 pit; 
tm: V·.chicle d:.tm:.ig·= v10.;; ;:1wil that tiw front. scat': \·;ere prc,:secl 
1·.ac:L•.-1ucrl LO a;; to 11 pir1" ,l:1!1H:S 1loo1 .. t:r D.ncl Shnync: flahar in till' 
uuc:I-: scat.. Shayne 1 s hc0.cl c:L!mr' to ce:: t on Hooper',; lap. She 
liL' v1:ts un-
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!1du i tional fac L::; must Ul' rec i Led in rc~li..t t, Lon to alleged 
, c.ial e1Tors. llo1-1evcr, the forec;oing ::;ubstan t ially sets forth 
\'_c conflicting evidence relalive to t\w collision. 
We shall now consider each of GMC's allcg~tions of error 
in the orcec presented Lo u:.;. 
I. 
GMC alleges that the verdict was erroneous and excessive 
because evidence relatin~ to future jncome was improperly 
received, thus permitting the jury to speculate as to the amount 
of lost income. 
This contention is, in our juclGffient, the most ''"riou:.; and 
troublesome of those raised. In order to pass on the issue 
one which the Trial Court recognized as "out there in the 
perimeter" -- we must refer to evidence in tl')e record bearing 
en the problem. 
•l 
Mahar entered the Army on July- 26;- 1967, after receiving 
an undergraduate degree in Agronomy from the University of 
Wyoming. Following his basic training and various tests, he 
3ervcd as a personnel specialist and f:Ulally as an intelligence 
analyse in 1.{est Germany. He handled many secret documents. 
His Armed Forces Qualification Test score was 140 -- in 
';'le top l,;. Fol1ov1in13 his clischarge in 1969, he joined the 
Fe'orvcs. lie vias quite nthletic, active in baseball, rodeo, 
'~shine;, 1,unting, hH.inc; and packi11e;. 1\ft0r his Army service, 
ne 1·1orl.ec as a guide at U1c Bride;er Wilderness Area. lie then 
·.;urk 0 ci ar" a laborei' and later as a carpenter cit Pinedale, 
'.':crrr•n; II:· mc.·l ~;hayne _in 1970 in Pinedalcc. They married two 
,-
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\f('c.lw.:.rn in collq_;c iind h'.' <:'~ ci Li.·,,1 :;tucJcnl. On I;cccmbr;r JG, ( 
!(JT', f'iahar too!: Ute la1·1 l:ntrancic LS,4'1' Tec;l Rl l'r·ovo, Utah, ----
8fLl'r rlrivini_i; all ni[';ht from Pinedale l'lithout slc.~p. Ili'o score 
ua~; 1+76. He 0.pplj.ccJ for cicimic.sion to Lhc College of Lrn1, 
Univ0rsity of v/Jom'ing;. f\lU10u:_~h no act'icm rw.d u<-en taken on 
that application, he ancJ Sl1ayne ncvc:rthelc,;s det,:rminell to 
attend school 'Chen:. Mahar Lntcndecl to either obtain a 
Bachelor's Dec;rcc 'in c:nginec:rinc or a teaching certificate·. 
1lo\'1ever, they 1,1c:rc unCJ.blc to find acJcq1w.te, re:1sonnbly prj eccl 
tiousi_ng in L:tramie durinc; an f\ugust, 1')72, visit there. 
t,lahar till:n dete:rminr·d to r;ive the mattc:r of future 
cclucntional cncll::Jvor additional cons'idcration. He intc:ndecl to 
make further law Hchool entrance npplicntions. His father and 
mother offered to provide some finnncial assist:ince. llis 
father \·Jas then a Colonel in the f\rrr.y, stationed in Alabama. 
( __ 
At the time of the accident, it is qHcstionablc vihether M:c.har's 
LSJ\'l' score of L~7G VJOuld lnvc permitted his 'entr:incC' into ony 
accrcd i ted lav1 sooool. In terms of pre-injury earning, Mohar 
earned approximately t:L5DO.OO in l<Y(2. Ile v1as employed in 
Pinedale during 1973 lmtil February 1st, but his earnings 
during this period are not reflected in the record. It is 
dcnr, hm·1eV<~r, thnt Mahnr 1·ws cndc;,i.voclnc; only to cnrn m1ffi-
cient moneys to aid in hlc; educational advanceml:nts, taking 
into consideration the financial assistance he was to receive 
fro~n his parents and the benefits he vias entltled to under the 
G. I. Dill. 
Mahnr's younc; vii.fl', Shayne, 'cJas killed in the accident. 
'i'hc injur ics suffc1·cd by t.1ah::ir arc cntastrophic. FollO\':ing 
;;urg,;cy ond extensi.vc rC'i1abi.li.tat1v<: treatment, t.iahar j_s lOO;j 
physically dis«blcd. lie f,uffcrecl complete c]j_sfunction or the 
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,;l1[r,11l CCJt'ii; lie: v1ill :J]i.,:t\':; \Jr: in :i q11'.J.<l1'ipLq',i1: :::.:\Lr•; hr· h:i:; 
ro C1):1L1"ol oc su1:.;:_i.ti.un <;C Llitc'. port ior1 c;t' hi.:j budy belmi the 
1c•:1;l c,f' hi:.; upper c\11:,; t; cic: ha:.; 11c1 cunr.r·ol O\'<·r l; i.:; urinary 
Lr:ict or 110'.i?lei anu n1u0t a1w1ys c-mpluy :_i. catl1ct'.c, v1li·ich is 
painfu] anu c:u111ber:;om 1~, f1;r urjnary pucro::c·s; h» 1,,1:.; no CCHttrol 
over tnc rc'fl1:zcs O!' 111oti on:.; of !ii.:; body frcr.1 UJ<:· \•Jil i.s t c1(J\m 
c:inrJ U:c; co'~trol -- 01' flc.·:ation -- is rated pour to poor r.1inus 
from the v1C1ist up1·1aru; ir,..;ofar a:; use of hi,; :n-~1s i:; concerned, 
ire ic; unu \Jle to extend his r .ir;ht arm in rrny r~1ar1nct' ::rnd he hos 
poor control over the wrist, forearm and fingers of his left 
arm; he suffers ::;cvere sra:;r~s, ueyoncl his control, 1·1hi.ch occur 
at any time there is a rnovc0 ment of ur on l1is Lody such as v:hcn 
nc is touched vii th a blanb:t or movl:d from si.clc to side in 
ordc.:r to avert dccul.Jitus ulcers or pressure sorc-s; that tl1e 
spas~s are often ma:.;sive contractions manifested by flexation 
of his legs again:::t his Loily and urn1s; ths. t hie; spc:ech and 
brain are unaffected; Uta t hl' suffers from p:i.in, anxiety and 
de[Jl'es:::ion; that the rneclicinc0 he taLl's h1clude codeine to 
relieve pain and cliojcomfort, li\Ji.·hun to l'elieve tension and 
anxiety, and rnetcilmucil to a:'Lcl in sti1nula ting bm1el movements; 
that his normal life expectancy has been red\lccd to three-fourths 
in Ught of anticipated complications '·1hich may include urinary 
tract infections with attendant deterioration of the kidneys, 
dc:cubi tus ulcc:rs, and [l.C1}0.surc sores. 
Mal1ar must; Le rnoveu from bed to ivhcelchair, uressecl, and 
at all times a ttenc1eu. He is in need of 2h-hour care. While 
out of the hucopital he should br~ attended by an LPN, one \·1ho 
knows the µroblerns involvi.n~ the Ul'inary and rcspiratory tracts 
and st: in sorr:s. 111 arlJi.Ljon, Hahar n•'cc1:; a c:uok, a l1ous0-
h:<pe:~, and a ,;,:crctary if he attr.:nus !>chool in order to read 
tu ilir1, tal<.e dicLation, cLc. lk viill also need special help in 
bi'int; lifL.·~··i illto his 1•1hcelchair and bc:ing moved about ivhile 
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Follo•:1i.nr; rnaxi:~um rcco'1c1'Y from hie; in,j;iri.•s, r:~,;1.ar 
a,;D i.n d,;tcnr.in·~cl Lo u ttcrr.pl li1c puc:;1tl t ot' J:,1·1 o'chocl ::tucllc,;. 
::i: ~.col· trw L~1A'l' Tc:;t a ::1·cornl tirn0 aL L·tr!'Jt1, UL:!1, :in l.<)'(3. 
;·'t: :~corrd c;r;·:i, vihich ril tccl him amun[~ t;h,; r.op cl pc-rc•:nL uf 
c02_j,~I~" r;rcirhnte>:; applyinr~ for Jen; ::chool aclmio:sion. 
D0110.lci Cuinuurcl, Ph.D., a cou11sc<Ling and consultinc; 
u .. :ycholo1~ic;L anrJ [.•1'01'('1;:.;,Jr of p~:ycholo,n;y at Ari;:ona ;;to.te 
1Jr;i \f<:1"' Li.,y, tr;c; L:i fic:cl \'Ii Lh rc>'.:[H.:l: i l.u :t ,~,Ti rs of' t1•ljts M,·t11r1r 
ur.•H·rtool~ undc:r hie; :,;up< cvision ::m;J conLrol o.t lirnenLz in 
Lober of l<J73. th3. c 
;.:.,11ar 1 s IQ :i:3 lhl, \·Jell 1·1itr1Ln 1~~ CJf aJl \ihitr, 11••,J('S in his 
''i.'/-' ranrc,c (::'CJ), cuil::J:;tc:nt 1·1i th k:ih;.ir 's 1\rr.c~l l'orc( ~; qwJ.1 i.fy-
i11;~ tc;st; that J,;;.itio.1· he'd tl1t! only J.J.S:rfect. :3corc he had cvc·c 
u1r~ uun Ler·-.:ci on t llc• 111 u ic;i t :; p::in" t•' s L -- l! n c xmnp lr~ oi' 1·:i1i ch 
.is tl1at i•'.::il1ar 11as verbally r:ivcn a nurr,ber, like ')3972) and 
afi,cr a pa1·t.icular t.lmc c;p:1n askc>d to recite the number, by 
rr·culJccttcin, bacl~1·1a1·d; that !l&har scorccl in the top 2 percent 
c:r tlir• n.Jt.i.ono.l w_·an sL:irnJ:1rd in vocubulary, information and 
·b.Ll:wj tier~; thr; \'/(·chsll!r l\d1tlt IntclligL·nce ~]c;.ile (by verbal 
~.c:;L. ) rosull.ed in a c.up"l' i.ntellif,l!ncc ro.Lin;~; tLi.lwr ro.tcd 
hq,;i1 on vocational jntl'r('Sts; ancl, in regard tc <:\'1 occupa-
t;onal tc:::;t, i:;:1ich mcasur,·~; one's c:ducational backc;round and 
u,h:rc:~ l:, the prol,ab:ili tic:: of his :;ucccss Herc 11 extrc:r:2ly 
·~c,h" ir: tile f.iC'lrl:; CJi.' p:;y,.holo;_~y, l1Lolo~;y, rnath_•r:-::1Lj.c:~, 
i stry, cn;'.i nc·cr ln[;, pu\,l ic aciminLstra ti.on, profe:;:; io:tnl 
:i ·Fa1·ian1,J!i p, li1':1yf>r, 11uthor-journal.'L;;t nnd computer pc'ogrrnn-
'i nc ~,:111 ti pli:.i~;ic I'l!n;una l L ty lnv,.'r;tory Tcc;t i.n[~ cl i.:::".:loscd 
- C) -
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th0-t t.letha1· 1'10.::; very deprcs,;ed, sul'fL~ring sc,1ere emotional dis-
tLlrbances, quite pes3imistic and expressive of many bodily pains 
cir di::;comfort;;. 11:. Cuin()uru bcJ·ieveu that 1.1n.har 1wulcl profit 
from cxtcn;.;ivc p;.;ychothcro.ry ln orue1· to help lllm o.d,jusL to tlte 
realities of hi;; quadraphlegic sto.t-.us o.nd Ll1c~ death of his young 
1·1ife. 
Dr. Theodore Tioberts, a nnirosm·G;con, of SaJ.t L:ike City, 
who perrormcd a laminectomy and further surgical procedure on 
11al1cir February l'), 1973, raLcd his cl:i.sabillty a:; 100 pcrcrmt. 
He recornmend8d psychotherapy, and rehabilitative therapy 1·1hlch 
would include occasional hospital admissions and care. 
Dr. Pedro Luis Esc:ol.Jar, 1·1ho .Ls on the utaff of the 
University of Utah Medical ~;chool, spec:Lalizing in physical 
medicine and rehabilitation, and who deals primarily with 
~tients who have become disabled by reason of accidents 
resulting in cerebral vascular, amputations or spinal cord 
inJuries, testified extcns i vely rec;ilrding l·lahar' s injuries. 
In his opinion, MaMi.r suffers 100 percent disability. 
Mahar, at the date of trial, had applied for and had 
been admitted as a law student for the Fall term, 1974, both at 
the Uni vcr s l ty of Uto.h and Sou t~hWl'S tc1·n College. of La1i, Los 
Angeles, California. He t~stified that he desired to pursue 
the study of' law. 
Tlic controve1·:c;.i.al c;.:pcrt ti.:!sL:Lmony uclmttLcd in evidence 
relcitinc; to damac;e going to loss of future earnjngs \'.'as that 
of Buycl Fjcldr,ted, l'h.D., u consu1Unu; .:corrnr~ist, anrl an 
ins tnwtor in the~ Bm·eau 01' Husj ncss and College Hcs.::a1·ch, 
Univcr:Jit'/ or ULCJ.h. Ile.: E:arnr:d his Tl.I\., M./\. and Ph.D. 
liC['i'I'•~·., r1·u11l the' IJ11ivcn;it:1 of Califm·n:La aL ncrl<::lcy. fie 
- 10 -
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,,,, c;.~r,i_111av·s :n1d h·1::; tc·:;ti.fLecl jn lltali cciurts a:; nn expert 
r:·1acivc to [J•·l~1mi:1ry cL:irnai_:;cs rcc;ultin:2: f1·orr vffongful clc:cith cir.Li 
11 ,. 1··;1Y1Jl inJlll'Y case:;) incluclin,n; ,•:;l.i111:ic,.·:.; of tli·: prc:~c·riJ::_~ 1~ 
cj_~~~·:irn it!f_',_~_· In tl:il1:Jr' e> ca:;c) Tlc. l"j·-·lcJ:; tc:cl cmployccl 
,'.a'.!.stics pcoviclerl by tLl' l\urc:iu ui' L.d:;o1· SLatisLic:c.J U. S. 
lKpcJ.:·t_,mE:nt of .[;,bucJ reL1ti. 11c to corn[lcn:~aLion p•.·1 1;;·;n hour-, 
,,,-Jj;-i,s pE:rsonal service:;) on ci national licisic;. D·c. l"jelrist:•d 
also relied on national statistics constitutins projections of 
cHti~ated increases jn earninGSJ medical care, hourly compensa-
ti0n of particulcir cmployPCSJ physicians' fees) hospital charges, 
dru[': char[;cs, etc., \'1ith a particuL.tl' 11 <.liscount rate" formula. 
lie 1.'.stificd thJ.t th~re i::; a h::1sis in pconomic fact; for hiE: 
u;tir.10.tes cor~puted in Mal1<'r 's case. Ove1· objection) he testi-
ficc: to p10jcctr:cl fuLurc c10.1:wc;r!c" L'l'lo..Ling to a ?q.52 a[~e male 
(1·1ahilI') 1·Jith a th1·ee-fourl.l1s or 110,·rnal life cxpc~c:tancy, com-
11,cncinl': for cornputat.ion pl11·po:ocs at; p1·esent :ic;c c~xcL:pt; for 
ec.;Lunate of future e:arni.n[c,s a:; a la\'1y01·, \·Jh_i.ch hr.· c..o:i:puted from 
at;e 3?..')!+) ac; follm1s: (:.i) as a 101-1yer, bn:;ed on nationJ.l and 
<-I 
local earnings, r.:ahar wouJd e::irn :/;13,478.00 for ccich of the 
fir~': fo•Jr years, $16,500.00 unnually thereafter 1·1ith 4.63;', 
apr,;Bl increase, for total future earnings of :'~:;30,501.00; that 
0s an ''gronomist, Mahor, from age 29.'52 ';!Oulcl realize future 
CIL :c :.nc;s of ~i3 ]":), 366. 00. 
Dr. Fjeldsted corr.putcd thef"e present values from April 1, 
1974, forward: future orthotic equipmE:nt required, $35,700.00; 
' .. ,r,·C' p2r;;onc:; \'1ith rcasorn1ble medical ;,kills such as LPN 1 s, 
"''!';'.ing eic,ht-·hour shifts per day, .1'.~)Jlf,3113.00; a houseLeepcr,· 
:f'.'r,cn6.oo; a c:ccrL·tary, \',•or·kin('; ei['.ht liom·s fJC:r dciy, five 
~l:1y, per 1,,,,cJ-:, :);17·6)1211.00; psycholoc;icnl and/or psychiatric 
'cPc._. ~:'l,l'>l.00; orthotic dev1ccs, ~';71,179.00; drugs and 
:J11,t1 00.oo; rn3intC:'nancc of equipment, :p,155.00. 
- ll -
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'!'!:•· [~'-'II•. l'<-d J'Ulc Lr: tort nc: Lil'n.: i ;,, Li1a I r1;cc1•/-:t'Y. c2nnot 
:_,, 1 -,cl J'ur lu.;1- VlcJi__\t•:;, :,al"'cy or 1>rol'it:_:, lnit LL iL Lil<.: cclc:;i"nt 
11· ,:,,,_,o.e:--:; l'cJL' 1'1iLLcl1 cornp··r1::ation j:; (',i-".'cn i:.; Ll1'<L oC' i:11pait·cci 
,, 1Jrr'illg :J\Jility, buLh p::i::;~. and fulurc.'. Ul /\.L.I\.~~.I ·1_::;-:J_; 22 /<,rn. 
Jur.2cl, lJ:irl!a~',c:::;, §§ ()cJ, ct sr:q., § :~1 1 1. Even i.n ti1c ca:.;-:; of an 
UJ,d11ployed [1laL1Uff (ilt cli1tc of tile injury), t11,; 1211:1 is cJonr 
t"1a1: l,1'1e jLd'Y il\'larcl or dar1;cgc:c; in rC](lti.on to c:ir1ac.ity to E:arn 
i'1 l'1:: f1d,1irc 1:i 11 lH' uplkld if provc:li 1,vith thL' n.-q1iLsit.c dc'cccr· 
of certainty, and i:_; not lJ:1:;0cl on ::pc·c11lc:Lion, con,jcct11r,~, 
pas::;ion or £',Uci;s. 22 /\m.Jur.~)d, 1J:11n:1['.,•:'S, § lOCl. Evidence' r.111:.;t 
he ii'1Lrocluccd 1-1hicti n_:movc:.; o.uch ci11 a1·iar,1 from U1: ~1r•:.l of 
spr·n:lativc do.rnagcs. Thus cvidenc•: of tlic pl.:iLntiff 1s age, 
life czpect011cy, Jw:1lth, traininc;, u:pnciL:nce, intcllic;cnce, 
aptituclc, int.cnt, ancl t;:i]1'nLs, <1~: 1v1:l1 a" ttw nat11c,: c1f his 
injuries, i::: i·equ'irL'Li Lo (lid tl1c· ,j111·y in cl•'tcrmi.nLn,:; rca;;on-1blc 
coripensaLion. 22 flm.cJur.2u, lJarnClf,<:S § FJO; 18 !1.L.R.JcJ 83; 
lJoeh:~: v. F'ox, 1173 1''.2d !1lf'.! (10th Cit» 19Ti); Jo.eco f'wEp Company 
v. lnjcc:L-0-t·kter H:muf;:icturin[~ Company, 11U(. F'.2u -n7 (10th Cir. 
1972). 
a/ 
Jury dctecminnti.ons nnd a1-1acds Jre prcsur.ied correct .:ind 
wi.11 not be precmptecl unlc:::s th~y Cit'•' clcorly Rgainst the 1>1eigt1t 
of the evidence. Charnpi.on Jlomc l3uilclers v. ;)\Hmatc, 388 F.2d 
GoG (10th Ci.r. l<Ju7). 
8ubstantial evidence ls requiced to support an a~arcJ or 
lq>;al conclusion uncl jt must have a subsLnntiul bnsis of fnct. 
Con3vlidated Edison Co. v. National I~'1bor RC>lntions Board, 305 
U.S. 197 (19jc3). 
There> i:: no fixed rule or exact stnndarcl liy 1-1hi.ch damo.c;ec, 
U1", li' appl ir·d or rneasuced in personal i_n;jury cases. Damages 
ilr,, :,_:irti•· I ,,n !.111' Ll1cury of il monc:y con:;iclcrClt.ion for the 
- l;_! -
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ciUl','c:rir:~'., lor;r_;, C1nd injury \'1hich tl1e lnjurc•l! pcirty ha:; r;u:.>t8.incc:, 
rrie arnow1t of \'ihlch is pr('liicatccJ upon th0 facts of each Ci1::;e in 
;ig11l ul' the n~u.liza Lion tl1i1 t there is nu rr.nrLc:t v<1 luc for mnny 
uf the d::unages r;u:.;taincd. 96 /\.L.f\.2J 760; 9'5 il.L.R.2d 1333. 
J\ccordin:~ly, the arnount to be a1,'arded is lnrc;ely a question fur 
the jury, to be dctcrminccJ in consideration of the facts and 
circ:urnst:.rnces or the particular case, and i·1idc c iscretion is 
accuded the jury j_n determining the a~r.01mt of the a1,1ard. 
fJisLrict of Columbia v. Wooclbury, 136 U.S. 450 (1890); 22 J\m.Jur. 
2d, Damages, § ElG; ':J3 A.L.E. lCJ52. 
(a) the jury verdict::; are sp'Oculutlvc· 
in a ran!\. sen~~c v1ith respect to tlaho.r's intention to enter into 
studies lcadin[!; to a nevi occupation (the profession of la1•1) 2nd 
the evidence o.cJrnittt.:cl relative t.o hl:~ fttturc incom1~ thr:1·cfcom; 
(b) the Court erred in receiving any post-accident; .income 
cviucncc reV1tinc; to iwf'l: or unclcrt[lking other thu.n those~ l"lah8r 
u·,c::agcd in prior to the accicJcnt; (c) the court erred in a'"1ard-
ing f.1ahar co111r~~C'LC per a.nnum compenc;::ttion rwcr:;s:1ry to replace 
"lu:.;t carni n[;s 11 v1h0h tht: prc~d Lea Le: for lhc cxpc• ct teo;tiraony on 
l-'.aha1· 1 s change of profession \'laS that he 1,1ould becor:ie a lawyer, 
and that (by ~Iahar's mm testimony) his practice~ iwulcl be 
"ci.rcumscr itwcl 11 yet, 11.i :_; 11 proJc'c Led C'arnine:s" ac. a L:n;yer 
adrnitLcd in ,,vickncc ucrc not i.n any\,1.is8 discounted and the jury 
M:urcl v;as b<:tsc:d on a total loss of Mcihar 's earning ability. 
/.Jahar 's Complaint pro.yell for general dar:1::iges in the 
2rrount of .$'),200,000.00 :rncJ special cJa1'.!ar,es "as may be dcter-
mlnr_,ti IJy th·~ Court at tile time of trial. 11 [TI. i.·oi. VII, p.2]. 
Tlic '1'1' ja l Cou1·t 1 ti Instruction Jfo. 2L1, to 1::hich no objec-
l:t,n 110E; Jc•.l:~c;rl, iclc:nlif'il'd W.Jliar's "Ccncral kt!:::cc;cs" including 
f'oir, ' 1 ncl 0;111'1·, r'ir1 1',, both 111cnt,o.l o.ncl physj_co.l, i;hysic:.ql disabili.ty 
- n -
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i'ipaicJ.i''nt;) :;cur:. unrl cli:;fi[•,ur,"1~,:.·nt) lo:;s oC (_'n,jo:)· 1 ",.~n~·. 0 1· 
: f'c;) ancl~_i__r~[J~nr.c21t of _ _E~J_t~_c_''Wn i_!1_:'.1; C''.1_[l_:_c_r:J_ty, tci:>;•: tllr:r Hit.h 
v~1lu•.: of' ti1c society) comfort) care c:mcl proLC'cdcn tl\c-it h0 
!.Gst hy :·cii:~on uf Uw clr:ath of hLs '.·1ife. 11 The Cuurt i.rJcntifii:d 
.<ur1Dr's "Spc:cL:il Dcnr.o.ges" to br' lhry;,; c10.h1s including actu0l 
i tiircs r::o.clc: ond 1.ho'.Oe \'!hi.ch '.'Ii c«h rc:a::onublc probability 
ill be nt:ccssa.ry .i.n the future foe hoqiitali;;;ai,ion, I,hysicL1n::>J 
orur~s) psychla Lrists, psycholoc;ists, thcropists) laboratory 
~1.r,-,•scs) 01·tLotic equiprn2nt, travc::l cxpi:n:-:es connecte:J i·1itl1 
11,c:dic:il treo. tr1r:nt, anci otl11··r similar expenses) plus hie: loss o(' 
:arnln",S to tlic date o[' ull' 1.rio.l, tor;eth.:'.C \'Ii.th Lhc funcrnl anc.J 
huriol expenses incident to the death of his Hife. 
The c:octrt did not c,c1· in c:i 11i.nc; Illstruction No. 21~. The 
,1ury 21.·l3rd of gener.::il rl.::it~<tgcs to i·i::hc.r of $6Lt0,0CJO.OO wi.s, of 
course, much less than the $5,200,CJOO.OO pr.::iyed for. It 
inclwJed cJo.mages -- VJhich 1·1c prec;umc to have h~en carefully 
considered Ly the jury as instrucLcd by the·Court -- beyond the 
loss of future earpings. llm1evcr) v1hen one considers the scope 
and devastation of the injuries Sl!stalned by l·'.ahar, it is not 
reasonable to attribute the $640,000.00 verdict as one returned, 
acr:orclini; to Gt~C, "under Liic influence of passion nncl sympathy." 
1i1e conscientious Trial Judge deniecl GMC's mot.ion for judgment 
~otwithstanding the verdict. Without referring to each of the 
21c~1ents of darnalc';e reflected by the c::viclcnce, 1·1e hold that the 
verdicts returned and the judvnent awards made in accordance 
:~erc~ith are not clearly excessive or predicated upon an 
~~proper evicJentiary basis, bias, passion or prejudice. 
'•ie hovr> no vJo.y of assi.'ssin1~ the considcro.ti.on c;iven by 
C~E: J;ry to Lhe evidence relating to the future earnings attri-
0.lt'Jl.lE: co t·1c:thar in his capacity as a la1·1yer in relation to 
Suffice to say, the injuries sustained 
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·.;\' r:al:ar ci.ncJ the µaln, rrwnr:_il on:';11i::;h nnd .';1tfl\Tin1'. 11,~ ha::; 
r'1rlurcd ancl must r·nclure ln the future, o.r·c: Lncap::ible of ·definite 
ond ccrto.in culculation in terms or a pc•cuni<ffy st«nd:ird . .Such 
cniarcls, while difficult, rest in tlLc tiiscrc~tion or the jury, 
subject to review, ancl 1vill not be• dL;turbecl unlc;;s the Trial 
Court, inter alia, grant::; a new trial b1:c:ausc Uie jury vcrcJj_ct 
js cxcescivc. Rule '.!9, FE'd.f\.Ci.v.P., 23 U.S.C.; Li.ttl0ton v. 
Hes tern Union Telc~graph Cornpuny, i~!J2 F. 2d 1169 (10th Cir. 1971); 
UniLecl States v. Hess, 341 F.2d 444 (10th Cir. 19G5); Duffy v. 
Union Pac. R. Co., 2113 P.2c1 1080 (Utah 1950); 22 t.in.Jur.2cl, 
Da:r1age~~, §§ 109, 198; 81 !1 •• L.H. l~19. 
Some of the opinions dealing 1·1ith the admissibility of 
evidence of future earnings bnsccl upon an intention formed to 
e:1tcr a completely ne1·1 occnpation or profession p.cior to the 
injury fi[1Ve held such cvidu1cc i.narJm).ssj_blc ancl aG on j.mproper 
m~Qsure of damages on th0 ~round that it is Loo speculative, 
conjectural ancl remote. Valley Transp. System v. Reinartz, 
197 P.2d 269 (Ariz. 1948); Ohio Valley Trust Company v. Wernke, 
84 N.E. 999 (Ind.~11908). 
In McAlister v. Carl, 197 A.2d 140 (Md. 1964), the Trial 
Court excluded evidence that the injuries sustained by the 
plaintiff in an automobile accident prevented her from teaching 
pnysical education, even though that was her major college 
sLudy. She had been trajned in thia field and intended to 
~rcomc a teacher of physical education. However, because she 
:·1:id not undertaLcn :;uch c·::iploymcnt at tile ti.me of the accident, 
r.:li:, Court concluclccl that 1·1hether, or to \~hat extent, a claim 
:'er damnges fo1' los;,; ol' enjoymfmt, fru:n pursuit of her chosen 
r:;nploymic·nt Dhould ue conc:idered 1,1a.s too speculative to submit 
r: chc dis1:r0tion of tl1c jury. The Cou1·t d.id obst>rve, ho1~r>ver, 
1~'''' 1. tlic Dfipl ·i caLl on of the rule clcpcnclctl in larc;e r:ic;asure upon 
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~::,· · ~ ts end C icr:u::1:; 1. CJlC<::; 0 r· c;1 Clt [l'l.:C 1 .. icciL1r c::1::«. 'j'n'c 11 too 
EP''cui:tti·h·" rul» 1·1:,:..; also nppliccl in llo11:1··"t v. Calvcston, ]3 
• ,,. ~,j· I[ (Tcz. 18')')). 
::i' II' 
The problc:ms fnccd in cunn,~cl:.ion ':1.i th fut11rc cacnin1:',; 
08 pucicy arc, of cour:;e, 1nc:.ch more diffjcu.LL than those~ involvC'd 
~.·. o: c ~ c,~ ir'cTil t:Lo11 of Cftrniri{'; cap:tci ty for cl conclu<J,:tl [JL':riod. 
~- 1 Ccr1tr: v. Flo La t·1ercantv Jlc·l f'::..;L1clo, /f'i' !,'. 2d (,Glf, (2nd Cir. 
~950), Lne Court laicl clown the' r,cnr:i.'::tl prLncirle rel:iti.vc to 
futucc e;;rninc; capac i t:y: 
Th::' obj1·ctivc is tC1 [ll::tcc the: [claimant] i.n tr11~ 
s0:r·c: t:conc~1nlc riosl1;iC111 u:; 1·1ould haVl' been hi:; if 
thf: inJury h·.icl not occurred. We scr.::k to acco:n-
pl ish th·is L';oal by a formula 1·1hlch, r,tatL'cl in 
o·rc:c-:;ir:1rilifieci form, consi:;t~; of delcrmi.nin::; 
v1r1at [ claiu1CJnt' s] annu::tl cucninc po1·1er 1-:octld lvtvc 
bc:en but for the injury, dclluctlng 1~1lat it 1·1ill 
b:c thereafter, riuli;\ plyinr; the result by 
[ cla imnnt 's J [ 1·1urk life] cxpcc Laney, :incl cli;;co1int-
.i n.:; tile pcud11c t to pr(~Sc:nt value. 
277 F. 2cJ 6GI~ ~'t t 669. 
Evidence of special circt®Stances indicating an ability 
w l'iSL' beyond Cine's prior level of employment is, of course, 
admi,,::; ible. Pe ti ti on of United States Steel Corporation, 436 
F.2ci 1256 (f;th Cir. 19'70), cert. denied L~02 U.S. 987 (197l)j 
?ierc:> v. ii.c11 'fork CC'ntraJ Hnilroad Company, J109 F.2d 1392 
(bLh ·~ir. 1969). 
In Frankel v. }lr,ym, Lr66 F.2ci 1226 ('frd Cir. 1972), the 
·~0 11rL au1nittccl cxp1.rt L1.·.sUrr,ony of an c·conomi,;t Uiat but for 
~h•.· r'.i:;::~1 ling accj den L, Mis~; Jleym' ~; future r~arninc;s 1wulcl havl! 
:,e,·n :~!lL;i.·1nL ia1·1y L,rcuter than hE:i' pa::;t earnings based upon 
"':r : .. :!1•·1·,.:; 1 1 .. · ;..whi<:vcmcnts as a cornmerc.iul art student and her 
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_.,,:cc>s._;ful \JGrk jn that C<1pHcity follm·;inc; l~raduo.t,ic.n. The Trinl 
CU'Jrt, hCJ\-."~"/cr, \·Jae; lll:ld not to have: CT1'r;d in rc:d\lci.nc; th0 w,1 3 ro 
i'• Jic:;r1t of lh:r tr;rnperamcnt and p••rc;onality o.nd the [H'obalJility 
;.1 1nt ~;hr: v1ould lw.ve rno.rricd and bocne children, thus intc:rruµ-
i,ing tlCr employment. Othe1· dcci:oions e:icccpt the vie\·1 that 
evidence of an intention to enter a new occupation is admissible 
on th•: ici011e of cJamugcs. fl<: Haas v. Pennsylvania Ra U.road Co., 
llJil /,DJ (P::i.. 19H3); llurlington-I·:uL'l'. Island R. Co. v. Davis, 
12) ~~.\'i.2d 1002 (Tex. Civ. J\pp. 1939). 
The; qualifica t.i on of the \Ji tncs~; a~, an c:xr-;rt and the 
,1,10Jtion \·1hetllcr the f;ubject is one properly for expert testi-
ffiOny is a matter lar~cly within the discretion of the trial 
court. II, Wivnorc 0n Evidence, § 5G1; Dosse v. !deco Division 
of Dresser Industries, Inc., 1112 :•'.2d 5Gc( (lOLh Cit'. 1969); 
Grain Dealc:n; Mutual Insurance Company v. Parmer::; Union Co-
oprrative Elevator and Shipping Association, Kirwin, Kansas, 
377 F.2d 6y2 (10th Clr. 196'(); Barnes v. Smi~h, 305 ~.2d 226 
(10th Cir. 19G2). Such a determination by the trial judge is 
conclusive unless ~tmonstratc:J to be clearly erroneous or an 
abu::c of discretion. Chapman v. lln.itcd States, 1G9 F.2d 641 
(10th Cir. 1948), cert. denieu 33') V.~;. 8Cio (19hel); l3ratt v. 
WPstcrn Air Lines, 155 F.2d 850 (10th Cir. 1946), cert. denied 
329u.s. 73".i (19116). 
Vie hold that Lhe T·cial Co1fft dicl not err in admitting 
~;he r~xpert testimony relating to l,iaho.r's future income under 
au of tltc facts and circumstance~; r0flec:tcd by thi.s record. 
11. 
C! 1lC ill't_;ltc·s that t.l:e verJict 1-w~·; excessive ancl 1-ias given 
i111'.111c·nc'1' nf pas~oion Gnd prr.:jutlice. 
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.Appt·llunt·, cunl.c:ncl::; t.h:t~ 11 \·:lii.lc Llu; S,Vr>1pal.hy ur l.he ,iury 
vu;; notural" it could !lot afford a proper basi::; fur the .air.ount 
.,f tile vcrd.Lct 1·1hcn no proper ev.i.clcnce a:· income projec"cion i:;as 
ofi'crt•cl. We no Le tlta t GW; volun tt•t-•1'cd j_n its llr i f'f that "Thrrc 
wu::; no tc::;timony introducccl ut trinl that. !·:::1hnr h:i.d suffered any 
l:Jrain damages, 1-1as not able to communicate or had in any i·wy 
lost intellectual capacity or ability. Mnhar is now a freshman 
~ludcnt at the College of T...:.i1·1, Univvrsity of Ut.rl.!1, anu corn-
1,1·· terJ one semc::>tcr of course 1•1ork." [ ftppellunt' s Brief, p. 38]. 
We confef;s that 1·1c arc perplexed by cr.1c' s argument. The 
inference 1·1e arc ~~rr1urcnLly clSl·:c.:d Lo cl1·n1·1 is r;ir.op]y Lhat kitnr 
could not have suffered the dcvasLuting personal jnjuries 
previously described and yet pursue a law school education and 
profession. While we certainly a:;sume that the jurors were in 
~;yrnp::tthy for f.1ahar 1 1.i plie;ltt, still UH! cviclcncc· in this rcco1·J 
reasonably reflects that the jururs were most likely far less 
dominated 1·1ith prejudice or passion than they 1wre 1·1itl1 the 
realities of Nahar's injuries, disabilitie~, permanent physical 
impairments, coupled with his grit and determination to use his 
j'.ltellect and ability to learn and communicate in achieving a 
law degree with the ultimate ambition to practice law under 
circumstances he recognized must be 11circumscribed 11 by reason 
cf his physical disabilities. The jurors were obviously aware 
of the risks of infections and malfunction of his kidneys, 
tugcthcr v1ith othf'r rossiblcc serious physical co1:iplications 
'r:ia~c,d on unrei'utE:cl nwdi.cal cxp0rt testimony climinishing his 
'1orina1 life expectancy by orn.·-fourth. 
If 1.l1t; situ:iti.011 c;l1uu·1d u·1t.irn:1tC'ly be such tlvtt 1'lnha1· 
':1i J l not encroach on other tl1an tlle interest or other carni:ig::; 
of the· ~;1,4110,000.00 av1ardecl this Houlcl not, pl'r sr:, be proof 
of ·-''"C'cE;.:;ive11,0 c;s. To the contrary, it may as litely reflect 
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111. 
(;j.]<; C<il1~ .• >n,·i:; th:" t th<c 'l't·iul CL,Vc'l; •'lTCd in '-1r.1r11ittinc, 
ii.<c i" \":;;:o.y r>•rjd,:ncL, ot' J.'jr:Jclc;t.r•ll Cl1ncccnin~~ Ull: cu:;t of' 
nu!';;jr1c:;, t1ou0r·l'.eqiinc; anJ c.e:c1·ct~u·L1l ~;cr1.•i.cvs. 
In :ircivinf~ ut lti.s O[Ji.nionc;, l·',j.:.Lcl::;tr:cl clld r0l:1 upon 2. 
1·11:rnbr·r of ickn-cificd collo.t<·.cnl soucc;r:;_; o.nd statistics, 1·:hich, 
c·f cu1J~Sr', 1·1r'1·c hearsay .ln th•:> strict sense. He obs2rve that 
i L v:oulJ lw almost impossible for one in Fjclclstccl 1 s position 
tu (l•:r·.:onnl11'_ acquire all of the data he} relied upon. .Such is 
noi. r"quirccl of o.n expert. The issue r;;lr1 ted only to the 
rd.i ability of the hearsay evicl encc employ eel. Fjeldsted testi-
fj crl LhuL the do.ta o.nJ ~;ource mo.tcrio.J 11hich he u::occl 1·1as rcliablr.::. 
'1'11.i..s •.:cis not re rutcJ by cr.1c. Nor cJ-i d cw: call nn economic 
l';prcct to refute l"j<.:ldstccl's opinion:.;. 
Fjclcls tcd relied, in purt, upon in format.Lon he hacl 
<J\JL:Ln,,il f'ro:n \Jpjolm Corporation .rclaLivc to the rote of housc-
h:<:pjn.c'; services irnmccliu.tely prio1· to trial and informatio;1 
obL0i£1 .. 'd rr01r1 the Utah Dcpa1'tmcnt of Employment Security relative 
to ~.·crt.:Lacial and practical nun;in[:\ ':u.laxics, etc. 
In Unitecl Stales v. ~ov1ard::o, 33q F.2d lfOl (lOti1 Cir. 196il), 
\·:c. r1elcJ: 
/1': a t~·~ncral rule, rin (·;qwrt r:10.y testify a.~> Lo 
hco.1-.·,:•.y n1attc1';,, not to establish sub.steintivc 
fact:;, tiut r'or the sole purpose: of e;iving 
inl''l"1'· .-:-. l.u11 upon which the 1·1itness relied in 
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-!' l!:: ,., '. l i ~ 1 , l 1 l :~ cu n c l u :"; l_ t ) n ;__ 1 ~~ l, u i..r ;_ t l \ i : • 
1,'if1, n ''Jidl'l1l~(· _i_:; t:;i.'h n f'or t11i:; _r1urro~'-', t110 
j1; (' ~_;fl,111ltl ln_· ~o .in:;: r11c lJ.'CI. 
·1n Ute ;1,·~t.:1t1l c:ci:_;c·, tl1r.• 'l'ri:il 1;,,;,r·l; p1·c1pc•1·l:,· 1·•\,:1.cu,:l,·,;cl 
.i:.1 1·:1 r·:·l:1Li•.rc lo l•',j·~·lil:.tc:cl':: ('X[Ki'L l.c•sLi:r;e;;1;r. 1,,'v rr:-
· ... Lr 1c::s is yualil'i.r-rl lo tc;;l.i.fy 0:; ctll c:-:r··r1. lo :tn.Y rnrrt.i,r.T o:f' 
r i.1rir•:l .i:. :t p£'c·lirr1i1t.'li','/ dr·ir·r·ini.ruti.n11 J'11r l.iw L1·i·1l .itHi{'.C' ::inrl 
~.nat hi:_; clccl:_; l_c)n -j :; CCJnclu:; Lvc UiilL·:;:: cl•:111c•11:_;LruL"li Lo lJ·~ 
Cilu pm:1n v. Uni tcrl 
'l'itr.: "cupaclty" of .'.l 1:1ltnro0:; to lc~::;tU'y as on 
JI \·!:( g1:hJr '' on Ev tcfrnc c: 5 ')'/i at 
'f'l1c Trial Cou1·t cc11·c:Cully lnstnicl;,•cl the jm·y tlwt 
:,jr,lustecl 1 S tc::;ti_rnony ':10:; to be> [';iVcn the \·!eic;ltt Lo 1;hich ":1ou 
c:·c1n Le c:nti.tl•cd, 1·:ll'l'thcr it be: [\rL•cit or slight; unJ you may 
::j.;c:t jt l1' jn yum· .jllclt;ment the 1'i?il.Son:; !';ivcn for it ar•: 
::,suund. 11 
The Co11.rt c]j u not ere in the" aclrni ~;::;inn of FJcld:otr.,d 's 
> r:•:rL L-'stirr,uny. 
IV. 
CJ:.:c u 11•:'3"'; Lha t tile Cour L err cu in ad1::i ttinr; certain 
[h'' and ;.:cunent:o or n rnovi1: on tr1c c;roul!d th'l. t they 
"''CC' :1Tc:levar1t, i11;n . .'1te1·jol nnd introducccl to a·cou:.;r: tho 
We have CilrcfulJy revlcwocl und examined 
• 0 ~::. 'r_'i·i" '1'r: ci1 Court did exclude CL'l'taln portions of a movie 
'.~l-irl,r" 1 ~- 1 ·' 1i' 1 ; typical du.ily activit~Les foll0\«1 in~ his injuries. 
- ?O -
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J~a1·[, ui' Ute 1· 1:hi\; i Le; r1•l.:1 i.1·cl p i.ctnr ~i1l Ly to l;e::;'0 11 1~ 1::n:1 
l"'" vio 1):;ly <1clrniL1. 1 ·ll. Co11Lr01·y Lu CiiC''; conl;cnt.i.c;nc:, 1:-.· 01 c;·c,;.:> 
c..iV1 U1c 'l'1'ii.ll C:u11ct':; 1'1din1•,s Llwt c:acn v11·rc .'Jclr;1i_:;~;!\JJ<: :1:; 
cit·[rictint:. l·'.al1.'.1r';; p1·c-acci.dcnt ph.1::;:i_co.l conriLti.on :1r . .J hL:o 
::t11:i:1l in1cJ :n:crcationLtl \·1abitc; n.:..; cornparc·rJ \'1itil his post-
accicJ,.;,1L li[r.::;tyle, rcL1tinc; to the is~»ue of clrn:1a[';c.~::;. !fotl1.i.n.-~ 
in the> photo::; or ill Lhc CLLm :;_..; inflar.~mo. tocy. \'It.• ob...:ic:i-vc 
tllat the i'il111 1·:0.s :;l1mm in char.1bc1·s pr!.ur to its cl.i.srlay 
]1cfon· th<: jury. Certain portion:.; o1)jr:c tcd to hy counsel fc1r 
r:i:C v1crc clcletccJ by orclcr of Uu.· Court. Jmmcdio.tcly prior to 
the filrn being shown to the jury, CCJUnscl for Ct.JC: sto.ted: 
Your Jionor, I mi~.ht r.ay tho.t dur .. jnL~ Lllf· noon 
hour I dj_cl vicv1 this; o.ml 1 1 m 1·1 i J.l·.i.nr, to r1c;rc'e 
that the changes previously. discussed with the 
Court v1cre made ond tlrnt the film as I viev1 it 
is in accordance \'1ith v11lat \·ias said at that 
time. 
No ol..ijection was made• Liy GMC v1hc'n the fj lrn \·:a:..; :.;ho;m to the jury. 
We hold [;hat Ute 'l'riDl CourL dicl not a\lu::;,, its discretion 
in the o.dmi:osi_on1 of tlw phoLor;rDph:.; and the f.ilm and that none 
~orked to the clear prejudice of G~~- United States v. Downen, 
1196 P.~~cJ 31/f (10th Cir. J9'(1i), c1.~1·L. denied U.S. 
Taylor v. Rco Motors, Inc., 275 F.2d 6~9 (10th Cir. 1960); 
J<iller:o' National In:>uro.nce Cowpo.ny, C\1ico.go, Illinois v. 
\.'ichi ta 1"lou1· 1·1ills Com pony, 2':i'( F. 2cJ 93 (10th Cir. 1958). 
v. 
C:MC claj_ms L\10.l; the Trj_al Cou:ct erred in permitting 
J:Jai'ar'::; atLorncy on c,0 0~;~,-cxarni.nation of Drputy Sl1c1"iff Kicffe1· 
to inquire concc cnj_nc; allq:;cd conve1·sa tions 1·1i. tlt hitn um~cr the 
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\'lhilc it vccy v1E;ll r:::_iy lir: th:it t!~1\1;ir'rj coun:;,~l ':::-,:; t:il-:en 
::urp::-ise •:1itf! .ccspr:cl l,o J·:Lr'[f,•1· 1 s tt·jr1J L:::.tir'..0:1y -- ':.'~i!_c1 1 
coiLY\SCl allC[~'~s tu br: c!i.rr:ct.ly ut o(idc; Hit,;. l\i.cff'c::'c; prior 
(u) r:ou~rscl l'c·r 
i'.Jlliff ovcrrc:a.ciL~rl a.nd cwcrborc: in Lis cro~;,~-examina lion of 
);icff'c:r and a:;J·.'.:'d question:.; beyond the scope of' th'" direct 
testi;:,ony; ancl (Li) coun<;L·l f'or Mo.hm· b;1dc;t;rcd Kicfl'r;r :-iftcr 
r:ici':in;,: hi111 f'i_U: 11:itnc:c;,; -- :ir[',UCTll'tli·.ably on th:: [ff<.'i~:.i..';c: c)C 
surpr j :; c relatLvc to matt.en; 1·:hicll do not appeu1· to us 
critical to J.n:I issue: in the case. The; 'l'rial Court permitted 
rnuch of thr interroc;a tion after Malv.ir' s counsel m'lde }(icffer 
his •.iitness on tlle obviou:; belie(" U10.t counsel 1·rns att;cmpt:inc; to 
refrcc,!1 the \'1il;nPss';; r,1crnory on point:;, tl1c: mat··ri.0lity or \.,•i1i.ch 
the Trial Jud t,c ha cl no v:ay of j ud c;inc; at the t irnc. 
CounSt!l for Mahar rcqtF'Stl!d or the Court tlnt he \Jc 
ocrdttcd to rc.:fl'c<>l:!'1Kicffc1· 1 s rncmo;:y or recollection hy play.ing 
a n;corcling of a prcv ious con versa ti on lJct1·:cen counsel <.:nd 
Kir,ffer, v1ith parLicular cmphcu.;is on \';lil't:hcr Kicfr'cr hc:td not 
previo•..1sly st3tr:d thn t h<! hnrl sc,en small fragments of cluss on 
~.(,c side of the road at the Iluck Ranch turnoff. l\icffcr had 
previo,J.sly testified that he had not seen the [~lass «nd had no 
recoJ lection of telling coun;;c:l that he kid. Counsel for Mahar 
dirJ not call any wi tncss to contradict Kieffer's testimony. 
It is the rule in tnc Cjt·cuit that \·1hcn <1 rc11·ty calls 
a hos·,ilc 1,1itnC''3.'j or i:. surprl::>l'cl l1y t.h1' t('::.;Lin.oriy frurn his m·in 
'.·,it:-,,oc,~, the, 'l'rlo.l Court rncty, in jt:; d.i.l~crcti.on, pt~rmlt the 
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;i I J_ i 11:'. Lt i' · 
l '(] ,' i.a_l.1 " v. 
r·, 11 f1CJ:i > 11 '(!J 1". ::rJ l .i. r~ ~ (FJl.i1 c: j l' • 
1> ;' I I: ,, i•'. ;-JJ llJ(',1) ( J(Ji,}1 C .LI'. i'i'r I \ ~ ~ I .. " '! . )> ) 
Lot tc:ll~~c:; '..:. 
V:iL·:rl ':1:1L,·s, ;1.:;. '(')() (ll,J!:(~); /\Jl'c1nl •r. lJ11Ll.·,1I ::t:Jt,::;, 
2d? 11.:l. l_;Cl'( (1 1Jj1); LJr,itec1 ~:t:1tr:s •r. \·:r,l'Lh, 1jUj J,,_211 i2;1,::, (1C1t;1 
cir. ·1·J'( 11). (hff r .. ":_i(:\·1 of tl1Ls port..i011 o~· thf' l'C'Corc.i :J.1·011'.; u:; 
tin I. r;,,:1n::1_·l l'or l·'.:1h:.ic -- \HTi1:1p:; 011L of :.<·:il for 
c,v1; ,. n.:ei cl 1,:·d th" LcJund s o l· p r:o p ,. 'i. c l:y in lt i c: 
f:1)1 ll :;u IJl\f t'C:V.i '.".) ur1d '1[):1ly::.L0 or tlt1.' l'f1L ill' l°l.'COrd lr.::10:; us Lo 
L: 1,· c:c·1tc.Lu:;iun l.1::1L Llw:~,· i1111ll·opc_i,·li1·:; 1v1·1··· t1:1rl'i'i1·:;:; c·r1·01·:.;. 
". ).'C!C tlv·:~r, rca:.;011s »JI' cc1"d it Llt; jucy in ul.J~;1•c'V infj t:1c 
(:1,,1rl 1 :; 111:;1,t'\h'.t.icn:; U11J i..ipplyintj funJ<oll!C!'1LJl [1ncJ lll\[10.Ytial fai.r-
n1.,•;:; ,;;;,•ntl:1l Lo LrM concr·pt oC j11:.:tic:c· in :lr1·i.•1i11c; :it the 
Vc:1·i1 '1 C: I ,, . 
VT. 
C;;;c: u,rtl~'~nii.; L\1u I~ LltL: 'J'rio.l Court c•rrcd i.n [.';lV in2: 
ln»Cn1cLiu11 l'j Lo U\C' j11ry upon the L;;;uc~; of nccJ.Lp;t:nct' i11as-
111u~11 1.; rn, <"Jicl1.r:'~" ';;:1:; p1·1•:;,·ntr:d nL L;1·i0J to suppoi·I-. iL. 
:~r<il'ir.cil.ly, cr11_; l:r,r~p-l:iinc: Ll10.t th·:r:· 1·:!1:.; no cvid0nr:e intro-
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,l,(\') 1_,l-tr_'!',; 1ic'JJ cc11f'.ljcL.~r1t'. 1·.' :.~~i.LlO~\'/J _I :.r· 
\·.'''11 cu11~;:~dcrccJ:> cor1lp-::-'chcn:.:;.i\·1: cu1d coir.plt~t.1...:lJ i'ti i.Y r.t?.'"ttj ~::'".pn.-cti_:-1~ 
\)i:~ :-~clc1 tl1a t, tht_ i.~·1.~l,ruc tlc1rL.i f<i i1~1y ond :1 r.Jc,:1uu Lcl} [_t~.i.dt·J tr:(~ 
lOlU (19(1). 
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